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Icy planetesimals are significant objects of study for meteoritics, planetary science, 
and astrobiology due to their connections to the origins of life and liquid water on Earth. 
An existing closed system aqueous alteration model was adapted to simulate several 
scenarios involving early Solar System geologic processes occurring in an icy 
planetesimal interior. The model described in this work has been developed not only to 
test the validity of constraints currently thought to apply to CM1 parent bodies, but to 
directly compare the implications of these constraints for the isotopic composition and the 
modal mineralogy of carbonaceous chondrites. Isotopic ratios of the ungrouped C 
chondrite Acfer 094 were used to simulate those of the anhydrous precursors of CM 
chondrite parent bodies. Predictions of the model for the isotopic and mineralogical 
compositions of the altered parent body were then compared to properties of the highly 
altered CM1 chondrite Moapa Valley, which is described here in mineralogical and 
infrared-spectroscopic detail for the first time.  
Results from this model indicate that: 1) CM1 chondrite alteration temperatures can 
be achieved on parent bodies ≥ 20 km assuming a relatively “late” instantaneous 
accretion time of ~3.0 Ma after CAIs formed in a forsterite parent body and an earlier 
 
v 
accretion time of ~2.36 Ma years in a forsterite/enstatite parent body; 2) Aqueous 
alteration is highly dependent on the thermodynamic properties of the anhydrous silicates 
the parent body is composed of before alteration has begun; and 3) For phyllosilicate 
abundances of > 30 vol% to be produced by the model in the large quantities observed in 
CM chondrites (> 70 vol %), it is likely that vulnerable anhydrous silicates and opaque 
minerals would have to be altered in the early stages of alteration, and carbonates must 
form at the last stages of alteration. Using an oxygen isotope fractionation model we 
simulated the 18O-affinity in CM chondrite tetrahedral Al-bearing Mg,Fe-serpentines and 
predict that between 120-180˚C, Δ18Owater−serpentine≈ 1-4 ‰, a substantial ~2-3 ‰ less than 
the Δ18Owater−serpentine of Mg,Fe-serpentines without significant substitutions under the 
same temperature conditions. We also report oxygen isotopic fractionation factors for 
CM1 chondrite serpentines, standard cronstedtite, and Acfer 094 enstatite. 
These results indicate that the in situ alteration that occurred on CM parent bodies 
was not only profoundly influenced by the thermodynamic properties of its anhydrous pre-
cursors, but that the alteration process itself likely influenced the chemical and isotopic 
gradients between chondritic components as it progressed. The relatively 16O-rich oxygen 
isotopic ratios of some highly altered CM chondrites may be explained in the context of a 
single CM parent body system by the distribution of Al3+ cations and subsequent lowering 
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Accessory mineral: Any mineral that is present in small amounts in a rock, but is not 
considered to be characteristic of such rock. 
 
Aqueous alteration: a type of metasomatism whereby rock-forming minerals are subject 
to chemical and structural changes caused by interaction between the host rock and a 
fluid along grain boundaries and fractures. When the fluid also heated during the process, 
it is often referred to as hydrothermal alteration. 
 
Amorphous mineral: A mineral with no definite crystalline structure. 
 
Anhydrous: A substance containing no water. 
 
Anorthite (abbrev. An): A plagioclase feldspar mineral, calcium-rich endmember 
of the plagioclase solid solution series. Pure anorthite has the formula CaAl2Si2O8. 
 
Apatite: A group of phosphate minerals with high concentrations of OH-, F and Cl-ions, 
and with general formula Ca10(PO4)6(OH,F,Cl)2. 
 
Calcite: A common rock-forming carbonate mineral with a perfect rhombohedral 
cleavage, and general formula CaCO3. 
 
Carbonate: Rocks and minerals dominated by the carbonate polyatomic ion CO2-3.  
They are common precipitates of alkaline fluids. 
 
Chamosite: The Fe-endmember of chlorite with the general formula: 
(Fe2+,Mg,Fe3+)5Al(Si3,Al)O10(OH,O)8 
 
Chlorite: A phyllosilicate compound containing with general formula: (X,Y)4-
6(Si,Al)4O10(OH,O)8. The "X" and "Y" in the formula represent ions, which most commonly 
include: Fe+2, Fe+3, Mg+2, or, Al+3. Chlorite is commonly associated with higher grades of 
low temperature metamorphism. 
 
Chromite: A mineral of the spinel group of general formula (Fe,Mg)(Cr,Al)2O4. The iron 
and magnesium endmembers are FeCr2O4 and MgCr2O4. 
 
Clinochlore: The Mg-endmember of chlorite (Mg,Fe2+)5Al(Si3Al)O10(OH)8 
 
Clinopyroxene: A group name for pyroxenes crystallizing in the monoclinic system. The 
have the empirical formula: MgSiO3 
 
Cryptocrystalline: A rock texture defined by small crystals that are only vaguely 
revealed under a microscope in thin section with polarized light. 
 
Crystal, crystalline: Solid material whose constituents are arranged in a highly ordered 
microscopic structure, with single crystals showing geometrical shapes and flat 
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faces with specific orientations. 
 
Dolomite: An anhydrous carbonate mineral with ideal formula Ca,Mg(CO3)2. 
 
Enstatite (En, for short): A common rock-forming mineral of the pyroxene group 
and general formula MgSiO3. 
 
Euhedral: A mineral grain completely bounded by its own well-formed, easily 
recognized faces, and whose growth was not interfered by adjacent grains, because 
was formed in a cavity or early in the crystallization of magma. 
 
Fayalite (Fa, for short): The Fe-rich endmember of the olivine solid-solutions series, 
with ideal composition Fe2SiO4. 
 
Ferrosilite (Fs, for short): A common rock-forming mineral of the orthopyroxene 
group and general formula FeSiO3. 
 
Forsterite (Fo, for short): The Mg-rich endmember of the olivine solid-solutions 
series, with ideal composition Mg2SiO4. 
 
Fusion crust: A glassy thin layer produced by the cooling of viscous minerals produced 
by the ablation of a meteorite during its deceleration in the atmosphere of a planet, 
and with a typical thickness of less than a millimeter. 
 
Glass: A non-crystalline amorphous solid. 
 
Igneous rock: Also called magmatic rocks, they solidified from molten or partly molten 
material, such as magma or lava, below (intrusive) or above (extrusive) the surface. 
 
Lithophile element: Elements that remain on or close to the surface because they 
combine readily with oxygen, forming compounds that do not sink into the core. 
Mainly consist in highly reactive metals which form very stable ions. 
 
Lizardite: Silicate mineral in the serpentine subgroup of phyllosilicates, with idealized 
formula Mg3(Si2O5)(OH)4, closely related to chrysotile. 
 
Mafic: Said of a silicate or igneous rock mainly composed of one or more Fe- and Mg- 
rich minerals, such as olivine or pyroxene. 
 
Magnesite: A carbonate of the rhombohedral group with formula MgCO3. 
 
Magnetite: A strongly magnetic iron oxide of the spinel group, with general formula 
Fe3O4, and occurring naturally in most igneous and metamorphic rocks. 
 
Matrix: The finer-grained material enclosing or filling the interstices between the larger 




Metasomatism: A metamorphic process that is characterized by introduction or removal 
of the chemical constituents of the mineral host rock. 
 
Mesostasis: a component of chondrules that is cryptocrystalline and is Al- and Ca-rich. 
Its chemical composition is similar to the mineral anorthite (see glossary entry for 
anorthite). 
 
Olivine: A magnesium iron silicate mineral with general formula (Mg,Fe)2SiO4. It 
forms the solid-solution series of forsterite (Mg-rich endmember) and fayalite (Fe- 
rich endmember). Its composition is commonly expressed as molar percentages of 
forsterite (Fo) and fayalite (Fa). 
 
Orthopyroxene: A group of low-Ca, Fe- and Mg-rich pyroxenes crystallizing in the 
orthorhombic system. Most are in the solid-solution series of enstatite (Mg-rich 
endmember) and ferrosilite (Fe-rich endmember), and therefore its composition is 
commonly expressed as molar percentages of enstatite (En) and ferrosilite (Fs). 
 
Pentlandite: A sulfide mineral associated with low temperature metamorphism. It has a 
general formula of Fe  
 
Phenocryst: A crystal that is large relative to a groundmass of smaller grains in the host 
rock. 
 
Phosphate: A mineral compound containing the phosphate polyatomic ion PO43- 
 
Plagioclase: A group of silicate feldspars of general formula: (Na,Ca)Al(Si,Al)Si2O8. 
They form the solid-solution series of albite (Na-rich endmember) and anorthite 
(Ca-rich endmember). Their composition is commonly expressed as molar percentages of 
albite (Ab) and anorthite (An). 
 
Polymict breccia: Meteorite breccia formed by materials of various types, with clasts 
and/or matrix showing different compositions. 
 
Porphyritic: Said of the texture of a rock in which larger crystals are set in a finer- 
grained groundmass, which may be crystalline, or glassy or both. 
 
Pyroxene: A common group of mantle rock-forming silicate minerals, closely related 
in crystal form and composition and having the general formula XYSi2O6, where X 
can be Ca, Na, Mg or Fe2+, and Y is typically Mg, Fe2+, Fe3+, Cr, Mn or Al, and 
with Al occasionally substituting Si. They crystallize in the monoclinic 
(clinopyroxenes) and orthorhombic (orthopyroxenes) systems. 
 
Pyrrhotite: A common iron sulfide mineral with some lacking ferrous iron and general 
formula Fe1-xS (with x between 0 and 0.2). It is a non-stoichiometric variant of troilite. 
 




therefore associated with cores and mantles of rocky planets, moons, and differentiated 
planetesimals. 
 
Serpentine: A common group of rock-forming hydrous magnesium iron phyllosilicates 
resulting from the hydrothermal alteration of ferromagnesian silicates, and with 
general formula (Mg,Fe)3Si2O5(OH)4, although they may contain minor amounts 
of elements such as Al or Fe3+. 
 
Silica: The chemically resistant dioxide of silicon that is omnipresent in solar system 
solids and rock planets. It has the general formula SiO2. 
 
Silicate: Compound containing anionic silicon, usually the anion SiO44-. They 
constitute most of the crust of terrestrial planets, rocky moons and asteroids. 
 
Subhedral: A mineral grain that is bounded by its own well-formed faces but also by 
surfaces formed against preexisting grains by crystallization or recrystallization. 
 
Sulfate: A salt of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) characterized by the sulfate radical SO42-, and that 
can be hydrous or anhydrous. 
 
Solar Nebula: The “cloud” of gas and dust in which the 
 
Sulfide: A compound formed with the inorganic anion of sulfur S2-. The most prevalent 
sulfides in CM chondrites are pyrrhotite and pentlandite. 
 
Taenite: An alloy of iron and nickel (NiFe) only found on meteorites, with a proportion 
of iron-nickel between 80/20 and 35/65. Although it is sometimes intermixed with 
kamacite, taenite is the major constituent of iron meteorites. 
 
Talc: A metamorphic magnesium phyllosilicate with formula Mg3Si4O10(OH)2, and 
formed in the presence of water or carbon dioxide. 
 
Trivalent ion: An ion that has lost two electrons and there for has a charge of 2+ 
 
Tschermak substitutions: A predictable substitutions of ions with similar sizes and site 
coordinations in crystal structures that occur in melts and aqueous solutions, particularly 
in the case of pyroxene and chlorite group minerals. Common substitutions in silicates 
include: Al3+ ↔ Si4+ and Mg2+ ↔ Fe3+. 
 
Volatile elements: A classification of elements with low boiling points that are associated 
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COCM fractionation line. Model-generated oxygen isotope compositions that are lighter than their 
initial rock composition are considered to be generated by artifacts of the numerical fractionation 
simulation. 
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Main-belt asteroids and near earth objects (NEOs) that were originally part of 
minimally heated ice-bearing parent bodies harbor information that is vital to 
understanding the origins of water, organic molecules, and therefore, life on Earth. 
Meteorites and returned samples from such bodies are crucial for this line of study 
because they have somehow avoided significant thermal metamorphism on their parent 
bodies so that delicate remnants that record planetary accretion during the early Solar 
System may be preserved. One such asteroid is potentially (101955) Bennu, which is 
the target of NASA’s first asteroid sample return mission, OSIRIS-REx. Initial 
spectroscopic observations returned from the OVIRS and OTES instruments on the 
spacecraft have revealed promising signs of hydrated minerals and spectra that are 
most similar to CM and CI chondrites present in collections such as Moapa Valley 
(CM1) (Clark et al., 2011; Hamilton et al., 2019). Observations of the target asteroid 
could be more effectively interpreted with a) a clearer understanding of water-rock 
interaction within icy planetesimals and b) a reasonable reconstruction of the asteroid’s 
parent body composition and physical properties. In this work, I approach these 
objectives using numerical modeling to examine aqueous alteration as a link between 
carbonaceous meteorites, asteroids, and their larger original parent bodies. Given the 
high degree of alteration observed in CI and CM mineralogy and the fact that they may 
be meteorite analogs for the target of the OSIRIS-REx asteroid sample return mission, 
reconstructing plausible parent body conditions for these specific groups is a top priority 




1.1. CM Chondrites 
The meteorite classification scheme connects physical and geochemical 
properties amongst groups of like meteorites, where letters indicate petrological, 
chemical and isotopic similarities to a handful of “type specimens” (Weisberg et al., 
2006). Carbonaceous chondrites (C-chondrites) are a type of meteorite that were once 
part of undifferentiated planetesimals called parent bodies that never differentiated and 
thus preserve the chemical and isotopic signatures of the early solar system. Their main 
components include Calcium Aluminum-rich inclusions (CAIs), which were the first 
solids to condense from the solar nebula (e.g. Lord, 1965; Grossman, 1972; Bouvier 
and Wadwa, 2010), chondrules, which are igneous rocks formed in the nebula ~0-3 Ma 
after CAIs (Budde et al., 2016). Most (but not all) C chondrites will contain numerous 
chondrules, metal grains and fine-grained matrix. A typical chondrule has either 
porphyritic olivine, pyroxene, or both set in a glassy mesostasis-rich in Al and Ca, as 
shown in Figure 1. Fe,Ni-metal grains are also a chondrule component, especially in the 
rim at the chondrule-matrix boundary. In Figure 1, metal grains appear as rounded blue 
(Mg-free) masses clustered around the Mg-rich olivine rim.  
C-chondrites are further classified by petrologic grade, indicating their history of 
additional geological activity after they were accreted into a parent body. In the Van 
Schmus and Wood (1967) classification system, petrologic grade of 3 indicates that the 
meteorite did not undergo any secondary processing (i.e. aqueous alteration or high 
temperature thermal metamorphism) after accretion from the solar nebula, while 
petrologic grades from 1-2 indicate that chondritic material has evidence of fluid-
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assisted replacement of primary minerals, and a grade >3 indicates evidence of high 
temperature thermal metamorphism. While there is some debate on the setting of this 
processing, the predominant hypothesis involves hydrothermal reactions in situ, or 
within a larger parent body (e.g. Brearley, 2006).  
The CM chondrites have petrologic grades ranging between only 1 and 2, with 2 
being the least affected by hydrothermal parent body processing (Brearley ,2006, 
Weisberg et al., 2006), while most other chondrite groups include petrologic type 3 
(Weisberg et al., 2006). CM chondrites are most similar to the type specimen Mighei 
(CM2; Figure 1), which was observed to fall in the Ukraine in 1889. They are isotopically 
and petrologically related to the CO chondrites, which typically have petrologic grades 
≥3. CO chondrites get their name from their type specimen Ornans, which is an 
observed fall from France in 1868. Type 1 CM chondrites are easily identifiable by their 
abundance of secondary minerals such as Fe,Ni-sulfides, metal oxides, and OH--
bearing phyllosilicates relative to primary minerals. The primary mineralogy in highly 
altered chondrites was likely dominated by same magnesium-rich endmembers of 
olivine (Mg2SiO4) and pyroxene (MgSiO3) that are abundant in most other chondrites, 
the remnants of which are still somewhat intact in petrologic type 2 meteorites such as 
DOM 14219 (CM2), shown in Figure 2a. MIL 13005 (CM 1/2) (Figure 2b) is an example 
of an intermediate stage of alteration, in which chondritic components (i.e. chondrules) 
are hydrothermally altered and disaggregated, leaving isolated grains of primary 
anhydrous minerals and pseudochondrules with poorly defined boundaries with the 
matrix. Highly altered meteorites such as Moapa Valley (CM1, found in Nevada in 2004; 
see Figure 1c) are dominated by alteration products in the form of phyllosilicate 
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minerals and abundant carbonates with textures consistent with prolonged interaction 
with an interstitial fluid. Namely, their pseudochondrule components –the textural 
remnants of chondrules– consistently lack well-defined boundaries with the matrix, and 
carbonates form veins through existing cracks in the rock mm’s in length, indicating that 
they are precipitates from a primordial fluid.  
 
1.2. Progressive Alteration 
Aqueous alteration progresses in stages that are more complex than can be 
conveyed using the traditional petrologic grade scale used for classifying chondrites. 
The factors affecting the rate of alteration are numerous and influence the process 
simultaneously and interactively. The exact details of hydrothermal reactions in 
chondrites are poorly understood, but a general outline of the stages of alteration has 
been established in the literature (e.g. Brearley, 2006; Rubin, 2007; Howard et al., 
2011). Aqueously altered chondrites have undergone secondary processing in a system 
with temperature mostly hovering around just above freezing. In the most advanced 
stage of alteration, as in CM1 chondrites (Figure 2c) the chondrules have little to no 
primary minerals left, and are instead dominated by Mg-rich serpentines 
((Mg)3,Si2O5(OH4)) and Mg-,Fe-cronstedtites ((Fe,Mg)3(Fe3+,Si)2O5(OH4)) (Howard et 
al., 2009; Rubin, 2007). The model-generated mineralogy, while only considering Mg-
endmembers, will be directly compared to the volumetric phyllosilicate fraction Moapa 
Valley and CM chondrite average to determine the feasibility of the parent body system 
to form CM chondrites. The specifics of Moapa Valley mineralogy, petrology, and 




















Figure 1. X-ray composite  map of Mg, Fe, and Ca in a barred olivine chondrule of Mighei (CM2). Red indicates Mg, 
green indicates Ca counts, and blue indicates Fe counts. Arrows indicate the components of chondrules that are 
most pertinent to the stages of alteration. Note: this chondrule contains forsteritic olivine, however, many contain both 





2.1. Mineral-Water Isotopic Fractionation Modeling 
  Fluid-rock interactions that occur during low temperature metamorphism cause 
oxygen isotope exchange to occur as the oxygen atoms from water are incorporated 
into the OH- ions that become part of the phyllosilicate minerals, cronstedtite and 
serpentine. In addition to their mineralogical composition, the isotopic compositions of 
CI and CM chondrite groups exhibit signs of water-rock interaction in the form of mass-
dependent oxygen isotope fractionation, whereby the isotopically heavier fluid oxygen 
isotope reservoir mixes with the isotopically lighter reservoir in the rock as the rock 
undergoes aqueous alteration (Clayton and Mayeda, 1999). In this work, I utilize this 
phenomenon to test the validity of the multiple parent body scenarios modeled in this 
work by comparing model-generated oxygen isotope compositions with those reported 























Primordial solids in the solar nebula that were not subject to mass-dependent 
fractionation were enriched in 16O relative to the ice in planetesimals, which is thought to 
have preferentially sequestered heavy water (as H217O- and H218O-rich ice) (McKeegan 
et al., 2011; Abe et al., 2017). Figure 3 is an oxygen isotope plot showing the CM 
chondrites, and their components with CO WR isotopic compositions. The distribution of 
oxygen isotopes between unaltered and aqueously altered chondrites is mirrored in the 
isotopic compositions of CM2 chondrite components, where the highly altered matrix is 
enriched in both 18O and 17O (open circles in the upper right of figure 3) relative to the 
average CO chondrite whole rock (see figure 3, lower left) composition (Clayton, 2003). 
The isotopic compositions of CM1 and CM2 whole rock, CM2 matrix and CO 
whole rock tend to plot along a mixing line with a slope of approximately ~0.70 (Figure 
3). Thus, CM2 matrix and hydrous minerals are enriched in heavy isotopes relative to 
whole rock CM2 and CO3 on the same mixing line (red and blue solid circles and 
diamonds respectively, Figure 3). This COCM mixing line can be used as a reference to 
ungrouped chondrites that were formed in the same isotopic reservoir as CM and CO 
chondrites. In a similar vein, we are using the COCM line as an indicator for model-
generated oxygen isotopes that are isotopically similar to CM chondrites and are thus 
produced by a good simulation of CM parent body alteration. 
Figure 2. RGB X-ray composite maps of Mg, Ca, and Fe in aqueously altered meteorite 
sections of varying petrologic type. Each color corresponds to the relative abundances of 
Mg, Ca and Fe. Red = Mg, Green = Ca, and Blue = Fe. a) Thin section of DOM 14219 
(CM2), which contains abundant phyllosilicates and some primary minerals in chondrules 
with clear grain boundaries between clasts and matrix. b) Thin section of MIL 13005 (CM 
1/2) which contains high concentrations of Mg where primary minerals remain intact (not 
hydrothermally altered), however many of the clasts are chondrule pseudomorphs 
composed primarily of Fe-Mg phyllosilicates. c) Thick section of Moapa Valley (CM1) 
which is dominated by secondary phyllosilicates in the matrix and in the abundant 
chondrule pseudomorphs. The boundaries between matrix and pseudomorphs is unclear 
and Mg is distributed between chondritic components. 
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Each model scenario is predicated on the possibility that CO chondrites and the 
ungrouped C2 chondrite Acfer 094 may have formed from the same isotopic reservoir 
from CM chondrites. The exchange of oxygen isotopes has a strong dependence on 
temperature and chemical composition of the phases involved (e.g. Schütze, 1986; 
Zheng, 1991). Figure 4 is a schematic showing the how chemistry and mineralogy of 
CM1 chondrites and Acfer 094 were used to create parameters and initial conditions for 
the oxygen isotope fractionation model, which is one component in the aqueous 
alteration model. In chapter II, the effect of non-standard in silicate composition in both 
CM1 chondrites and Acfer 094 on oxygen isotope exchange will be explored. To 
account for Al3+ ↔ Si4+ substitutions in serpentines and pyroxenes, I modeled the low 
temperature isotope fractionation of serpentine from Moapa Valley and Acfer 094 and 
report predicted oxygen isotope fractionation factors valid 0-1200˚C using the Zheng 
increment model (Zheng 1991; Zheng 1993a; Zheng 1993b). These fractionation factors 
were then propagated through the modified exhalation model to simulate isotopic 
exchange between water and rock Figure 4. The model simulations in chapters V and 
VI produce isotopic compositions using isotopic ratios from Acfer 094 enstatite and 
Moapa Valley serpentine calculated in chapter II, while the parent body scenarios in 
chapter IV exclude enstatite in the initial parent body rock composition. 
 
2.2. Aqueous Alteration Modeling 
While meteorite chemistry and petrology can provide broad constraints on 
asteroidal processing, they convey only the details of fragments of a larger parent 
asteroid petrological system that can be more clearly understood only within the context 
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of a reconstructed thermodynamic system. Over the years, thermal modeling has been 
used to decipher a variety of conditions in the solar nebula pertinent to planetary 
accretion. It was thermal modeling by Urey (1955) that established the groundwork for 
26Al-decay as the primary heat source for asteroids, as opposed to the long-lived 
radionuclides that serve as the primary heat source for planets. Furthermore, Yomogida 
and Matsiu (1984) and Miyamoto (1991) applied the 26Al-decay scenario to thermal 
models constructed specifically to simulate unsintered and carbonaceous chondrite 
asteroids. The central objective of subsequent models of carbonaceous chondrite 
parent bodies has been to reconcile the high degree of low temperature alteration over 
a short period of time (<1 Ma) evidenced by meteorites with the relatively short burst of 
heat released by 26Al-decay, while maintaining inferred water-rock ratios that facilitated 













Figure 3. Oxygen isotope plot (derived from that of Clayton and Mayeda, (1999)) shows the COCM chondrite mixing 
line (slope = 0.70) formed by the isotopic compositions of CM matrix, and whole rock measurements from both CO 
and CM chondrites. TFL = terrestrial fractionation line. All oxygen isotope ratios are relative to Standard Mean Ocean 
Water (SMOW). Oxygen isotope compositions are from Clayton and Mayeda (1999; 1984), Howard et al., 2011, 
Weisberg et al., 2009; Ruzicka et al., 2017; Bouvier et al., 2017). 
 
 
Figure 4. Schematic showing the steps toward feeding new parameters into the modified exhalation model. The 
isotopic fractionation factors are computed from chemical formulas then used in the exhalation model. Modal 




In chapters IV and VI, I will describe the results of simulations of a hypothetical 
CM parent body in order to extrapolate what the alteration process may have entailed 
that resulted in the mineralogy of CM chondrites. The model-generated isotopic and 
mineralogical results in chapter IV were produced by simulating an initially 
monomineralic parent body composed entirely of forsterite with initial isotopic 
compositions representing several distinct parent body scenarios. Chapter V is 
simulation of a monomineralic clinoenstatite parent body meant to analyze the effects of 
enstatite on the thermodynamic system and model-generated oxygen isotope output. 
This output is then used to inform the interpretation of the results of a model simulating 
a mixture of clinoenstatite and forsterite by ruling out any artifacts of the numerical 
modeling technique itself. In chapter VI perform simulations with a parent body initially 
composed of olivine and pyroxene and compare model-generated results to the CM and 
CO carbonaceous chondrite groups. CM chondrite mineralogy in the context of this 
model will only include Mg-endmembers and magnesite as a proxy for all carbonates 
and will thus be compared to CM chondrite volume fractions of phyllosilicates, olivine, 
and carbonates. 
 
2.3. Modified Exhalation Model: Icey Planetesimal Hydrothermal Simulations 
Young et al. (1999) synthesized the simulation of interior parent processes into a 
single thermal alteration and isotopic fractionation model. Using the exhalation model, 
Young et al. (1999)’s model results supported the hypothesis that various carbonaceous 
chondrite groups are representative samples of different depths of the parent body 
interior. The exhalation model differed from other aqueous alteration models (e.g. 
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Clayton and Mayeda, 1999; Grimm and McSween, 1989) in that CO2 was included in 
the fluid composition, the model simulates both aqueous alteration generates oxygen 
isotopic compositions for each time step at each radial position of the parent body 
interior, and, in a departure from the Clayton and Mayeda (1999) model, fluid is not 
stagnant in the pores. The model of Young (2001) built on the previous exhalation 
model to develop constraints on chondritic parent body size and timing of the alteration 
process. The results suggested that a small (<50 km) parent body would be able to 
maintain a temperature gradient that would not only allow for carbonaceous chondrites 
to form in the same system with differing degrees of alteration but would restrict the 
entire process to <1 Ma without immediate depletion of pore fluid. The small body 
scenario supports the hypothesis that aqueous alteration in carbonaceous chondrites 
occurred in similar thermodynamic systems either in their respective parent bodies or at 
different depths of the same parent body. 
In this work, I used a modified version of the one-dimensional aqueous alteration 
model used by Young et al. (1999) and Young (2001) to simulate chemical reactions 
between a water-CO2 solution and anhydrous silicates and the resulting isotopic 
exchanges between the fluid and solid components of such a system. The alteration 
occurs in a closed system, in a single pass as pore ice melts and migrates radially 
outward to the asteroid surface as a result of pressure build-up at the core. The liquid 
water is then either incorporated into the mineralogical reaction or refrozen at the 
surface. 
Using a simulation of alteration on a simple monomineralic parent body as a 
benchmark, I also adjust parameters to create three unique parent body scenarios 
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designed to gain insight on the effects of primary mineralogy on the secondary mineral 
products and oxygen isotopic exchange. These scenarios are: a 100% forsterite body 
(Fo), a 100% clinoenstatite body (Cen), and a body made of a clinoenstatite-forsterite 
mixture. The 100% clinoenstatite body scenario is not meant to simulate a chondritic 
parent body, but simply to examine the effects of clinoenstatite on the model output so 
that its effects on the mineral mixture body can be properly isolated from artifacts of the 
numerical model itself. Chapter III will go into the details of the modified exhalation 
model’s numerical scheme, theoretical background, and preliminary model results of the 
benchmark and two parent body scenarios including pyroxene will be. 
 
2.4. Scaffolding for Advanced Metasomatism Reaction Simulations 
Future aqueous alteration models will benefit from including Fe-endmembers in 
model mineralogical reactions due to its significant share of CM chondrite composition 
(e.g. Bunch and Chang, 1980; Barber 1981; King et al., 2017; Howard et al., 2011; 
Howard et al., 2015) and its prominent role in the progressive alteration sequence of 
aqueously altered chondrites. Magnetite (Fe3O4), an alteration product that increases 
with degree of alteration in both terrestrial and extraterrestrial rocks is also a suspected 
source of noise in ground-based spectroscopy observations of C-complex asteroids 
along with extraterrestrial organics (Clark et al., 2011, King et al.,2017). In addition to 
expanding the mineralogy of the initial parent body composition, the mineralogical 
reaction can be improved by restricting mineralogical reactions that produce carbonate 
to the point at which pore fluid is in low supply. This would be a better simulation of 
calcite precipitation in chondrites, since they are often used as a measure for the 
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duration of alteration relative to the formation of CAIs (e.g. Krot et al., 2006;Jilly-Rehak 
et al., 2017). 
Chapter VII lays the foundation for future adaptations to the exhalation model 
that incorporate complex, step-wise mineralogical reactions to constrain the most likely 
reaction pathways in a chondritic parent body hydrothermal system and identify broad 
strokes effects of mineralogy on the thermal properties of the parent body rock. In 
accordance with the modified exhalation model utilized here, the oxygen isotopic ratios 
and modal mineralogy generated by the model simulations will be used to ground truth 
each scenario through comparison to real meteorite oxygen isotopic compositions. 
This research has the potential to advance our understanding by narrowing 
constraints on a plethora of parent body characteristics such as temperature gradient, 
the timing of accretion, and the size of the parent body, all with the advantage of two 
ground-truthing methods that can support or refute the validity of the parent body 
scenario. The goal of this study is to powerfully inform the relationship between 
meteorites in collections and returned samples from the first NASA asteroid sample 










To reconstruct the mineralogical reaction and hydrothermal system of CM parent 
bodies, it is imperative that the pre- and post-alteration chemistry and mineralogy be 
well established before the primary mineral alteration reaction is simulated in the 
numerical model. Since the B-type asteroid Bennu and CM chondrites have 
spectroscopic similarities, they may have come from the same parent body, or parent 
bodies that have undergone similar geological processes and the parent body 
simulation should have compositional similarities to both (Hamilton et al., 2019; 
Lauretta, 2018; Clark et al., 2011). 
While constraints on the timing of chondritic parent body alteration, mineralogical 
composition of the pre-alteration parent body (e.g. Browning and Bourcier, 1998), 
thermal evolution (e.g. Grimm and McSween, 1989; Clayton and Mayeda, 1999; 
Zolensky et al., 1997), and extent of water-rock interaction have been estimated by 
many workers (e.g. Young et al., 2003; Zolensky et al., 1993;), the fluid-assisted 
metasomatism that occurred inside CM parent bodies cannot be observed directly, and 
therefore these constraints must be put into context through numerical modeling. The 
aqueous alteration model (described in detail in Ch III) will simulate alteration of an 
anhydrous parent body that is altered to yield an aqueously altered CM chondrite-like 






2.1.  Aqueous Alteration 
Under certain conditions, rocks composed of anhydrous (devoid of water, OH 
bonds) minerals can undergo a type of fluid-assisted metasomatism that is commonly 
referred to as aqueous alteration. In the context of a chondritic parent body, the pore ice 
that is assumed here to have accreted with the parent body rock can begin to melt due 
to the heat of radioactive decay. The ice-melt that is thought to preserve a primitive 
isotopic and chemical reservoir from the early solar system will be referred to as the 
altering fluid hereafter. When the altering fluid made initial contact with the chondritic 
rock, the first anhydrous silicates to be altered were those in the matrix due to its fine-
grained texture. This is evidenced by the highly altered matrices even in mildly altered 
carbonaceous chondrites. In chondrules, metal grains initially oxidize to form secondary 
magnetite and Fe,Ni-sulfides, while mesostasis and any fine-grained silicates are 
altered into Mg-,Fe- serpentines, (Mg,Fe2+)3(Si2O5)(OH)4 and Al-bearing cronstedtite,  
(Fe2+2Fe3+((Si,Fe3+,Al)2O5)(OH)4, Hanowski and Brearley, 1997). Larger porphyritic 
silicate crystals require sustained water-rock interaction to eventually transform, yielding 
cronstedtite at the first stage of alteration, although there is some debate regarding 
which silicates are the most susceptible to alteration. Orthopyroxene, orthorhombic 
(Fe,Mg)SiO3, is the most resistant to hydrothermal alteration, followed by clinoenstatite 
(same formula but monoclinic) according to the terrestrial alteration sequence, although 
clinoenstatite is more common in meteorites. Orthopyroxene is considered to be 
resistant to alteration by Hanowski and Brearley (2001) and Rubin (2007), however they 
maintain that contraction cracks that are exclusive to clinoenstatite make it the apparent 
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weak link among porphyritic silicates during hydrothermal activity. However, Lee and 
Lindgren’s (2018) study of mildly altered chondrules led them to conclude that 
clinoenstatite and olivine alteration must have occurred at almost the same rate, with 
olivine’s structure and relative lack of silica making it a more . Nonetheless, olivine 
provides much of the early Mg and Fe ions available in the fluid for phyllosilicate 
precipitation when alteration has just begun (Lee and Lindgren, 2018). It is also 
important to consider the fact that olivine has double the (Mg+Fe)/Si ratio than pyroxene 
and therefore changes the fluid composition during dissolution in a way that is more 
consistent with Mg-,Fe-serpentine formation. The next stage involves replacement of 
Fe3+ in cronstedtite with Mg2+, since trivalent Fe is unstable in cronstedtite’s structure 
and Mg2+ becomes increasingly available as dissolution of Mg-rich silicates continue. 
Mg-rich serpentines may also form during the breakdown of tochilinite, Fe2+5-
6(Mg,Fe2+)5S6(OH)10, which is an early stage alteration product that forms as primary 
sulfides and metal grains are oxidized. 
Some major factors to consider during the alteration process are:  
 
I.Texture: coarse-grained porphyritic mineral crystals will alter more slowly the same 
mineral in a finer grain size.  
II.Primary mineralogy: metallic grains are among the first chondrite components to 
undergo aqueous alteration due to their vulnerability to oxidation, olivine is less resistant 
to alteration than pyroxene. 
III.Porosity and permeability of the medium: the permeability and porosity of the parent 
body before alteration is poorly understood. The physical changes to the parent body 
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rock also changed the permeability and porosity of the host rock as alteration 
progressed. 
IV.Composition of the parent body fluid: the presence of calcite in aqueously altered 
chondrites suggests the fluid was not just “pure” water, but could have contained carbon 
compounds such as CO, CO2, or CH4. 
V.Fluid velocity: pore fluid that is stagnant will cause larger carbonate crystals to grow and 
will have more time to react with surrounding anhydrous silicates, metal grains, and 
sulfides, thus more closely approaching chemical and isotopic equilibrium. 
VI.Temperature: this is the most obvious factor dictates the rate of reaction, which 
alteration products form, and how much fluid is available, since fluid is generally 
considered to originate from melted ice in pore space. 
 
2.2. Building a CM Chondrite Parent Body 
 
2.2.1. Asteroid Surface Mineralogy  
 
In the absence of samples from chondritic asteroid surfaces, the main connection 
that scientists have between aqueously altered chondrite groups and asteroids is the 
evidence aqueous alteration process itself. The OSIRIS-REx mission has obtained 
spectral observations from a B-type asteroid named 101955 Bennu, from the 
spacecraft’s onboard the OSIRIS-REx Thermal Emission Spectrometer (Christensen et 
al., 2018) and OSIRIS-REx Visible-InfraRed Spectrometer instruments (Reuter et al., 
2018). Spectra from Bennu’s surface reveal similarities to the silicate features of CM 
chondrites and reveal the potential presence of magnetite (Fe3O4) on Bennu (Lauretta 
et al., 2019). CM chondrite silicate chemistry is dominated by hydroxyl-bearing 
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phyllosilicates and magnetite is a common product of the oxidation of metal (e.g. 
Brearley and Jones, 1998). Bennu has also been observed actively shedding volatiles 
from its surface, these observations further substantiate the proposition made by Clark 
et al. (2011) that Bennu may have meteorite analogs among the CM or CI chondrites, 
based on ground-based spectroscopy (Hanna et al., 2019, Lauretta, 2018; Clark et al., 
2011). The modal mineralogy of Moapa Valley (CM1) is the product of the parent 
asteroid alteration processes that may be similar to those undergone by B-type 
asteroids like Bennu. 
 
2.2.2. Connection to C-Chondrites 
 
Here the petrology, mineralogy and chemistry of Moapa Valley silicates and 
carbonates are analyzed in detail to assess the validity of the idealized alteration 
reaction used in the model and its effects on how the modal mineralogy of the 
hypothetical parent body should be interpreted after the simulated alteration event. For 
the best approximation to oxygen isotopic fractionation between minerals and water, 
any substitutions between cations in the constituent minerals must be identified and the 
fractionation factors must be recalculated accordingly. To ascertain approximate 
chemical and isotopic compositions of the anhydrous precursor parent body rock, Acfer 
094 (C2-ung; CO-CM-like) was used as a proxy for the isotopic and chemical 
composition of anhydrous precursor minerals and Moapa Valley (CM1) was used to the 
isotopic fractionation of serpentine. Endmember phyllosilicate and carbonate phases as 
proxies for all phyllosilicate and carbonate alteration products, respectively. The 
following sections will describe the scaffolding of the parent body mineralogical reaction 
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that will form the basis of the aqueous alteration model’s chemical and isotopic 
components, as well as the justification for excluding certain constituents that make up 
CM chondrites. 
 
2.2.3. CM Parent Body Mineralogy 
 
 Since CM chondrite formation is not directly observable, CM1 chondrite 
mineralogy and chemistry will be used to approximate CM parent body mineralogy post 
alteration and the anhydrous silicate mineralogy of Acfer 094 and CM1 chondrule 
phenocrysts will be used to determine a suitable approximation to a CM parent body 
anhydrous precursor. 
 




 Anhydrous silicates (silicates lacking the OH- group) in CM chondrites typically 
occur in the chondrules of mildly to moderately altered CM chondrites. Although there 
are no known specimens of CM3 chondrites, Acfer 094 mineralogy will be used here as 
a proxy for anhydrous precursor mineralogy in the parent body due to its relationship to 




 The average CM chondrite contains 9.8 vol.% olivine (Howard et al., 2009, 2011) 
the majority which is in the form of chondrule phenocrysts. Chondrule olivine in CM2s 
such as Murchison is FeO-poor (Fo100 – Fo50), which indicates that forsterite (Mg2SiO4) 
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was a major constituent of the CM parent body composition pre-alteration (Barber, 
1981; Buseck and Hua, 1993; Grossman et al., 1988, Bland et al., 2009). 
Any primary minerals that have survived complete alteration have done so because 
they are 1) less susceptible to alteration due to structure, texture, or chemistry or 2) the 
fluid availability was too low and/or any combination of those factors. FeO-rich olivine is 
more readily altered than FeO-poor olivine, so pre-alteration abundance of FeO-rich 




 Pyroxene in CM2 chondrites are found also found as chondrule phenocrysts, 
making up 3.0 vol.% of the bulk mineralogy of an average CM2 chondrite (Howard et 
al., 2011). Although enstatite is the more prevalent in of low-Ca pyroxenes in Acfer 094 
and is the more common pyroxene phase found in CM2 chondrites, its exact 
composition varies and must be constrained on an atomic level for the model to 
simulate the isotopic evolution of the parent body during alteration (Zheng, 1993). 
 
2.2.5. Post Alteration Mineralogy 
 
 Post alteration mineral chemistry is not straightforward and can vary based on 
the degree of alteration that occurred (e.g. Zolensky et al., 1997; Rubin et al., 2007). 
Moving forward with the assumption that all of the alteration occurred in situ (post-
accretion of the parent body), CM1 chondrites are used to constraint the mineralogy, 






Highly altered CM chondrites contain higher abundances of Mg-serpentine 
(Mg3Si2O5(OH)4) due in part to the abundance of Mg2+ in the fluid from dissolution of 
forsterite (Mg2SiO4) and enstatite (Mg2Si2O6) during alteration. In addition to the initial 
breakdown of forsterite, studies comparing degree of alteration between CM chondrites 
have shown that the more advanced stage of alteration entails Mg2+ replacing Fe3+ in 
cronstedtite to form increasingly Mg-rich serpentines (Browning et al., 1996; Rubin et 
al., 2007; King et al., 2017; Howard et al., 2011). While Acfer 094 has a matrix that is 
predominantly anhydrous (Newton et al., 1995), it does contain some serpentine and 




Cronstedtite (Fe2+2Fe3+((Si,Fe3+)2O5)(OH)4) is an Fe-endmember of the 
serpentine group of phyllosilicate minerals that has been found in many CM chondrites. 
However, Fe-cronstedtite as discussed in the literature (e.g. Browning and Bourcier, 
1998; Rubin et al., 2007; Howard et al., 2011; King et al., 2017) in the context of CM1 
mineralogy is usually a catch-all term for Fe-rich serpentines and should not be 
assumed to have endmember chemistry. Garenne et al. (2019) found that there is a 
relationship between increasing degree of alteration and abundance of ferrous (Fe2+) 
iron in CM matrix silicates (Fe3+/ΣFe ≈ 0.5 in CM matrix; Garenne et al., 2019). The high 
degree of alteration in Moapa Valley (King et al., 2017) suggests that Fe2+ serpentines 
such as greenalite (Fe2+3Si2O5(OH)4) are the main Fe-phyllosilicate constituents in the 
meteorite. Furthermore, the vast majority of Fe serpentines in CM chondrites have 
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some Mg and are consistently Al-bearing and cronstedtite crystals in CM matrices have 
been described as stacked and disorderly (Müller et al., 1979; Mackinnon, 1980; Akai 
and Kanno, 1986), making attempts to use terrestrial cronstedtite as a reference for CM 
serpentines a source of uncertainty (King et al., 2017). 
The mildest stage of the CM chondrite alteration sequence preferentially 
transforms metals grains and fine-grained minerals such as the Fe-rich silicates located 
in the matrix, thus providing both valence states of Fe and the silica required to form 
cronstedtite (Figure 1a). Furthermore, matrix makes up an average of 60% of CM 
chondrite area (Scott and Krot, 2005; Weisberg et al., 2006; Wasson and Kallemeyn, 
1988), which ensures that the primordial fluid has an abundance supply of high-surface 




 While calcite (CaCO3) typically only makes up ~1 vol% of CM chondrites 
(Howard et al, 2011; King et al., 2017), it is an important indicator of fluid flow regime 
and temporal scale (Young et al., 1999; de Leuw et al., 2009; Jilly-Rehak et al., 2017). 
Unlike serpentines, which are the result of replacement reactions with primary silicates , 
the carbonates are precipitates, and likely form at the last stage of alteration when the 
fluid becomes depleted or refrozen. They are good indicators of low temperature, 
alkaline systems because their stability relies on both temperature and pH of the 
hydrothermal system in which they have formed (Rosenberg et al., 2001, Berger et al., 
2015). 53Mn/53Cr dating of carbonates from CM and CR chondrites has also constrained 
the timescale of alteration to being almost immediately after CAI formation and ending 
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Sulfides and magnetite (Fe3+2Fe2+O4) are present as minor components of CM 
chondrites of all petrologic types but increasing degrees of alteration is associated with 
higher magnetite concentration in aqueously altered chondrites because iron from Fe 
metal grains oxidizes when in contained with the primordial fluid. Metal grains are 
virtually absent in CM1 chondrites because they are highly susceptible to alteration in a 
hydrothermal system. Clark et al. (2011) hypothesizes that fine-grained magnetite could 
be contributing to the poor signal received from (101955) Bennu and other low albedo 
asteroids of its spectral class, thus linking CI and CM modal mineralogy to the low 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of Bennu’s (Visible Near Infrared) VNIR spectrum. While 
metals were an important source of Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions that form cronstedtite in the early 
stages of progressive alteration, stoichiometric calculations indicate that metal grains 
would have been a minor component (< 10 vol.%) of the CM chondrite parent body pre-
alteration (Browning and Bourcier, 1998).  
 
2.2.5. Bennu’s Surface Chemistry 
 
Spectral observations have indicated that B- and C-type asteroids contain 
features consistent with phyllosilicates such as those observed in aqueously altered 
carbonaceous chondrites (Bus and Binzel, 2002; Clark et al., 2011; Hamilton et al., 
2019). In addition to evidence of water-rock interaction, some low-albedo asteroids have 
the potential to preserve primitive extraterrestrial organic compounds provided that they 
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have not undergone significant heating (Lauretta et al., 2015). Carbonaceous asteroids 
are therefore major candidates for the delivery of organic molecules and water to Earth 





 Electron microprobe analysis (EPMA), X-ray element mapping and microscopic 
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (µFTIR) were performed to analyze the 
chemistry, mineralogy and petrology of three samples to approximate a CM parent body 
rock both before and after aqueous alteration. 
 
3.1.  Meteorite Samples 
 
 All samples used in this study were petrographic thin sections and thin sections 
of meteorites that were finds (as opposed to observed falls). Meteorite samples were 
used to approximate parent body mineralogy for the numerical model because minerals 
found in C chondrites are compositionally and structurally distinct from terrestrial 
standards (Brearley and Jones, 1998). 
 
3.1.1. Moapa Valley (U A2565) 
 
EPMA, X-ray element mapping and µFTIR were performed on one thin section of 
Moapa Valley (UA2565 TS-2; Fig.1) and one thick section of Moapa Valley (UA2565 
TS-1, parallel to TS-2) the chemistry and mineralogy of a CM parent body hydrothermal 
system. The total section areas were 162.992 mm2 for the Moapa Valley thin section 
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TS-2, and 178.74 mm2 for the Moapa Valley thick section TS-1. 
The main mass of Moapa Valley is a 699g fall from the Nevada desert that was 
found in 2004 and has a low weathering grade. It was first described by Irving et al., 
(2009) as having ellipsoidal objects in an opaque fine-grained matrix with many 
subparallel cracks. 
Figure 1a shows the bulk modal mineralogy of Moapa Valley using position 
sensitive detector X-ray diffraction data from King et al. (2017). Mg-endmember 
serpentines dominate Moapa Valley’s modal volumetric mineral abundances, where 
67.1 vol% of the rock is made up of Mg-serpentine (Mg3Si4O10(OH)2) and the only 
anhydrous silicate detected by PS-XRD is forsterite (Mg2SiO4, 4.1 vol% olivine; King et 
al., 2017). Fe,Mg-serpentine (described as Fe-cronstedtite in King et al., 2017) makes 
up 20.4 vol. % of Moapa Valley and 29.8 vol.% of CM chondrites on average. Moapa 
Valley has a higher abundance of both sulfides (4.4 vol.%) and magnetite (3.1 vol.%) 
than the average CM chondrite (Figure 1b). 
Moapa Valley’s petrologic type has been classified as CM1 chondrite (Irving et 
al., 2009) in the Van Schmus and Wood (1967) scheme and a CM1.1 (King et al., 2017) 
on the PSF classification scheme (Howard et al., 2009). Moapa Valley’s whole rock 
spectral features are dominated by Mg-rich phyllosilicate bands in the IR region (Bates 
et al., 2020; Hanna et al., 2020). 
 
3.1.2. Acfer 094 (USNM 7233,4) 
 
EPMA and X-ray element mapping was performed on a 42.32 mm2 thin section 
of Acfer 094 to characterize pyroxene chemistry. Acfer 094 is was found in the Sahara 
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Desert in 1990. It is an ungrouped C chondrite (C2-ung) in the Van Schmus and Wood 
(1967) classification system, although its isotopic, petrologic and bulk chemical 
characteristics have been compared to both the CM and CO chondrite groups (Ebel et 
al., 2016, Krot et al., 2004; Greshake, 1997; Newton et. al., 1995).Bischoff and Geiger 
(1995) assigned Acfer 094 a weathering grade W2 (moderately weathered) due to 
partially oxidized metal grains and abundant oxide veins. Greshake, (1997) interpreted 
ferrihydrite and sulfates as likely products of terrestrial weathering. 
Acfer 094 has contains a wide variety of olivine compositions its fine-grained 
matrix and chondrule fragments, although forsteritic olivine is more common than Fe-
rich olivine chondrule phenocrysts (Newton et al., 1995; Greshake, 1997). 
makes it reduced compared to Acfer 094’s 0.6 (Hopp and Vollmer, 2018). 
Pyroxenes in CM chondrites and Acfer 094 are primarily enstatites and low-Ca 
pyroxene (Mg2Si2O6).  
 
3.1.3. DOM 14239 (244-6) 
 
EPMA was performed on a 57.32 mm2 thin section of DOM 14239 to compare 
the chemical compositions of pseudochondrule serpentines with those of Moapa Valley. 
DOM 14239 is an Antarctic CM1 chondrite (main mass is 9.85g) that was found in the 
Dominion Range of the Transantarctic mountains in 2014. It is moderately weathered 
(BE) and fractured (fracturing grade B/C), with visible salts in the cracks that are 
presumed to be of terrestrial origin (Meteoritical Bulletin No. 105; Bouvier et al., 2017). 
Analyses for DOM14239 were taken from pseudochondrules that were not in contact 






3.2. Electron Microprobe Analysis 
 
Samples were documented with wavelength-dispersive X-ray spectrometer 
(WDS) X-ray maps, back-scattered electron (BSE) images, and WDS quantitative 
chemical analysis using the CAMECA SX100 Ultra electron microprobe at the University 
of Arizona’s Lunar and Planetary Laboratory in Tucson, AZ. The CAMECA SX 100 Ultra 
is equipped with a 30 keV LaB6 filament, five WDS with choice of 14 diffracting crystals, 
and an EDS system, allowing analysis of elements with atomic numbers (Z) ≥ 5. All 
samples were carbon coated for analysis. Standards used for quantitative chemical 
analysis used are listed in Table 1. 
 
3.3. X-ray Element Mapping 
 
X-ray mapping was also performed using the same the CAMECA SX100 Ultra 
electron microprobe. Average element abundances in thin and thick sections are 
normalized for each sample and converted to grayscale values corresponding with the 
Kα intensities for each element. For RGB maps, elemental abundances of three 
elements are normalized, converted to corresponding grayscale values, converted to an 
RGB color map. Pixels containing multiple elements shown in an RGB map will be a 
mixture of RGB colors corresponding to the average abundances of each element (e.g. 
a pixel containing elements assigned to red and blue will appear purple). RGB maps 
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have the advantage of illustrating the modal abundances of up to three elements at 
once, whereas Kα intensity maps are used to show elemental abundances for more 
than three elements. 
Operating conditions for WDS X-ray elemental maps of entire thin sections had 
an accelerating voltage of 15 keV, beam current of 40 nA, 10 ms dwell time, beam size 
of 20 µm, and 1024 pixels per line. Maps of individual clasts had the same operating 
conditions except for beam size, which was 1 µm for a resolution of 1 µm/pixel. All X-ray 
mapping was performed by stage scanning with a fixed beam.  
 
3.4. µFTIR Spectroscopy 
 
 Mineralogy of a Moapa Valley thick section (TS-1) was analyzed using in situ 
microscopic Fourier transform infrared (µFTIR) spectroscopy. The region of interest in 
the Moapa Valley section is shown in reflected light in Figure 2. µFTIR was used to 
characterize minerals that are difficult to measure on the electron microprobe (i.e. matrix 
material and matrix carbonate grains) using the spatial context of the X-ray elemental 
abundance maps as a guide. Spectra of the uncoated sections were measured using a 
Thermo Scientific iN10 Nicolet microscope equipped with a KBr beamsplitter at 
Southwest Research Institute in Boulder, CO. The spectra were measured in 
hemispherical reflectance, which is comparable to emissivity according to Kirchhoff’s 
law (E = 1–R) and are directly comparable to remote sensing observations of coarse 
particulates and solids. 
The use of solid samples over powders eliminates the influence of volume 
scattering and transparency effects on the spectra (Salisbury and Walter, 1989). The 
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spectral range was 400-4000 cm-1 with 2 cm-1 spectral resolution and 300 µm/pixel 
spatial resolution. The course spatial resolution of 300 µm/pixel allows for many phases 
to be spectrally mapped at once. Since most of Moapa Valley mineral grains are <300 
µm in diameter, orientation effects are not expected to significantly influence the 
position of the spectral features. Spectral calibrations were done according to Ruff et al. 
(1997) for reduction of spectral contrast variations and simplification of comparison of 
spectral shapes, which improves reproducibility. The emissivity plot of the 632 cm-1 
band showing the area of interest in Moapa Valley TS-1 is shown in Figure 2. Spots 
containing carbonates were compared to spectra in the Arizona State University 
Spectral Library for identification (Christensen et. al., 2000). Spots containing 
pseudochondrules (circled in yellow) are were not included in the average matrix 
spectra. 
The µFTIR spectrometer specifically measures the vibrational energy associated 
with cation-anion bonds (e.g. Si-O or Mg-OH bonds) in the crystalline structure 
compared to those of a black body. Each type of cation-anion bond releases these 
energies at discrete frequencies conventionally measured in cm-1 (1 cm-1 = 
10,000/wavelength in µms) in the Thermal Infrared (TIR) spectral range and µms 
(wavelength) in the Near Infrared (NIR) range. Moapa Valley has fundamental silicate 
bands at 1000 cm-1 (Si-O stretching) and in the 500-400 cm-1 range, with a 632 cm-1 
feature that has been associated with Mg-OH bonds and an emissivity maximum on the 
shorter-wavelength side of the Si-O stretching feature (primary Christiansen) feature at 
~1104 cm-1 (Hamilton et al., 2019; Bates et al., 2020, Hanna et al., 2019). The 
Christiansen feature is an emissivity minimum that can be used as a diagnostic to 
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identify mineralogy and differences in solid-solution chemistry (e.g. Salisbury, 1991). 
Moapa Valley has a sharp 2.7µm feature in the (Near Infrared) NIR range (Bates et al., 
2020) due to O-H stretching of hydroxyl groups in phyllosilicates without interstitial water 
(Salisbury, 1991). The main calcite bands that are resolved in C chondrite spectra are 
emissivity minima at ~1580 cm-1, 710 cm-1 and 870 cm-1 and a maximum at ~1480cm-1 
(Lane and Christensen, 1998; Bandfield et al, 2003; Christensen et al., 2000). Since 
solid samples (uncoated thin sections) were used in this study, some features that are 
associated with light transmitted through the sample in spectra of powdered rock and 




4.1. Sample Chemistry and Mineralogy 
 
 Sample chemistry was analyzed to characterize the precursors and alteration 
products that the model will simulate numerically using an idealized mineralogical 
reaction. First, the products of alteration will be described using CM1 chondrites as 
analogs, then the anhydrous precursor mineralogy discussed in the context of Acfer 094 
as an analog. The chemical formulas calculated here will be used to create an 
approximation of CM mineral-water isotopic fractionation that is more faithful to the 
natural process in Chapter II. µFTIR spectroscopy was used to characterize Moapa 
Valley silicate and carbonate mineralogy. 
 




 EPMA analyses of Moapa Valley and DOM 14239 serpentines listed in Tables 2 
and 3 are used to estimate the average formula for serpentines in highly altered CM 
chondrites. 
 
4.1.2. CM1 Silicate Chemistry 
 
Moapa Valley Pseudomorphs 
 
Chemical analyses performed on serpentines in Moapa Valley pseudochondrules 
produced an average chemical formula of: 
 
In keeping with broad beam analysis of Moapa Valley by Irving et al. (2009), the 
main octahedral cation in pseudochondrules serpentines is magnesium. 
Pseudochondrules in Moapa Valley have a range of 26.70–27.20 wt.% MgO, while the 
matrix has a range of 14.70–16.50 wt.% MgO (Table 2), as reported by Irving et al. 
(2009). Conversely, the pseudochondrules are relatively Fe-depleted with respect to the 
matrix, with a range of 18.57–18.78 FeO wt.% in the pseudochondrules compared to 
34.10–39.70 FeO wt.% in the matrix. This relationship is shown in Figure 3a, which 
shows that average Fe-abundance in Moapa Valley (TS-1), where pseudochondrules 
are Fe-poor (dark blue) relative to the matrix (light blue). 
The pseudochondrules are also enriched in Si (36.70–37.40 wt.% SiO2) relative 
to the matrix (27.10–28.40 wt.% SiO2), which is expected owing to the lack of 
tetrahedral Al3+ in the average pseudochondrule serpentines. Figure 3b shows the 
average Si abundance in Moapa Valley (TS-1), where the slightly Si enriched 








sample. The calculated H2O wt.% is 11.56–11.69 wt.%, which is at the lower end of the 
range of H2O contents for some terrestrial Mg-serpentines (11.69–13.68 wt.% H2O; 
Deer et al., 1992). One explanation for low water content in the Moapa Valley 
serpentine is partial phyllosilicate dehydration; however, the absence of “decomposed 
carbonate” oxides, and the low microprobe analysis totals (Table 2) make this unlikely 
(Tonui et. al., 2014). A more feasible explanation would be either that the serpentine in 
Moapa Valley slightly deviates from the ideal structural formula (non-stoichiometric), or 
that the analysis was affected by the presence of submicron sulfides or overlap with 
crystals of other phyllosilicates. 
As a whole, the vast majority of Moapa Valley pseudochondrules and 
miscellaneous pseudomorphs that are composed of serpentine of similar compositions, 
although some unusual pseudomorphs can provide insight into the process through 
which they were formed. Figure 4 shows X-ray element abundance maps of two such 
pseudochondrules. 
Pch1 is a large ~1000 µm pseudochondrule with an interior more enriched in Al 
relative to any other object in the sample and the matrix. While it does have an outer rim 
that is compositionally distinct in the matrix, which is common for pseudomorphs and 
chondrules in CMs (e.g. Metzler et al., 1992), the discussion will focus on the Mg,Si-
enriched rim outlined in purple in Figure 4. EPMA analysis of the revealed that 
Mg/Mg+Fe ratios of interior serpentines are lower than those of the rim. Rim serpentines 
have an average Mg/Mg+Fe ratio of 0.57, while inner serpentines have an average ratio 
of 0.53. As a whole, the phyllosilicate assemblage in pch1 has undergone substantial Si 
replacement with an average Al/Si wt.% ratio of 0.29. 
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 The interior Al-rich phyllosilicate assemblage includes Mg,Fe-chlorites. Chlorite 
forms in temperatures of 160-180 ˚C in terrestrial hydrothermal systems, indicating that 
Moapa Valley may have an elevated minimum temperature compared to the 120˚C 
minimum estimated for most CM1 chondrites. The 120˚C minimum for CM1 alteration is 
based on the absence of tochilinite, which is rare in CM1 chondrites and therefore may 
not be stable under CM1 chondrite alteration conditions (Zolensky et al., 1997). 
Metasomatic zoning of Al between the interior and outer rim of pch1 may be indicative 
of an Al metasomatic zone from the alteration of mesostasis or pyroxene phenocrysts 
and an impediment to cation export that was either chemical or physical. The chemical 
gradient between inner chondrule and matrix duration could have been too weak for 
efficient export of Al3+ cations to the matrix, or the coarse texture of the chondrule rim 
may have shielded the chondrule interior from more the intense alteration evident in the 
rest of the pseudochondrules. 
The grey arrow in Figure 4 points to a chemically homogenous pseudochondrule 
with the perfectly preserved cryptocrystalline texture of a radial pyroxene chondrule that 
will be referred to as prp1. It is composed of entirely of serpentines that are Mg and Si 
rich with some Fe and small amounts of sulfide that are likely interlayered on a very 
fine, nanometer scale. The prp1 serpentines have less substitutions of Al for Si 
compared to pch1, with a much lower average Al/Si wt.% ratio of 0.05. 
Figure 5a shows the TIR spectra of pch1 and prp1 in Moapa Valley 
superimposed on all pseudochondrule spectra. The band positions shift based on the 
discrete vibrational energy levels of the cation-oxygen bonds in the crystal structure, 
where high abundances of Al3+ and/or Fe cations shift the positions of spectral features 
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to longer wavelengths (lower frequencies) and high abundances of Mg and/or Si shift 
spectral features to shorter wavelengths (higher frequencies). Matrix and pch1 average 
spectra have emissivity maxima preceding the 1000 cm-1 features (primary Christiansen 
feature) that are positioned at lower frequencies than that of prp1. Pch1 is Fe-poor 
relative to the matrix but shares a similar lack of spectral contrast between Christiansen 
feature and the fundamental silicate bands. This despite the fact that it has lower 
abundances of sulfides and Fe-rich silicates which Hanna et al. (2020) found to reduce 
spectral contrast and similar position of the Si-O bending feature. The major differences 
between the matrix and pch1 interior spectra occur at the 632 cm-1 feature associated 
with Mg-OH bonds. Pch1 has higher emissivity (lower reflectance) than the matrix, 
which is can be attributed to the effect of calcite grains increasing the reflectance of the 
matrix (Hanna et al., 2019). The matrix also has a broader Mg-OH feature than pch1, 
which may be due to the higher Fe-serpentine and sulfide abundances relative to pch1. 
Given that prp1 is a homogenous pseudochondrule of Mg-rich serpentine high in Si 
relative to the matrix and pch1 serpentines, this shift can be interpreted to be due to the 
composition of the serpentine. The broader band shape of the matrix and pch1 silicate 
bands in both the 1000 cm-1 and 400-500 cm-1 region compared to pch1 can be 
attributed either to high Al or Fe content or both, as well as presence of larger (~10µm) 
sized sulfide grains taking up more area in the pch1 spots. The sharper 1000 cm-1 
feature of prp1 that is shifted to slightly higher frequency than the average matrix 
spectrum is consistent with the low Fe and Al content in prp1 serpentines. 
 




 The small grain sizes and variety of CM matrix material make it 
challenging to get viable chemical analyses using EPMA, so the in situ µFTIR 
spectroscopy was used on a section of Moapa Valley matrix mineralogy get a broad 
overview (dotted line in Figure 5a and b). In the 1200-400 cm-1 range, spectra from the 
matrix of Moapa Valley are have slightly lower emissivity (higher reflectance) than that 
of pseudochondrules, which is likely due to carbonate grains sections as was 
determined to be the case for artificial carbonate-phyllosilicate mixtures in Hanna et al. 
(2019). Carbonates were not observed in pseudochondrules in Moapa Valley, so it is 
reasonable to interpret their high emissivities as partly due to lack of carbonates. The 
matrix also differs from pseudochondrules in that it has a weak emissivity minimum at 
880 cm-1 that is likely due to carbonate grains which are not commonly found within 
pseudochondrules. Furthermore, the spectral bands in the matrix are wider, and have 
less contrast between the fundamental Si-O bands and the primary and secondary 
Christiansen features relative to pseudochondrules. The lack of contrast is likely 
influenced by the fact that the Al substitutions and abundant Fe for Mg substitutions in 
serpentines both have the effect of widening fundamental silicate bands in IR. The 
widespread nanoscale intergrowths of sulfides likely contributes to the weakened 
spectral contrast (Hanna et al., 2019). Structural differences aside, pseudochondrules in 
Moapa Valley have silicate bending and stretching features and O-H stretching feature 
positions, albeit with varying spectral contrast and slight shifts due to tetrahedral and 
octahedral substitutions. Band broadening and reduced spectral contrast of the Mg-OH 
and Si-O bending feature can occur due to heating, however, these effects are not 
accompanied by secondary olivine or pyroxene features (Hanna et al., 2020), and no 
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evidence of heating was found in the phyllosilicate textures or chemistry. Substitutions 
in serpentines can affect the way in which oxygen isotopes fractionate between 
serpentine and water and further establishes that standard serpentine fractionation 
factors are inadequate approximations to CM parent body isotopic fractionation. 
Figure 5b shows the spectra of Moapa Valley components in the NIR range, 
which is conventionally referred to in terms of wavelength in µm rather than 
wavenumber. The dominance of Mg-rich serpentine in prp1 (blue) can be distinguished 
by the well-defined feature emissivity peak near 2.71 µm and lack of a broad water 
feature near 3.00 µm associated with interlayer water found in other phyllosilicates such 
as saponite. Pch1 (red) is similarly dominated by serpentine, although its 2.71 µm 
features is not as sharp and its position is shifted slightly toward longer wavelengths. 
Although EPMA analysis showed that chlorite was in fact present in pch1, the 
characteristic weak chlorite emissivity peaks at 2.8 and 2.9 µm were not resolved. The 
broadness of the pch1 2.7 µm feature compared to PRP1 can be caused by the 
presence of more Fe-rich phyllosilicates or non-silicates such as sulfides. Moapa Valley 
pseudochondrules (grey) all have 2.7 µm features consistent with serpentine-dominated 
mineralogy (Takir et al., 2013). 
 
DOM 14239 Pseudochondrule Chemistry 
 
 RGB element abundance maps are shown in Figure 6a and b. The matrix is a 
violet color in Figure 6a because it is a mix of Mg (red) and Fe (blue) silicates and fine-
grained Fe,Ni sulfides. Pseudochondrules are magenta because the Mg,Fe-serpentines 
are Fe-poor relative to the matrix. Figure 6b shows the abundances of Fe, Ni, and S in 
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DOM 14239, which reveals veins of Fe- and S- bearing minerals (indigo) that are 
consistent with the Mg veins (hot pink) in Figure 6a. These are likely evidence of 
terrestrial weathering, which caused Mg, Fe, and S to remobilize. Some minerals that 
are near these veins may have had these elements leached out to form Mg,Fe-salts in 
the veins. Cross-referencing the Mg, Ca, and S element maps suggests that the specific 
evaporites in DOM 14239 could be epsomite, starkeyite (MgSO4·4H2O), or any number 
of unidentified Mg-sulfates. 
Table 3 presents EPMA analyses for DOM 14239 pseudochondrule serpentines. 
Compared to Moapa Valley, Fe-rich serpentines are much more common in DOM 
14239 pseudochondrules and their Mg/Mg+Fe wt.% ratios are much more variable 
(~0.2- 0.50). DOM 14239 serpentines also have more substantial Al3+ for Si4+ 
substitutions as evidenced by their high Al/Si wt.% ratios (0.12 on average). The fact 
that Fe,Mg-serpentines with trivalent cations are not isolated in the matrix and are still 
major constituents of DOM 14239 pseudochondrules signifies a lower degree of 
alteration than Moapa Valley. In the context of the CM parent body, DOM 14239 
serpentine chemistry would likely represent a snapshot of a hydrothermal system that 
had either lower water content (average H2O wt.% 10.95), higher Fe-content (from FeO-
rich silicates, metals, sulfides etc.), or a shorter alteration “lifespan” than that of Moapa 
Valley. 
  
4.1.3. Moapa Valley Carbonate Chemistry 
 
Carbonates make up a small part of CM1 chondrite modal mineralogy but can 
give important insights into fluid chemistry and flow. The small size of the carbonate 
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crystals in the sections of Moapa Valley used here and the limitations of the microprobe 
(it cannot detect carbon) made viable WDS analysis challenging, and thus we will not 
present any quantitative chemical analysis here. However, carbonates can be 
distinguished from other Ca-bearing non-silicate phases by cross-referencing multiple 
X-ray maps and µFTIR analysis. Figure 7 shows the X-ray element abundance maps of 
four elements common in Ca-bearing minerals. Since calcite is not the only Ca-bearing 
phase present in Moapa Valley, the X-ray map of phosphorous was also used to 
distinguish phosphates (e.g. apatite, Ca5(PO4)3(F,Cl,OH)) and the Mn maps are used to 
indicate possible dolomite ((Mg,Ca)CO3) grains, which tend to have a higher abundance 
of Mn than calcite and can be found in highly altered CM chondrites (Rubin et al., 2007). 
TIR spectra of carbonate-rich matrix in the Moapa Valley thick section have features 
with spectral similarities to calcite. The calcite in the Moapa Valley matrix spectra 
combined with Mg and Ca X-ray element map indicate that much of the carbonates in 
Moapa Valley are magnesian calcites. 
Carbonate minerals that have precipitated in cracks (Figure 7) indicate that fluid 
flow was indeed occurring either instead of or in addition to stagnant ice melt 
accumulation. Moapa Valley also has highly localized areas of larger carbonate grains 
and “haloes” surrounding pseudochondrules (Figure 8, yellow circles), which makes the 
convection model of parent body fluid flow described by Grimm and McSween (1989) 
and Young (2003) unlikely. The presence of calcite and intact phyllosilicates also 
imposes a constraint on the maximum temperature of alteration for CM chondrites since 
a parent body interior reaching > 872 K will cause dehydration of phyllosilicates and 
destruction of carbonates, which has not been observed in Moapa Valley (Tonui et al., 
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2014; King et al., 2017). 
 
TIR Spectroscopy of Matrix Carbonates 
 
 Generally, spots containing carbonate are more reflective (have lower emissivity) 
than those with opaques and, to a lesser extent, silicates only (Hanna et al., 2020). 
Spectra of spots dominated by carbonates in the Moapa Valley matrix are shown in 
Figure 9. Most carbonate spectra in Moapa Valley are spectrally similar to calcite 
(features marked with blue dotted lines), but the spots with wider bands may reflect 
either contributions from non-carbonates to the spectra or substitutions such as Fe, Mg, 
or Mn for Ca. Magnesite bands are taken from Christensen et al., (2000) and are 




Unlike carbonate grains, pentlandite-pyrrhotite intergrowths in Moapa Valley can 
occur as isolated grains in both the matrix and the pseudochondrules. Figure 10 shows 
backscattered electron (BSE) images of Fe,Ni-sulfides in Moapa Valley’s matrix. Clear 
boundaries between phases in Fig. 10a indicate that the grain formed by a separate 
process than the grains in Figs. 10b and 10c. A grain of smythite (Fe3+xS4, x = 0 – 0.3),  
which is generally associated with hydrothermal systems that contain pentlandite and 
pyrrhotite, was also found isolated in the matrix. The Pentlandite-Pyrrhotite altered 
magnetite (PPI alt mgt) grain in Fig. 10a has poorly defined boundaries with the 
surrounding phyllosilicates and is surrounded by sulfides of similar composition that 
may have been disaggregated. However, the interior appears relatively intact and have 
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some pentlandite patches surrounded by magnetite and Fe,Ni-sulfides. Moreover, 
Singerling (2018) interpreted such patches to be exsolution textures and inferred that 
the varied abundances of magnetite in these types of grains indicated varying degrees 
of in situ alteration of a primary sulfide intergrowth. If the sulfide in Figure 10a was 
indeed formed at high temperatures, it likely preceded accretion of the Moapa Valley 
parent body, since it is not only surrounded by unheated silicates, but shows evidence 
of in situ aqueous alteration that presumably occurred post-accretion. 
Sulfide grains in Fig. 10b and 10c are more typical of the Fe,-Ni-sulfide textures 
in Moapa Valley, where boundaries between the sulfide grains and the surrounding 
phyllosilicates are jagged, with elongated, isolated sulfide lathes embedded in the 
surrounding matrix. The elongated Fe,Ni-sulfide grains follow no particular orientation 
and are tightly intergrown. These textures are more consistent with post-accretionary 
sulfidization of primary Fe,Ni-metal grains (Palmer and Lauretta, 2011). 
The existence of common pre-accretionary sulfides would connect CM-like 
materials to the same “neighborhood” of the nebula”, affect spectroscopic comparisons 
between meteorites and asteroids by broadening diagnostic spectral features, and foils 
attempts to perfectly reproduce C chondrite spectra using synthetic mixtures (Hanna et 
al., 2019), but most importantly, their existence would reaffirm notions of post-
accretionary alteration being an important alteration setting. Primary sulfides can be 
partially altered after formation in the solar nebula, although Singerling and Brearley 





4.2. Anhydrous Precursor Mineralogy 
 Acfer 094 was used as a starting point for the anhydrous precursor to a CM 
parent body in the model. Its anhydrous silicate chemistry is a key component of the 




 Elemental abundance maps of Acfer 094 (USNM 7233,4) for Mg and Fe are 
illustrated in Figure 11 for Mg (Figure 11a) and Fe (Figure 11b). Pyroxenes are sky blue 
to dark green in the Mg X-ray map, but barely distinguishable from the matrix in the Fe 
map. The largest pyroxene grains occur as isolated clasts in the matrix. Pyroxene 
microprobe analyses in Table 4 are from large phenocrysts in chondrules and isolated 
matrix grains in Acfer 094. Most pyroxenes analyzed in the sample (n = 25) were 
enstatites (n = 18) in Acfer 094 have an average approximate formula of: 
(Mg1.94Fe0.04Al0.01)Si1.94Al0.05O6 
 
All of the pyroxenes analyzed here have some degree of Si substituted for Al3+, 
where Al takes up between <1 – 9.31% of the tetrahedral layer. Ca pyroxenes (Wo30->45) 
had more substantial tetrahedral substitutions (> 0.12 AlIV per 6 oxygens) than the 
enstatites. The average Al/Si wt.% ratio of Acfer 094 enstatites is 0.04, while the 
average Al/Si wt.% ratios for non-enstatite pyroxenes is 0.08. Corrections based on 
mass balance were done for Fe2O3, however, those calculations did not result in ferric 






Acfer 094 olivines were relatively uniform in their composition, with minimal Fe 
substitutions for Mg. Olivine in Figure 11a are shown in light green to red, and in black 
to dark blue in Figure 11b. Many of the olivine phenocrysts and clasts contain very little 
Fe relative to the matrix and pyroxene. This is consistent with previous observations of 
large anhydrous silicate grains in Acfer 094 (Newton et al., 1995), which have found that 
FeO-rich olivine is rare, especially in chondrules. The average Acfer 094 formula is: 
Mg1.99Fe0.03Si0.98O4 
 
Therefore, forsteritic olivine is considered the best available anhydrous precursor 
for the majority of a hypothetical CM parent body volume (Browning and Bourcier, 1998; 




5.1. Approximation to Parent Body Mineralogy 
 CM chondrites are remnants of a chemical system that was in flux, and are but a 
snapshot of complex, non-linear chemical gradients that are affected by both 
temperature constraints and physical properties of the chondritic components and 
constituent minerals. In the interest of focusing on producing phyllosilicates rather than 
specific mineral phases, the model-generated parent body mineralogy should be 
considered proxies for many different Mg-rich phases, rather than specifically 
endmember olivine, pyroxene, talc (saponite) and magnesite. In a sense, the model is 
“skipping” an intermediate alteration stage represented by moderately altered, CM 
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chondrites in order to understand the most extreme examples of alteration chemistry 
(i.e. Mg-rich anhydrous silicates replaced by Mg-rich phyllosilicates and carbonates). 
Inclusion of Fe-endmember phyllosilicates would require a requisite supply of both Fe-
endmember anhydrous silicates and Fe-metal, as concluded by Rosenberg et al. 
(2000). Heat released by radioactive decay of 60Fe would also contribute to the temporal 
evolution of the parent body, which has the potential to profoundly affect the model 
output the stability of the numerical model. 
 While calcite is the dominant carbonate in CM chondrites, Mg-bearing calcite 
grains are not uncommon in Moapa Valley. This is consistent with observations of highly 
altered chondrites by Rubin et al. (2007), which they found contained dolomite and 
magnesian calcite. Northrop and Clayton (1996) found that Mg2+ ↔ Ca2+ substitutions in 
carbonates greatly increases their affinity for heavy oxygen isotopes, therefore the 
oxygen fractionation factors derived from theoretical dolomite-water fractionation is 
considered a valid proxy for CM1 chondrite carbonates over pure calcite. This  
phenomenon is amplified at temperatures < 673.15 K (400˚C). 
 Most forsterite in Acfer 094 does not deviate enough from standard, 
stoichiometric olivine to warrant recalculating new fractionation factors to model oxygen 
isotope fractionation effectively. The chemical analysis in the present work are also 
consistent with the literature (e.g. Newton et al., 1995; Greshake, 1997) that also 
reports the majority of olivines in Acfer 094 as Mg-rich. Acfer 094 pyroxenes have 
substantial Al substitutions that will be reflected in the isotopic fractionation model. 
Mineralogical reaction will be simplified to Mg replacement reactions to minimize 
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variables, although pyroxene was likely a major contributor of Ca and Al to the alteration 
fluid (Hanowski and Brearley, 2001). 
The primary mineralogy of all model scenarios described in Chapter 3 will omit 
Fe-endmembers in the parent body composition because it is meant to be 
approximation of the anhydrous silicate makeup in a hypothetical CM3 chondrite and 
pristine CM2 chondrites have anhydrous silicate mineralogy that is primarily composed 
of Mg-endmembers (forsterite and enstatite; Howard et al., 2011). The models will also 
generate isotopic compositions from minerals with standard stoichiometric mineralogy 
for comparison to Moapa Valley serpentine and Acfer 094 pyroxene to demonstrate the 
effects of cation substitutions and non-endmember chemistry during the aqueous 
alteration process. 
 
5.2. The Primordial Alteration Fluid 
Chlorite in the pch1 and documented rarity of saponite in the literature (e.g. 
Brearley and Jones, 1998) could be interpreted as relatively low Si activity in certain 
types of chondrules. Si content of prp1 is high, probably a remnant of the pyroxene host 
mineral, which has a 1:1 Mg:Si ratio. Si and Al were transported broadly with very little 
localized concentrations unlike Ca in calcites. Al incorporation into phyllosilicates over 
the course of the parent body alteration event reduced their affinity for heavy oxygen 
isotopes; an effect that could have been amplified in altered chondrules by the 
particularly poor crystallinity (Tiwari et al., 2015).  of pseudochondrule phyllosilicates 
(e.g. Howard et al., 2011) Mg in both silicates and calcites indicates an Mg rich fluid at 
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the most advanced stages of alteration, since carbonates are generally formed at and 




 CM1 chondrite mineralogy is relatively homogenous at thin section scale and, 
with few exceptions, Mg preferentially concentrated in the pseudochondrules and Al and 
Fe preferentially concentrated in the matrix. The uniform replacement of primary 
minerals in chondrules by relatively similar phyllosilicate phases suggest sustained 
alteration by the same fluid as proposed by Velbel et al. (2015). Localized concentration 
of Ca,Mg-carbonates and carbonates precipitated in the cracks suggests active fluid 
flow combined with either pooling in areas with low permeability or variations in the Ca2+ 
activity in the fluid. The parent bodies in which Moapa Valley and DOM 14239 were a 
part of did not reach temperatures that would indicate phyllosilicate dehydration (> 
~400˚C (673.15 K). At the end of the alteration, the parent body simulated in the model 
is therefore assumed to have been altered at low temperatures with no subsequent 
heating events after the original reservoir of 26Al has been depleted. 
 Acfer 094 enstatites have substantial Al substitutions and cannot be compared 
directly with terrestrial standards with only Si in the tetrahedral layer. If Acfer 094 and 
CM1 chondrites are indeed from the same parent body, then pyroxene alteration in both 
chondrules and isolated matrix grains was likely a major source of Al3+ cations in the 
fluid. The relatively Al3+ depleted CM1 pseudochondrules may be evidence of Al3+ 
export to the matrix during the alteration process. Al3+ substitutions for Si change the 
vibrational energy released by the bonds in the tetrahedra that effect both remote 
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sensing observations in IR and isotopic fractionation behavior by reducing spectral 
contrast between emissivity maxima and minima and reducing the mineral’s overall 18O 
affinity. In situ parent body alteration redistributes Al among silicate minerals in such a 
way that replacement of Si occurs quite ubiquitously on a thin-section scale. The results 
presented here indicate that cation replacement has far-reaching consequences for 
both evidence of fluid flow regime and oxygen isotopic exchange between altering fluid 
















































Figure 1. a) Moapa Valley (CM1) modal mineralogy data from King et al., 2017. Ideally model-generated mineralogy 
should fit these volumetric modal abundances excluding Fe-endmember minerals and sulfides. b) Average volumetric 
modal abundances for CM chondrites from Howard et al. (2011) and King et al. (2017). Note: Gypsum is likely a 
terrestrial weathering product. In the model, talc and magnesite are used as proxies for all phyllosilicates and 





























Figure 2. Emissivity plot of Moapa Valley (MV TS-1), where each spot is 300 µm2 and colors correspond to emissivity at the 632 
cm-1 feature. Dark blue spots have low emissivity (high reflectance) and warm colors indicate high emissivity (low reflectance) at 














































Figure 3. a) X-ray elemental abundance intensity map of Fe in Moapa Valley thick section, warmer colors indicate 
higher average Fe abundances, dark blue indicates low Fe average abundance. The matrix is Fe-rich relative to 
chondrules in C-chondrites and this relationship persists even after the intense hydrothermal activity that Moapa 
Valley has undergone. b) X-ray elemental abundance map of Si. The light green areas have slightly higher average 








Figure 4. From the top left clockwise: Al, Si, Fe, and Mg X-ray maps of pch1 from Moapa Valley. Pch1 is outlined in 























































Figure 5. a) In situ TIR spectra of Moapa Valley components measured in reflectance and converted to emissivity. 
Dotted lines indicate features that are diagnostic of CM chondrites. b) In situ NIR spectra of Moapa Valley 
components measured in reflectance and converted to emissivity. Dotted lines isolate the O-H stretching feature 






Figure 6. RGB X-ray element abundance maps of a DOM 14239 thin section. a) Red = Mg, green = Ca, and blue = Fe. 
The ellipsoidal magenta objects are pseudochondrules surrounded by matrix (violet). Bright green areas are carbonates. 
b) Red = Fe, green = Ni, and blue = S. Bright red areas are Fe-bearing minerals (both silicates and non-silicates) and 

































Figure 7. a) An elemental abundance intensity map Mg in a Moapa Valley (TS1) pseudochondrule with a crack just 
outside its upper boundary. b) X-ray map of Ca showing grains of Ca-bearing phases in the matrix and contraction 
cracks with carbonate veins. c) X-ray map of Mn, which is a likely trace element in calcite and Ca,Mg-carbonates. d) 




























Figure 8. X-ray map intensity map of Ca in a Moapa Valley (TS2) thin section where warmer colors indicate higher Ca 
counts. Circles emphasize regions where matrix is enriched in fine-grained carbonates that are forming haloes 
around other clasts. 
 
 
Figure 9. TIR spectra of Moapa Valley carbonates from the matrix. Black dotted lines show positions of diagnostic 
calcite features, red dotted lines so positions of diagnostic magnesite (MgCO3) features. The broad feature at ~1000 



































Figure 10. BSE images of opaque mineral assemblages from Moapa Valley. The grayscale is proportional to mean 
atomic number Z, lighter gray indicates high Z, and dark gray indicates low Z. Black indicates cracks or holes. a) PPI 
alt mgt grain in the Moapa Valley thin section, where magnetite makes up the majority of the darker patches in the 
grain, but EDS analysis indicates that pyrrhotite is also present. Pentlandite occurs as a patch in the lower right of the 
grain. b), c) Fine-grained pentlandite (brighter)–pyrrhotite (darker) intergrowths with elongated textures surrounded by 
phyllosilicates. Image b) is a sulfide grain that has intergrown with the surrounding phyllosilicate (poorly crystallized 
chlorite and Mg,Fe-serpentine) crystals in a pseudochondrule from the Moapa Valley thin section. Sulfide in c) is a 
sulfide intergrowth with an irregular shape and numerous isolated sulfides grains in the matrix immediately 
















Figure 11. X-ray element abundance intensity map showing a) Mg average abundances and b) Fe average elemental 
abundance in Acfer 094 (USNM 7233,4). Chondrules and silicate fragments are mostly Mg-rich, while the matrix 
contains a mixture of FeO and MgO-rich amorphous silicates and Fe,Ni-sulfides. Warm colors indicate higher 
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Table 1. Elements analyzed and standards used for microprobe analyses of different mineral groups. 
Element Silicate Standards Sulfide Standards 
Mg San Carlos Olivine (UA) – 
Si San Carlos Olivine (UA) – 
Na Crete Albite (UW) – 
Ca Hakone Anorthite (ASU) – 
Al Hakone Anorthite (ASU) – 
Fe Rockport Fayalite (UCh) Fe Metal C.M. Taylor Inc. 
K OR-1 Orthoclase (PSU) – 
Cr Chromite (USNM 117075) Chromite (USNM 117075) 
Ti Natural Rutile (UA) Natural Rutile (UA) 
Mn Rhodinite 104791 (UW) Rhodinite 104791 (UW) 
Ni Ni metal – Alpha Aesar Ni metal – Alpha Aesar 
S – Chalcopyrite MAC Consultants Ltd. 
P – InP – Cannon Microprobe 
Co – Co-Metal (Spex Inc.) 
UA = University of Arizona   
 
UW = University of Washington 
 
UCh = University of Chicago 
 




PSU = Penn State University 
 
 
Table 2. Average microprobe analyses of pseudochondrule serpentine in Moapa Valley and representative analyses 
of pseudochondrule chlorites compared with broad beam analysis of pseudochondrules and bulk INAA analysis from 















Table 4. Electron microprobe analyses of Acfer 094 pyroxenes from chondrule phenocrysts and isolated clasts and 












Chapter II: Oxygen Isotope Fractionation Modeling 
1. The Oxygen Isotope Paradox 
The CO-CM chondrite clan is classified as such mainly because both C chondrite 
groups have similar chondrule sizes, their chondrule phenocrysts have similar 
mineralogical compositions, and their isotopic compositions indicate the possibility of a 
genetic relationship of some kind (e.g. Weisberg et al., 2006; Clayton and Mayeda, 
1999). Figure 1 shows that whole rock (WR) oxygen isotopic compositions of CO and 
CM chondrites indeed plot along a distinct mixing line. At the very least their isotopic 
relationship suggests that CO and CM chondrites formed from the same oxygen isotope 
reservoir, but some workers (e.g. Clayton and Mayeda, 1984; Hanowski and Brearley, 
2001) have argued that it is evidence that they may have shared a parent asteroid. 
Clayton and Mayeda (1984) obtained oxygen isotope ratios of mild to moderately 
altered CM2 chondrites and proposed that the most altered CM chondrites, and matrix 
material would be more 17,18O-rich than the anhydrous CM components and CO whole 
rock values (Figure 1). Howard et al. (2011) determined that this hypothesis has not 
materialized in measured isotopic ratios of the most highly altered CM chondrites known 
to date. Nevertheless, CM chondrites are enriched in 17,18O relative to the anhydrous 
CO group with which they likely shared an isotopic reservoir. While the CO chondrite 
group have relatively consistent 16O-rich whole rock oxygen isotope ratios within the 
group, CM chondrites and their components isotopically vary in ways that have not yet 
been explained. Mainly, there does not seem to be any relationship between degree of 
alteration and 17,18O enrichment within the CM group both in whole rock and matrix. For 
instance, the CM chondrite matrix is the most aqueously altered component of all CM 
chondrites and should therefore be isotopically heavier than most CM whole rock 
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oxygen isotope composition. However, figure 1 shows that the oxygen isotopic 
compositions of CM matrix vary widely and, in some cases, are even isotopically lighter 
than the average CM WR. Some workers (e.g. Browning et al. 1996) have suggested 
that this lack of correlation could be due to ice gradually accreting onto the parent body 
and providing a new reservoir for 16O-rich fluid while the parent body rock is in the 
process of undergoing in situ aqueous alteration, others (e.g. Metzler et al., 1992, 
Brearley, 2006 and references therein) have suggested that the CM chondrites are the 
product of alteration in the nebula that then were incorporated into parent bodies. These 
hypotheses are contradicted by mounting evidence of in situ alteration provided by 
evidence the fluid flowed in the parent body, such as veins of sulfides, carbonates, and 
iron oxides in CM chondrites (e.g. Bunch and Chang, 1980; Barber, 1981; Jenniskens et 
al., 2012), carbonate veins that are in isotopic disequilibrium with nearby carbonate 
grains in the matrix (Lee et al., 2013), and the uniform alteration of chondritic 
components to pseudomorphs in CM1 chondrites on mm scales (e.g. Brearley, 2006; 
Rubin et al., 2007; Velbel et al., 2015). 
A major difference between oxygen isotope fractionation and mixing models of 
CM chondrite anhydrous precursors (e.g. Clayton and Mayeda, 1984; etc.), is the fact 
that precursors are assumed to have standard chemical formulas that contain negligible 
amounts of aluminum, whereas CM chondrite mineral chemistry clearly demonstrates 
that aluminum was omnipresent in phyllosilicates throughout the progressive alteration 
of CM parent bodies (e.g. Howard et al., 2011; Calvin and King, 1997). While it is 
possible that some chemical analyses of serpentine polymorphs contain Al from 
interlayered chlorite the ubiquity of small amounts of Al has been documented through 
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spectroscopic and chemical analysis (Calvin and King, 1997; Hanowski and Brearley, 
2001; Brearley and Jones, 1998). This aluminum was most likely contributed to the fluid 
by the alteration of Al-bearing pyroxenes in refractory inclusions, and chondrule 
mesostasis. In this Chapter, we will use oxygen isotope fractionation modeling to 
determine if the fractionation discrepancies of the CO-CM clan could be explained in 
part by Tschermak substitutions in CM chondrite serpentines. 
 
1.1 Limitations 
The increment model used here is valid over a temperature range of 273.15-
1473.15 K (0-1200˚C) with 5% uncertainty associated with each fractionation coefficient 
(Zheng, 1991). Furthermore, beta factors are calculated assuming that the phases are 
pure substances, which is rare in natural fluid systems. Comparisons between 
fractionation factors derived from theoretical models and empirical studies of natural 
serpentines over a temperature range of 200-900˚C (473.15 – 1173.15 K) can be found 
in the self-consistent database published in Vho et al. (2019). Oxygen isotope factors 
published in Zheng (1996,1999) are normalized to the 18O affinity of calcite, while Zheng 
(1991,1993a,1993b) are normalized to quartz. While the Zheng modified increment 
model fractionation factors are considered to be accurate at temperatures <200˚C, the 
fractionation factors are only comparable to those calculated using the same reference 
mineral as a reference mineral for 18O affinity. Lack of low temperature (< 573.15 K, 
300˚C) experimental data on isotopic equilibrium between silicates and water also 
hinders the ability to ground truth the calculated fractionation factors of silicates over the 
entire temperature range. Octahedral substitutions (e.g. Mg2+ and Fe2+) do not 
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significantly impact 18O affinity, but cations that can substitute for both tetrahedrally and 
octahedrally coordinated cations (e.g. Al3+ and Fe3+) do have significant impact on 
isotopic fractionation within mineral groups. Furthermore, some of the Al wt.% 
abundances detected in CM serpentines may be caused by the electron microprobe 
beam detecting both serpentine and nearby chlorite, although serpentines used for 
these models had no more than 2.40 wt.% Al, while Moapa Valley chlorites contain as 
much as 10 wt.% Al. 
 
1.2 Serpentine Crystal Structure 
 The petrology of CM chondrites indicates that cations were readily exchanged 
between the rock and the altering fluid, which consequently resulted in phyllosilicates 
whose chemistries and structures were in constant flux for much of the process. These 
changes in structure could also influence isotopic fractionation, since cation-oxygen 
(and cation-OH) bond strengths vary by ionic radius and crystal coordination. An ideal 
serpentine structure is composed of two layered sheets composed of silica and complex 
cations and loosely connected. Each layer has a set sites that anions and cations can 
be bonded to, called coordination sites. The octahedral layer can be occupied by 3 
bivalent cations (usually Mg2+,Fe2+) or a mixture of trivalent (Fe3+ or Al3+ is most 
common in CM serpentines) and bivalent cations. The tetrahedral layer can be occupied 
by Si4+, which is commonly substituted by Fe3+, or Al3+. These predictable cation 
exchanges are referred to as Tschermak substitutions. Tschermak substitutions are 
known to cause substantial changes in the physical properties of serpentine 
polymorphs. The lengths of cation-oxygen bonds are of particular importance to models 
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of serpentine-water oxygen isotope fractionation.  
Oxygen associated with the tetrahedral layer of serpentines may harbor 
remnants of the 16O-rich precursor phase and is less likely to be in equilibrium with the 
altering fluid than oxygen associated with the hydroxyl group (Brearley, 2006; Baker et. 
al., 2002). The trivalent cation substitutions that are prevalent in Fe-cronstedtites may 
have an effect on the available sites in the crystal structure and therefore causing 
unaccounted for variations in 18O-enrinchment. Since tetrahedral site coordinations 
would be 16O-enriched in phyllosilicates such as talc and serpentine, it follows that they 
would have lower δ17O and δ18O values than would be expected for complete 
equilibrium with the altering fluid (i.e. along the same fractionation line with the 
anhydrous precursor phase). 
 
1.3 Mineral Chemistry and Oxygen Isotope Fractionation 
Experimental work and theoretical calculations of oxygen isotope fractionation 
indicate that fractionation in silicates can be reliably predicted by quantifying 18O affinity 
using cation-oxygen bond strengths (Schütz, 1980, 1986; Zheng, 1991, 1993a, 1993b). 
Zheng (1993b) found that, with appropriate consideration for the complex cation-oxygen 
bonds and cation-OH bonds, the isotopic fractionation factors of hydroxyl bearing 
silicates (i.e. phyllosilicates) can be approximated for the temperature range 0-1200˚C 
(272.15 – 1673.15 K). Zheng (1993b) notes that while octahedral substitutions have 
little effect on 18O affinity in mineral-water systems, complex cations that can occupy 
sites in either layer have significant effects on isotopic fractionation, especially at low 
(<300˚C; 573.15 K) temperatures. The Zheng (1993) increment model is the only 
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theoretical oxygen isotope fractionation model that is considered valid throughout the 
temperature range of CM chondrite parent body alteration (235.15 – 673.15 K) (Tonui et 
al., 2014; Clayton and Mayeda, 1984; Grimm and McSween, 1989). Generally, stronger 
cation-oxygen bonds increase the preferential incorporation of 18O molecules by a 
silicate in a given reaction, with Fe3+– O bonds being second only to Si4+ – O bonds in 
terms of strength and 18O affinity. Since natural mineral structures can be quite different 
from the perfect structure and stoichiometry of standards used in theoretical isotopic 
fractionation calculations, we recalculate the fractionation factors for silicates and water 
using the estimated formulas of Al-bearing CM1 chondrite serpentines and enstatite 
from Acfer 094. 
 
1.4 Moapa Valley Serpentine Modeling 
 It is reasonable to infer that contact with an alteration fluid enriched in H217,18O 
molecules in a parent body system would result in CM1 chondrites having the most 
17,18O-rich components on the COCM fractionation line as proposed by Clayton and 
Mayeda (1984), however Moapa Valley’s isotopic composition is consistent with that of 
other, even mildly altered CM chondrites (Young et al., 2001; Howard et al., 2011; King 
et al., 2017). Chemical analysis of Moapa Valley showed that many pseudochondrule 
serpentines have Tschermak substitutions in one or both layers (see Chapter 1). 
Considering that Al-O bonds in the tetrahedral layer are much weaker than Si-O bonds, 
it follows that 18O affinity would be significantly affected if enough Al3+ were substituted 





2.1 Zheng Increment Model for Oxygen Isotope Fractionation 
The fractionation factors for each phase were calculated using the Zheng 
increment model for silicates (Zheng, 1991; Zheng, 1993a, 1993b). The rate of oxygen 
isotope partitioning between two coexisting mineral phases is the oxygen isotopic 
fractionation factor, α. The alpha factor is conventionally expressed as the natural log of 
alpha make use of its useful relationship to the equilibrium constant (α = K1/(# of atoms 
exchanged)). The 103lnα of two phases is a function of temperature (α ~ 1/T2) and can be 
used as a proxy for the change in 18O ratios relative to standard mean ocean water 
(SMOW) between phase 1 (the mineral phase of interest) and water in per mil. The 
oxygen isotope partitioning between a mineral and water be approximated by: 
    (1) 
In the modified increment model, the alpha factor of a silicate-water system is calculated 
using equation (2). Where the beta factor, β, is the ratio at equilibrium of the δ18Ophase to 
the ratio of dissociated oxygen atoms, δ18O for each phase, and 103ln(β)min/water that 
corrects the discrepancy between theoretically calculated and experimentally measured 





In the modified increment model, the β-factor is calculated using equation (3), 
where the beta factor of quartz is used as a reference mineral for consistency across 
mineral-water systems, D is a term that raises the β factor at low temperatures 
(<300˚C), and I(18O) is the calculated 18O affinity index (Zheng, 1991). I(18O) is also 
required to calculate 103ln(β)min/water, which is given by equation (4), where (m16/m18) is 
the mass ratio of 18O to 16O. I(18O), given by equation (5), is calculated from the 
weighted average of individual normalized cation-oxygen bond strengths, i’ct-o, in the 
crystal structure of each mineral, the number of oxygens, nO, in the mineral formula, the 
valence states of the cations, V, and the normalized molecular mass ratio of the mineral 












bearing silicates, the OH– group is equivalent to half of one oxygen atom due to its 
similar molecular mass and charge. The I(18O) is also used to calculate the corrective 
term, D, by equation (6), where ΔE = 1000 J • mol-1, R is the ideal gas constant, and T 
is absolute temperature. ). Theoretically, the higher the overall bond strength of the 
mineral, the higher the 18O affinity. 
Since bond strengths of most cation-oxygen bonds, ict-o, commonly found in 
minerals were listed in Zheng (1991) and Zheng (1993a), the majority the I(18O) 
increments of the majority of common rock forming minerals can be calculated using 
only equations 1-6. The bond strength of Fe3+,IV–OII was calculated to account for the 
effects of bond strength associated with tetrahedral Fe3+ in cronstedtite on its oxygen-18 
affinity, I(18O). The ict-o for tetrahedrally coordinated ferric iron (Fe3+,IV) bonded to linearly 
coordinated oxygen (OII) was calculated here using equation (7). Wct-o is the effect of 
mass on isotopic substitution, which is listed in Zheng (1991) as WFe3-o = 1.04631. The 
overall bond strength of the mineral is calculated in increments, where each cation-
oxygen bond strength, Cct-o, is defined by the valence state of the cation divided by the 
product of the cation coordination number and ionic radius of the bond in ångströms 
Zheng(1991). The ionic radius for Fe3+,IV–OII was taken from Shannon (1976), and from 
Zheng (1993) for all other bonds in cronstedtite. Using the increment method, the beta 
factor calculated for a given mineral will only be consistent with beta factors calculated 
from bond strengths calculated with the same values for ionic radius. The bond 
strengths are then normalized to the bond strength of the Siiv–OII bond according to 
equation (8), where q is a dimensionless value that weights the bond strength based on 
the type of cation-oxygen bond in the mineral and its predicted contribution to 18O 
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affinity (Zheng, 1991, 1993a, 1993b). Serpentines tend to have weaker bonds relative to 
other silicate types and therefore all normalized bond strengths in cronstedtite were set 
to q = -1 (Zheng, 1993a). Cation-oxygen bond strengths were then used to calculate the 
I(18O) for endmember cronstedtite (equation (5)), the Fe3+-bearing CM matrix 
serpentines, and CM chondrite ferric pseudochondrule serpentines. 
 For each phase, the I(18O) index is plugged in to equations (3), (4), and (6) to 
calculate 103ln(α)min-water in the form of a temperature dependent expression. To 
reproduce calculated alpha factors, the exact same beta factor coefficients must be 
used for the reference mineral (i.e. quartz in this case) and water. All alpha fractionation 
factors are calculated here using the following coefficients for the beta factors for quartz 
(Zheng, 1993b) and water (Zheng, 1991): 
103ln(β) = A/T2 + B/T +C A B C 
quartz 6.673 10.398 -4.78 
water 1.901 16.554 - 6.145 
 
103lnα is solved for the temperature range 273.15- 1473.15 K (0-1200˚C) and regressed 
to fit the expression of the form: 
 
            (2) 
 
Where A, B, and C are the fractionation coefficients and T is temperature in kelvin. The 
expression for the alpha factors was regressed using the built-in non-linear regression 




2.2 Mineral Fractionation Calculated from Samples 
 Predicting O-isotope partitioning in complex silicates such as olivine and 
serpentine therefore necessitates accounting for the cation coordination in crystal 
structures. To simulate the isotopic fractionation factors for Moapa Valley silicates, 18O 
affinity was determined using the cations per formula unit of serpentines in Moapa 
Valley (MVTS2), DOM 14239 (see Chapter 1 microprobe analysis), CM2 matrix 
serpentines and pure endmember cronstedtite. 
 
2.2.1. Moapa Valley 
 
In order to ascertain whether the substitutions of pseudochondrule serpentines 
would have a significant impact on oxygen-18 affinity Moapa Valley pseudochondrule 
serpentine analyses were selected on the basis of tetrahedral aluminum substitutions in 
their approximate structural formulas (see Table 1). Serpentine chemistry of Moapa 
Valley pseudochondrules is described in-depth in Chapter 1. Tetrahedral aluminum 
substitutions in analyzed serpentines are usually minor, and range between 0–0.23 
Al3+,IV per formula unit and an Al content range of 1–3 wt.% wt.% Al2O3. Assuming 2 
cation coordination sites in the tetrahedral layer, most Moapa Valley serpentines do not 
enough excess Al atoms, or vacant octahedral sites in a unit cell to accommodate 
octahedral Al while maintaining charge and mass balance. However, the formula for 
Srp-23 contains 0.16 Al per formula unit and was selected for this modeling experiment 
to determine whether any significant departures in I(18O)  would result from Al in the 
octahedral layer and absent in the tetrahedral layer. The average pseudochondrule 
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serpentines analyses for MVTS-2 (thin section) were included as Srp-00 to get a sense 
of the typical oxygen fractionation in the Moapa Valley parent body system. 
 Most serpentines in Moapa Valley have Mg/Mg+Fe (wt.%) ≥ 0.5, where 
stoichiometric estimates of Fe3+ indicate that it is not a major constituent of Moapa 
Valley pseudochondrule serpentines. Fe2O3 was calculated from total FeO measured by 
microprobe analysis, none of the recalculations have more > 0.10 Fe3+ per formula unit 
(see Chapter 1). Water content for the serpentines measured here was 
stoichiometrically estimated to be between 10.50 – 12.50 wt.% H2O, consistent with the 
water content of Mg-serpentine polymorphs in the literature (e.g. Brearley and Jones, 
1998; Deer, Howie, and Zussman, 1992). 
 
2.2.2 Ferric Moapa Valley Serpentines 
 
 CM chondrites represent multiple stages of what is likely in situ parent body 
alteration, and therefore this oxygen isotope modeling approach seeks to mimic the 
chemical and isotopic evolution that ensued. In order to reproduce the isotopic 
exchange that occurred during the moderate stages of alteration, fractionation between 
endmember cronstedtite and CM2 matrix serpentines from Browning et al. (1996) in an 
aqueous system was simulated. While endmember cronstedtite is rare in CM1 
chondrites, it has been reported to be present as large green crystals, with 
characteristic stacking of layers in TEM studies (e.g. Bunch and Chang, 1980). The 
relationship described in equation (1) was used to describe the relationship between 18O 
exchange between cronstedtite and water, and Mg,Fe-serpentines and water over the 




2.2.3 DOM 14239 Serpentines 
 
DOM 14239 analyses were selected for tetrahedral Al substitutions than (in the 
case of Srp-33 and Srp-23; Table 1 DOM 14239 Serpentines) and comparable to (in the 
case of Srp-31 and Srp-14) Moapa Valley AlIV per formula units. In keeping with the 
Moapa Valley analyses, the average formula for DOM 14239 was included as Srp-00. 
Fe2O3 wt.% was calculated from total FeO wt.% measured using the same method as 
described above for Moapa Valley. Approximate serpentine formulas resulted in <0.1 
Fe3+ per formula unit. While the serpentines all contain Mg, they are more Fe-rich than 
typical Moapa Valley pseudochondrule serpentines (average Mg/Mg+Fe = 0.47) and 
have more significant Al substitutions in the tetrahedral layer. The average DOM 14239 
serpentine contains 2.73 wt.% Al2O3 and an average Al/Si wt.% ratio of 0.09. The water 
content of DOM 14239 serpentines was estimated to be 9.99-12.03wt.%. The Al/Si ratio 
by wt.% for average Moapa Valley (MV TS-2) serpentines is 0.08 and the average for 
DOM 14239 serpentines is 0.11. 
 
2.2.4 Acfer 094 (USNM 7233,4) Enstatites 
 
 Acfer 094 pyroxene fractionation is modeled here for use as a proxy for one of 
the anhydrous precursor minerals that CM parent bodies are likely to be composed of. 
Pyroxenes in Acfer 094 are mostly enstatites, which is also true of pyroxenes in CM 




2.3 Literature Serpentines 
 To investigate the isotopic evolution of CM parent bodies from mildly altered to 
highly altered stages, the oxygen isotope fractionation of serpentines with chemistry 
typical of CM2 chondrites was simulated. Both matrix serpentines and endmember 
cronstedtite formulas were derived from the literature since CM2 chondrite mineralogy 
and serpentine chemistry is well-documented.  
 
2.3.1 CM2 Matrix Serpentines 
 
CM2 matrix serpentine formulas from Browning et al. (1996) were used as a 
proxy for serpentines at the moderate stage of the progressive alteration process. Fe3+ 
substitutions for Si that occur in cronstedtite, and Fe-rich serpentines (Mg/Mg+Fe ≈ 
0.20; from either browning or Planetary materials) such as those that have been 
reported to be in CM chondrite matrix materials would contribute to an overall I(18O)  
that would differ Mg-serpentine polymorphs. Browning et al. (1996) averaged chemical 
analyses of matrix serpentines for each meteorite, corrected for small amounts of 
sulfide, and Fe3+ estimations were made on the basis of charge balance in the 
recalculated chemical formula. Ideal serpentine structure was assumed for cation site 
occupancies. The CM2 chondrites and the structural formulas for their average matrix 
serpentines are listed in Table 1, although matrix material is more altered than other 
components in the meteorite due to its small grain-size and prevalence of amorphous 
silica. 
 




Endmember cronstedtite is rare in CM1 chondrites but is more abundant in 
moderately altered CM chondrites. The isotopic fractionation of cronstedtite was 
calculated to simulate the transition from Fe3+-bearing serpentines to Mg,Fe-serpentines 
that dominate the mineralogy of CM1 chondrites. The structural formula used for 
cronstedtite is contains Fe3+ substitutions in both the octahedral and tetrahedral layers, 
from Anthony et al. (2003) for cronstedtite with a standard endmember chemistry 
(Fe2+2Fe3+(SiFe3+)O5(OH)4). 
 
2.4 Al-Substituted Serpentine Experiment 
 Several serpentine analyses from Moapa Valley microprobe analysis were 
selected based on their Al wt.% abundances and tetrahedral Al per formula unit (per 7 
oxygen equivalents). All serpentines in the CM1 chondrites studied here have significant 
tetrahedral substitutions, consistent with serpentines of other CM chondrites, which 
have consistent Al content in the range of ~3-5 wt.% Al2O3 (Hanowski and Brearley, 
2001; Bunch and Chang, 1980). The objective of this modeling experiment was to 
investigate whether a) Al substitutions have a quantifiable effect on low temperature O-
isotope exchange in CM serpentine-water systems, b) variability in the cation 
substitutions significantly affects 18O affinity within the samples. 
 
2.5 Fe-Substituted Serpentine Experiment 
 While Fe is not considered in the alteration reaction for the modeling to be 
discussed in Chapters 3-6, the effects of Fe on the oxygen isotope fractionation of 
serpentines in water are explored in this section. Expectations for how the effects of Fe-
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serpentine fractionation will propagate through a full Fe-endmember alteration model, 
will then be explored in detail in Chapter 7. 
 
2.6 Acfer 094 Pyroxene Fractionation Experiment 
 The fractionation factors of Acfer 094 enstatites were calculated rather than using 
pyroxene fractionation factors from the literature because they contain tetrahedrally 
coordinated Al, which would change the 18O affinity of the enstatites and their 
fractionation behavior over discrete temperature ranges (Zheng, 1993b). Enstatite 
structural formulas were calculated from microprobe analyses described in Chapter 1. 
Formulas from a set of 10 points were selected for oxygen isotope fractionation 
modeling based on their aluminum content and closeness to stoichiometric chemistry 
(~2 cations in each layer per 6 oxygens). 
 
3. Results 
3.1 CM1 Mg,Fe-Serpentine Fractionation 
Table 3 lists the Mg,Fe-serpentine analyses from CM1 chondrites and their 
corresponding 18O affinities calculated using the Zheng (1993) increment method. The 
affinities do not change significantly between Moapa Valley and DOM 14239 
serpentines, despite significant differences in cation compositions of both layers 
(compare DOM Srp-00 and Srp-00 in Table 1). Moapa Valley and DOM 14239 
serpentines have an average 18O affinity of 0.7513 and 0.7543, respectively. The 
standard deviation of 18O affinities between analyses is 0.0054 for Moapa Valley and 
0.0076 for DOM 14239. The serpentine 18O affinities reported here are on average 
~0.0300 lower than those reported for serpentines in Zheng et al. (1993). The 
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serpentines with the highest 18O affinities were Moapa Valley Srp-57 (0.7582) and 
DOMSrp-14 (0.7591), which both have Mg/Mg+Fe wt.% ratios of 0.43 and Al2O3wt.% of 
2.40 and 2.30 wt.%, respectively. The serpentine with the lowest 18O affinity was 
DOMSrp-23 (0.7399), which has an Mg/Mg+Fe ratio of 0.14 and 7.12 Al2O3wt.%. For 
Moapa Valley, serpentine 18O affinities from highest to lowest are Srp-57 > Srp-00 > 
Srp-23 > Srp-20 ≈ Srp-52. 
Figure 2a and 1b show the model isotopic fractionation over a temperature range 
of 273.15-673.15 K for Mg,Fe-serpentines in Moapa Valley and DOM 14239, 
respectively. Mg,Fe-serpentine varieties in CM1s Moapa Valley and DOM 14239 seem 
to fractionate similarly, despite differences in Mg/Mg+Fe and Al/Si ratios. At 273.15 K, 
serpentine-water exchange results in a δ18O change of ~21.00-22.00 ‰ for Moapa 
Valley and ~20.50-22.00 ‰ for DOM 14239. DOMSrp-23 has a fractionation curve that 
is slightly lower than the other DOM 14239 serpentines owing to its low 18O affinity 
relative to the other DOM serpentines modeled (Table 3, Figure 2b). In the CM1 
chondrite minimum temperature range (393.15-453.15K; 120-180˚C), Δ18O is ~4.00 ‰ 
for Moapa Valley serpentines at 393.15K, ‰ at 433.15K, and ~0.70 ‰ at 453.15K. 
DOM 14239 have a range of Δ18O values at 393.15K from 3.23-3.97 ‰, 1.58 ‰ at 
433.15K, and from ~0.01-0.68 ‰ at 453.15K. At temperatures > 478.15K; 205˚C, Δ18O 
values of the serpentines modeled here pass through the origin (where Δ18O ≈ 0.00 ‰), 





3.2 “Control” CM1 Serpentines 
To investigate what, if any, influence octahedral substitutions have on 
serpentines, new formulas were calculated from Moapa Valley serpentines by replacing 
all tetrahedral Al with Si as a “control group”. Srp-23 does not have tetrahedral Al, and 
therefore its 18O affinity remained unchanged. The I(18O)  indexes that were generated 
using control serpentine are listed in Table 3. Removing tetrahedral AlIV resulted in 
significantly higher 18O affinities overall and the order of 18O affinity between 
serpentines has changed, although the standard deviation between the analyses 
remains small (0.0064). The Control Srp-00 has an I(18O)  of 0.7667, which is 0.0122 
higher than MV Srp-00. The order of Control Srp 18O affinities from highest to lowest is 
Srp-52 > Srp-00 > Srp-20 > Srp-57 >Srp-23. Notably, Srp-52 and Srp-20 have nearly 
identical 18O affinities with substitutions, but Control Srp-52 has a higher I(18O)  index 
than all other Moapa Valley serpentines. While the Al/Si wt.% ratios of Srp-52 and Srp-
20 are both ~0.22, their Mg/Mg+Fe ratios are 0.41 and 0.52, respectively. 18O affinities 
of serpentines can be affected by octahedral substitutions of Mg and Fe2+, however not 
enough to “override” the considerable influence of tetrahedral substitutions. 
Furthermore, Srp-23 only has Si occupying the tetrahedral layer and still has the lowest 
18O affinities in the control group. This indicates that Al3+ substitutions in the octahedral 
layer may also have a negative effect on O18 affinities even in the absence of 
tetrahedral Al3+. 
Figure 2c shows the fractionation of the Control group serpentines based on 
Moapa Valley serpentines (compare to Figure 2a). Control serpentine fractionation in 
the CM chondrite temperature range is more intense at lower temperatures, but is 
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comparable to that of Moapa Valley serpentines at the upper limit for CM chondrites 
(673.15, 400˚C; Tonui et al., 2014). The 18O difference between control serpentines and 
water below 373.15K (100˚C) can be upwards of ~7.00 ‰. Octahedral substitutions of 
Fe and Al for Mg do affect the 18O affinities of serpentines and fractionation behavior, 
especially at temperatures below ~550 K, but serpentines with only Si occupying the 
tetrahedral layer do have higher 18O overall. At temperatures greater than ~ 483 K 
(210˚C) the Δ18O between Control serpentines and water becomes increasingly 
negative, a 5 Kelvin difference from Moapa Valley serpentines. In the temperature 
range between 393.15K (120˚C) and 453.15K (180˚C), Control serpentines and water 
have a difference in δ18O between 5.22-1.77 ‰. 
 
3.3 Ferric Moapa Valley Serpentines 
 Moapa Valley serpentines from section 3.1 were recalculated to contain ferric 
iron (Fe3+) to account for the possibility that pseudochondrule serpentines may contain 
significant amounts of Fe3+, since it is impossible to directly measure ferric iron content 
using an electron microprobe. Calculated Fe3+ atoms per formula unit in Moapa Valley 
serpentines occupy the octahedral layer, rather than both layers as in CM2 matrix 
serpentines (see structural formulas in Table 1). I(18O)  index for “Ferric MV 
serpentines” is shown in Table 3, using the same Srp-# as the analyses calculated with 
ferrous iron only. The I(18O)  indexes range between 0.8246 and 0.9182 (Ferric MV Srp-
23 and Srp-00, respectively and have more variance between affinities of the serpentine 
compositions (σ = 0.0349). Relative ferric Moapa Valley serpentine 18O affinities are in 
the order Srp-00>Srp-57>Srp-20>Srp52>Srp23). Out of the serpentine formulas 
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selected from Moapa Valley, Srp-23 is the only one that contains octahedral Al and 
consistently has among the lowest 18O affinities of the Moapa Valley serpentines 
(including with and without tetrahedral Al). 
Figure 2d shows oxygen isotope fractionation of ferric MV serpentines as a 
function of temperature. At 273.15 K, ferric MV serpentines fractionation with water 
results in a Δ18O of 37.03 ‰, a significant increase compared to ferrous serpentines. 
The fractionation curve for ferric MV serpentines passes through the origin at 
temperatures that are above the CM chondrite range (713.15 K) and would thus 
continue to import 18O from the fluid in significant quantities throughout the alteration 
process. 
 
3.4 Endmember Cronstedtite Fractionation 
 Endmember cronstedtite fractionation was calculated to model early alteration 
fractionation behavior on CM parent bodies. Endmember cronstedtite has an I(18O)  
index of 0.7916 (Table 3), which is 0.0371 higher than the average Moapa Valley 
serpentine but is consistent with that of lizardite in Zheng (1993a). Figure 3a shows the 
isotopic fractionation between cronstedtite and water as a function of temperature. At 
temperatures between 273.15 K to 373.15 K, Δ18O between cronstedtite and water has 
a range of 26.65 ‰ – 8.35 ‰. The temperature at which the fractionation curve passes 
through the origin is 513.15 K (240˚C). 
 
3.5 CM Matrix–Fe-Serpentine Fractionation 
 Oxygen isotope fractionation for matrix serpentines of 5 CM2 chondrite falls was 
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calculated using approximate formulas reported by Browning et al. (1996) and 
approximate structural formulas are shown in Table 1. I(18O)  indexes for the average 
matrix serpentine of each fall is listed in Table 3. Since CM2 matrix I(18O)  indexes are 
relatively homogenous (σ = 0.0044), Mighei, Murchison, Nogoya, and Cold Bokkeveld 
matrix serpentines would fractionation similarly under the same temperature conditions 
and alteration fluid composition. 
 Oxygen isotopic fractionation calculated for CM matrix serpentines are shown in 
Figure 3b as a function of temperature. The matrix serpentines of each fall fractionate 
nearly identically over the given temperature range. At temperatures associated with 
CM2 chondrite alteration, CM2 matrix serpentines exchange slightly more 18O than CM1 
pseudochondrule serpentines. At 273.15 K, the range of Δ18O between CM matrix 
serpentines and water is ~24.08 ‰ and ~6.91 ‰ at 373.15 K. At 393.15K, Δ18O 
between CM2 matrix serpentines and water is ~5.22 ‰, while the average Moapa 
Valley serpentine-water Δ18O = 3.98 ‰. While higher temperatures reduce isotopic 
exchange between water and Moapa Valley serpentines, theoretically, CM2 matrix 
serpentines are more enriched in 18O under the temperature regime estimated for CM2 
chondrites. These results indicate that increase in 18O affinity associated with Fe3+ – O 
bonds in both the octahedral and tetrahedral layers of serpentine could override the loss 
in 18O affinity that comes with AlIV – O bonds. Figure 3b shows the fractionation 
between CM2 matrix serpentines and cronstedtite in water. When present in the same 
aqueous system, cronstedtite δ18O increases relative to δ18O CM2 matrix over the entire 
CM temperature range (~273.K - 373.15K). However, if alteration proceeds and Fe3+ 
becomes increasingly exported to opaque phases (e.g. magnetite Fe2+2Fe3+O4), this 
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effect may be diminished. 
 
3.6 Acfer 094 Enstatite Fractionation 
 Calculated 18O affinities for Acer 094 enstatites are listed in Table 4. The average 
Acfer 094 enstatite (A094 En-00) has an I(18O)  index of 0.7678, which is a slightly lower 
18O affinity than that of enstatite with only Si occupying the tetrahedral layer (compare to 
0.7791; Zheng, 1993b). The highest I(18O) index of the Acfer 094 enstatites is 0.7736 
(A094 En-68), which is nearly identical to that of standard enstatite. A094 En-68 has 
0.04 AlIV atoms per formula unit and a Mg/Mg+Fe wt.% ratio of 2.50. The enstatite that 
has the lowest I(18O) index (0.7678) out of the selected analyses is A094 En-99, which 
has 0.07 AlIV atoms per formula unit as well as 8-coordinated Ca2+ (0.10 atoms p.f.u.), 
and an Mg/Mg+Fe wt.% ratio of 1.72. These results are consistent with the findings of 
Zheng (1993b), where Ca2+ replacements were found to have a negative impact on the 
I(18O) of pyroxenes. 
 Figure 3d shows the fractionation of Acfer 094 enstatites with temperature. At 
273.15 K, Δ18O between enstatite and water is 24.53 ‰ for the average Acfer 094 
enstatite (A094 En-00). An alteration temperature of 393.15 K (120˚C) would result in an 
18O exchange of ~5.28 ‰ between Acfer 094 enstatite and water. At temperatures > 
~480. 15K (205˚C), the Δ18O between enstatite and water passes through the origin and 
becomes negative, indicating that the enstatite would export more 18O to the water than 
it would import. These results illustrate that the CM parent body temperature regime 
must be tightly constrained in order to interpret impacts of alteration both on cation 






4.1 A Break in the CM Alteration Continuum 
 CM pseudochondrules have noticeably lack Al-rich altered mesostasis that is 
typical of chondrules in mildly to moderately altered CM chondrites indicating that the 
alteration of chondrule mesostases contributed to the Al3+ load in the fluid, as did 
altered pyroxene and refractory inclusions (Hanowski and Brearley, 2001; Weisberg and 
Huber, 2007). Elemental abundance maps (chapter I) show that Al is distributed 
throughout the phyllosilicates that dominate Moapa Valley’s mineralogy, rather than 
concentrated in Al-rich components (i.e. refractory inclusions and mesostasis) or 
phases (e.g. spinel, pyroxene, etc.). The oxygen isotopic fractionation changes 
exhibited by Figure 3 a-d and 2a-c indicate that alteration products can fractionate 
oxygen quite differently depending on the degree of alteration of the host rock. H218O 
from the altering fluid will preferentially react with cronstedtite, or ferrian serpentine 
polymorphs associated with mild alteration over ferroan Mg-serpentine polymorphs 
associated with highly altered CM chondrites. During this process there must be a 
“breaking point” at which Al is transferred from Al-rich phases to Al-poor phases in the 
matrix, that is highly influential on the phyllosilicate preference for heavy water 
(H218,17O) during water-rock interaction. After this breaking point, extended fluid 
interaction with mostly Mg-serpentines containing Al substitutions for Si would not result 
in a particularly 18,17O-enriched rock, contrary to predictions made by Clayton and 
Mayeda (1984). CM1 serpentines have had their 18O affinity significantly reduced during 
the most advanced stage of alteration especially at the temperatures estimated for CM1 
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chondrite alteration (393.15 – 453.15K; 120 –180˚C at minimum), although the 
temperature threshold at which the fluid will begin to “gain” 18O from serpentine shifts 
with changes in serpentine structure and chemistry. Furthermore, due to the 
relationships between vibrational energies in crystal structures, any phases with similar 
composition to those discussed here albeit with structural defects or poor crystallinity 
can be predicted to have less affinity for 18O. 
 
4.2 Comparison to other Models 
 Calculations for isotopic fractionation in Zheng (1993a) based on ideal Mg,Fe-
serpentine structure and stoichiometry yield a theoretical 18O affinity that is ~0.032 
higher than those of the Al-bearing CM1 chondrite serpentines modeled here. 
Furthermore, the temperature at which the fractionation curve for “ideal serpentine” 
passes through the origin is more than 100 K higher than that of Moapa Valley 
serpentines. This indicates that the presence of Al throughout the alteration process 
fundamentally changes the way serpentine fractionation occurs in the most altered parts 
of the CM chondrite parent body systems, causing late-stage serpentines to have less 
preference for incorporating 18OH– into its structure than the AlIV-free serpentine 




While theoretical isotopic fractionation modeling may not represent exact 
facsimiles of natural systems, the general trends that have been established here based 
on mineral structure and chemistry can act as a guide for predicting isotopic 
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fractionation behavior in CM parent body alteration systems. In serpentines, Fe3+ ↔ Si4+ 
and Fe3+ ↔ Mg,Fe2+ substitutions increase the overall bond strength and, consequently, 
the serpentine’s affinity for 18O relative to serpentine with only Si4+ in the tetrahedral 
layer or with only R2+ cations in the octahedral layer. Conversely, Al3+ ↔ Si4+ 
substitutions have a negative effect on bond strength and 18O affinity relative to 
serpentine with only Si4+ in the tetrahedral layer. Since Fe3+-bearing serpentines are 
less common in CM chondrites with a high degree of alteration, the most highly altered 
CM chondrites are volumetrically dominated by serpentines that are predicted to have a 
lower 18O affinity than serpentines in CMs with a lower degree of alteration. Acfer 094 
enstatites generally have slightly reduced 18O affinities relative to enstatites with 
endmember chemistry due to small amounts of Al3+ and Ca2+, which both have negative 
impacts on 18O affinities. Both positive and negative effects on 18O affinities have more 
influence at temperatures below 450 K(~177˚C) in both enstatite and serpentine oxygen 
isotopic fractionation with fluid. 
Fractionation between early-stage alteration serpentines and highly altered 
serpentines may influence the bulk rock oxygen isotope fractionation as alteration 
progresses, effectively “scrambling” the direct relationship between alteration intensity 
and fluid interaction that would otherwise be recorded by heavy oxygen isotope ratios in 
CM chondrites. The temperature-dependent nature of oxygen isotope fractionation also 
would reduce the 18O enrichment of highly altered chondrites volumetrically dominated 
by Mg-serpentines that formed in hydrothermal systems with sustained temperature 
regimes ≥ 478 K (205˚C), unless those chondrites are dominated by serpentines with 
significant quantities of Fe3+. 
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The chemical continuum between serpentine phases predicted by many 
progressive alteration hypotheses (e.g. Browning et al., 1996; Rubin et al., 2007) 
undermines any notion of a straightforward relationship between 18O-enrichment and 
degree of alteration owing to the variable preference for 17,18OH- anions that comes with 






Figure 1. Oxygen isotope diagram of CO WR, CM WR, and CM matrix, which define a slope = 0.7 mixing 
line. Acfer 094 is not a CO chondrite but is linked to both the CO and CM groups. TFL = terrestrial 
fractionation line. The black arrow shows the trend predicted by Clayton and Mayeda (1984) that oxygen 












Table 1. Serpentine structural formulas used for the modified oxygen isotope increment model and relevant wt.% 
element ratios. Atoms per formula unit were calculated per 7 oxygen equivalents. Cations in parentheses are in the 
octahedral layer, cations in brackets are in the tetrahedral layer. MV = Moapa Valley. 





AlIV per formula 
unit 
Structural Formula per [OII3OIV2](OH)III4 
 
MV TS1 (MV Srp-
20) 
0.52 1.88 0.21 (MgVI1.91 FeVI0.95)[SiIV1.79 AlIV0.21] 
MV TS1 (MV Srp-
57) 
0.43 2.40 0.15 (MgVI2.01 FeVI0.79)[SiIV1.89 AlIV0.15] 
MV TS1 (MV Srp-
23) 
0.57 1.83 0.00 (MgVI1.95FeVI0.34AlVI0.16)[SiIV2.00] 
MV TS2 (MV Srp-
52) 
0.41 3.55 0.23 (MgVI1.77FeVI1.11)[SiIV1.77 AlIV0.23] 
MVTS2 (MV Srp-
00)* 
0.53 2.60 0.10 (MgVI2.05 FeVI0.83)[SiIV1.89 AlIV0.10] 





AlIV per formula 
unit 
Structural Formula per [OII3OIV2](OH)III4 
 
DOM Srp-33 0.21 9.49 0.47 (MgVI1.04 FeVI1.84)[SiIV1.53AlIV0.47] 
DOM Srp-23 0.14 7.12 0.43 (MgVI0.77FeVI2.23)[SiIV1.57AlIV0.43] 
DOM Srp-31 0.46 2.66 0.15 (MgVI1.92FeVI1.02)[SiIV1.85AlIV0.15] 
DOM Srp-14 0.43 2.30 0.13 (MgVI1.84FeVI1.10)[SiIV1.87 AlIV0.13] 
DOM Srp-00 0.45 3.25 0.16 (MgVI1.83FeVI1.08)[SiIV1.84 AlIV0.16] 
CM2 Chondrite Fall   
Average Matrix Serpentine Formula per 
[OII3OIV2](OH)III4 
Cold Bokkeveld – – 0.27 (MgVI1.34FeVI1.07Fe3+0.43)[SiIV1.58 AlIV0.37Fe3+0.15] 
Mighei – – 0.25 (MgVI1.17FeVI0.83Fe3+0.11)[SiIV1.64AlIV0.25Fe3+0.36] 
Murchison – – 0.15 (MgVI1.59FeVI0.91Fe3+0.42)[SiIV1.58AlIV0.15Fe3+0.28] 
Murray – – 0.24 (MgVI1.174FeVI1.17Fe3+0.45)[SiIV1.56AlIV0.24Fe3+0.20] 
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Nogoya – – 0.17 (MgVI2.12FeVI0.58 Fe3+0.20)[SiIV1.80 AlIV0.17Fe3+0.03] 
 
Table 2. Enstatite structural formulas used for the modified oxygen isotope increment model. Atoms per formula unit 
were calculated per 6 oxygens. Cations in parentheses are in the octahedral layer (Ca2+ is assumed to be 
coordinated with 8 oxygens), cations in brackets are in the tetrahedral layer. A094 = Acfer 094. 
Acfer 094 (USNM 7233,4) Selected Enstatite Analyses 
En-# Mg/Mg+Fe (wt.%) Al2O3 wt.% 
AlIV per formula 
unit 
Structural Formula per [OIV2 OIII4] 
 
A094 En-1 1.72 0.84 0.03 (Ca0.02)(MgVI1.95FeVI0.03)[SiIV1.96AlIV0.03] 
A094 En-79 1.72 0.58 0.02 (Ca0.02)(MgVI1.97FeVI0.03)[SiIV1.96AlIV0.02] 
A094 En-68 2.50 1.54 0.04 (Ca0.04)(MgVI1.85FeVI0.05)[SiIV1.96AlIV0.04] 
A094 En-51 1.65 1.52 0.06 (Ca0.02)(MgVI1.93FeVI0.02)[SiIV1.94AlIV0.06] 
A094 En-99 1.13 2.47 0.07 (Ca0.10)(MgVI1.86AlVI0.02)[SiIV1.93AlIV0.07] 
A094 En-72 1.97 1.25 0.05 (Ca0.02)(MgVI1.94FeVI0.04)[SiIV1.95AlIV0.05] 
A094 En-53 1.66 0.81 0.03 (Ca0.03)(MgVI1.96 FeVI0.02)[SiIV1.95AlIV0.03] 
A094 En-10 1.87 1.64 0.06 (Ca0.07)(MgVI1.89 FeVI0.03)[SiIV1.94AlIV0.06] 
A094 En-34 1.52 1.11 0.04 (Ca0.02)(MgVI1.95FeVI0.02)[SiIV1.95AlIV0.04] 








Figure 2. Calculated oxygen isotope fractionation of a) Moapa Valley pseudochondrule serpentines b) DOM 14239 
serpentines, c) Moapa Valley serpentines without tetrahedral Al3+, and d) Moapa Valley ferric (Fe3+-bearing) 
pseudochondrule serpentines. The error envelope (translucent gray) represents a constant 5% uncertainty associated 












Figure 3. Calculated oxygen isotope fractionation of a) Fe endmember cronstedtite (Anthony et al., 2003) at T = 
273.15 – 673.15K (0-400˚C). b) CM2 chondrite matrix serpentines from Browning et al. (1996) and water, c) 
endmember cronstedtite and matrix serpentines in water, and d) fractionation of Acfer 094 enstatite and water. 




Table 3. Calculated oxygen isotope affinity indexes calculated from each structural formula for serpentine. 
Moapa Valley Serpentine Analyses I(18O) 
MV Srp-20 0.7459 
MV Srp-57 0.7582 
MV Srp-23 0.7521 
MV Srp-52 0.7459 
MV Srp-00 0.7545 
Control Serpentines  
Control Srp-20 0.7658 
Control Srp-57 0.7614 
Control Srp-23 0.7521 
Control Srp-52 0.7676 
Control Srp-00 0.7667 
DOM Serpentine Analyses  
DOM Srp-33 0.7552 
DOM Srp-23 0.7399 
DOM  Srp-31 0.7570 
DOM Srp-14 0.7591 
DOM  Srp-00 0.7543 
Fe-Serpentines  
Ferric MV Serpentines  
Ferric MV Srp-20 0.8915 
Ferric MV Srp-57 0.8950 
Ferric MV Srp-23 0.8247 
Ferric MV Srp-52 0.8819 
Ferric MV Srp-00 0.9182 
Cronstedtite 0.7916 









Table 4. Calculated oxygen isotope affinity indexes calculated from each structural formula for enstatite. 
Acfer 094 Enstatite Analyses I(18O) 
A094 En-1 0.7721 
A094 En-79 0.7711 
A094 En-68 0.7736 
A094 En-51 0.7703 
A094 En-99 0.7679 
A094 En-72 0.7731 
A094 En-53 0.7689 
A094 En-10 0.7705 
A094 En-34 0.7710 









Aqueously altered carbonaceous chondrites (C-chondrites) show evidence of 
interaction with a fluid that is assumed to have been present on an icy planetesimal, or 
parent body asteroid (e.g. Grimm & McSween, 1989). Very little is known about the low 
temperature metamorphism that occurred on parent bodies, even the spatial scale over 
which the fluid traveled is the subject of debate (Young et al., 1999; Brearley, 2006; 
Howard et al., 2011). These processes cannot be observed directly, but can be 
explored using numerical modeling methods. 
 Building on the exhalation model of Young et al. (1999) and Young, (2001), we 
adapted the model to simulate alteration inside hypothetical CM chondrite parent bodies 
initially composed of both olivine and pyroxene using the latest available constraints on 
CM chondrite alteration temperature, timescales of alteration, and silicate mineral 
chemistry. Numerical simulations of aqueous alteration in a CM chondrite parent body 
(PB) were performed in order to investigate the effects of asteroid-scale reactive 
transport of an altering fluid through CM parent bodies of different mineralogical 
compositions, on the internal thermal profile, oxygen isotopic composition, and modal 
mineralogy. Here the aqueous alteration model will be described in detail and 
preliminary results for three parent body scenarios will be explained. 
	
2. Asteroidal Aqueous Alteration Modeling 
 
Grimm and McSween (1989) simulated the thermodynamic system of an icey 
planetesimal interior and performed a wide variety of experiments, from the vapor 
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pressure that would be required to destroy the parent body, to the modes of heat 
transfer that could possibly produce the aqueously altered meteorite petrology observed 
in some carbonaceous chondrite groups. The model was initialized with a permeable 
parent body interior made up entirely of forsterite which was then altered by a pure 
water fluid to yield brucite (Mg(OH)2). Carbonate grains and mm-sized veins are 
characteristic of CM chondrites (Bunch and Chang, 1980; Brearley and Jones, 1998; 
Rubin et al., 2007) and are considered to be precipitates from the primordial altering 
fluid, which indicates that pure water may not be an ideal analogy for the CM parent 
body alteration system. 
The “exhalation model” proposed by Young et al. (1999) and the revised version 
developed in Young (2001) seek to reproduce geologic processes that took place in the 
chondritic parent body interior, but cannot be directly observed. The exhalation model 
simulates a possible mode of parent body aqueous alteration in which ice containing 
CO2 is melted by radioactive decay and the resulting fluid is then pushed to the surface 
by built-up pore vapor pressure. The below freezing temperatures at the parent body’s 
surface creates a layer of pore ice that prevents fluid from being depleted immediately. 
The surface ice is then sublimated into space. It is an alternative to fluid circulation by 
convection, which would require a large (>120 km diameter) parent body size that would 
require >5 Ma for alteration to occur and reflect the isotopic and mineralogical 
composition found in meteorites (Young, 2003). 
Given that oxygen isotopes of the fluid and rock will be significantly different initially, 
the oxygen isotope fractionation between water and rock can be used as an indicator for 
the extent of fluid-rock interaction in aqueously altered meteorites and as a method of 
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classification within meteorite groups (Clayton & Mayeda, 1984; Young, 2001, 1999). As 
such, the initial composition of the parent body rock has a major impact on the post-
alteration composition. Young (2001) set the initial mineralogical composition of the 
parent body rock to be entirely forsterite, in keeping with other thermodynamic models 
of asteroidal alteration (e.g. Grimm and McSween, 1989; Clayton and Mayeda, 1993; 
Elkins-Tanton, 2010), but unlike previous models the fluid contained CO2 so that 
carbonate precipitation and forsterite hydration could occur simultaneously. In the 
exhalation model runs performed in Young (2001), the average isotopic composition of 
the CV3 chondrite Allende was used as the initial isotopic composition of the parent 
body (δ18O= -3.6‰, δ17O = -4.6‰) the isotopic composition of the pore ice was 
estimated to be δ18O = 35‰, δ17O = 34‰). 
 
2.1 Oxygen Isotope Modeling Background 
Clayton and Mayeda (1999) developed a model that is a closed-system model 
and uses a pyroxene-olivine mixture to approximate the parent body's pre-alteration 
mineralogy, it also assumes that a) serpentine's oxygen isotope fractionation rate is 
constant, b) the fluid is assumed to be stagnant, and c) the fluid oxygen isotope 
composition is assumed to be constant. Model-generated oxygen isotopes were then 
used to interpret the oxygen isotope fractionation undergone by real aqueously altered 
meteorites. The results of this study suggested a correlation between isotopic 
composition and degree of aqueous alteration in that the isotopically heaviest C-




The oxygen isotope compositions of CM chondrite components are indicative of 
their geological histories in that the highly altered matrix is enriched in both 18O and 17O 
relative to the CM anhydrous silicate oxygen isotopic composition (Clayton, 2003). 
Average oxygen isotopes of CM, CM separates and CO3 chondrites tend to plot along a 
CO-CM fractionation line with a slope of approximately ~0.70 (Clayton and Mayeda, 
1999), whereby CM matrix and hydroxyl-bearing minerals have enrichments in heavy 
isotopes relative to anhydrous minerals and CO3 meteorites on the same mixing line. 
CM carbonates have been found to have oxygen isotope fractionation lines with slopes 
varying between 0.6-0.7, with the steeper slopes associated with higher formation 
temperatures (Lindgren et al., 2017; Verdier et al., 2017; Fujiya et al., 2018). 
 
2.2 Modified Exhalation Model 
 The aqueous alteration model used in this work has been modified from 
the revised exhalation model described in Young (2001). Instead of a hypothetical CV3-
like parent body composed entirely of forsterite, here we simulate a parent body 
representing the link between CO and CM chondrite groups composed of forsterite 
(olivine) and clinoenstatite (pyroxene). Pyroxene in chondritic meteorites is present in 
varying abundances depending on the chondrite group and petrologic type. (e.g. 
Weisberg et al., 2006). Pyroxene is highly altered in hydrated chondrite groups such as 
CM chondrites (Brearley, 2006; Lee and Lindgren, 2016), and even entirely absent in 
many extensively altered CM1 chondrites (King et al., 2017; Howard et al., 2015). 
Previous modeling of this nature (Young et al., 1999, Young, 2001, Grimm and 
McSween, 1989) focus on aqueous alteration of forsterite only.  Since different 
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chondrite groups have different geological histories on their parent bodies, the CM 
parent body scenario requires adjustments to the mineralogical reaction, initial 26Al/27Al 
ratio, initial O-isotope composition of the rock and ice, the heat capacity and the porosity 
of the rock. Initial values of oxygen isotope compositions for the rock are based on the 
C2-ungrouped meteorite with links to the CO and CM group (Newton et al., 1995), Acfer 
094. This modified exhalation model is being used to relate the parent body protolith to 
the aqueously altered products we observe in meteorite samples by comparing both 
oxygen isotope compositions and  volume fractions of minerals after alteration has 
ceased. The chondritic parent body was initially composed of anhydrous minerals, 
which then interacted with water in a low temperature environment (~273 K) and 
metamorphosed to form phyllosilicates. Anhydrous minerals (no OH- bonds) are 
approximated to be simply composed of Mg-rich silicates, while hydrated minerals are 
approximated to be entirely composed of talc. The rationale behind using Acfer 094 as 
an analogy for the CM parent body protolith is based on the findings of Newton et al. 
(1995), where they determined that Acfer 094 is both extremely primitive and possibly 
related to CO3 and CM chondrites. Oxygen isotope modeling by Clayton & Mayeda 
(1993) indicates that CM chondrites originating from a parent body with a composition 
similar to Acfer 094 is a feasible scenario. The abundance of fluid is supplied by melting 
interstitial ice that is in finite supply due to its eventual sublimation into space once it 
has refrozen at the surface of the parent body (Young, 2001). In this work, oxygen 
isotopes will be used as a metric to compare the results of the numerical simulation with 





The simulations performed with this model will rest on the following assumptions 
that are inherent to the exhalation model: a) the oxygen isotope fractionation rates of all 
solids are approximated as a function of temperature and mineral chemistry, b) the fluid 
flows radially outward from the core to the surface with no resistance from lack of 
permeability and no variation in overall porosity, c) radioactive decay of 26Al is the only 
heat source in the parent body, and d) the fluid reacts with the rock during a single pass 
of a “reaction front”.  
The modified exhalation model adapts the parent body to different mineralogical 
reactions, and therefore requires additional assumptions regarding parent body 
chemistry. Mg-endmember chemistry is assumed for anhydrous silicate composition of 
the PB protolith and the phyllosilicate and carbonate alteration products, although actual 
endmember chemistry is not common in CM chondrite mineralogy, Mg,Fe-
phyllosilicates are far more prevalent than near-endmember phases. Carbonates in CM 
chondrites are often a sign of intense alteration both locally and in terms of bulk 
mineralogy (King et al., 2017; Brearley, 2006; Howard et al., 2009). They are widely 
considered to be a direct precipitate of the altering fluid and thus were crystallized when 
alteration ceased (e.g. Brearley, 2006; de Leuw et al., 2009). In this sense, the 
mineralogical reaction chosen for this model over-estimates volumetric carbonate 
abundance because it is assumed to have occurred at about the same time as the 
aqueous alteration of anhydrous silicates. The specific heat of olivine (forsterite) is used 
in the thermal evolution equation because it is assumed that that will be the dominant 
mineral in an anhydrous (no water) version of a CM chondrite. CO2 is assumed to have 
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a consistently high concentration in the fluid due to the prevalence of organic 
compounds and carbonates observed in aqueously altered chondritic meteorites. Heat 
is assumed to be transferred primarily through diffusion from the rock rather than by 
advection through the fluid. 
The porosity of the model parent bodies change according to the volume fraction 
of ice remaining in the pores while a set fraction of vacant space is kept constant and 
permeability is assumed to be the same throughout the PB. C-chondrite porosities vary 
widely, and there is some evidence that the porosity may increase as alteration 
advances (Macke et al., 2011). Each model was designed to specifically mimic the most 
intense alteration region of a CM PB, therefore porosity changes in each model were 
designed to represent what it may have been in the region of the PB where the region 
was altered, and should not be interpreted as a porosity estimate for the entire PB.  
 
3. Numerical Model Theoretical Background 
 
The mineral mixture alteration model is built upon previous modeling work 
developed by Young (1999, 2001) simulating a) adapting the mineralogical reaction to 
incorporate pyroxene as part of the initial parent body composition, b) using input 
parameters that reflect the latest temporal constraints on accretion ages and alteration 
timelines available for CM chondrite parent bodies, and c) simulating the isotopic 
exchange and hydration reaction in an Acfer 094-like parent body. In this work, the 
parent body is initially a mixture of anhydrous magnesium endmember phases and 
porespace water-ice. Heating from 26Al melts the water-ice and introduces trapped CO2 
gas into the solution, which initiates a simplified aqueous alteration reaction that yields 
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magnesite and talc. Since the model used in this work is a modified from the model 
used in Young (2001) and adapted to several scenarios, the numerical equations and 
theoretical background will be described in great detail. 
 
3.1. Thermal Evolution 
The modified exhalation model consists of a set of partial differential equations 
governing thermal conduction and mineralogical reactions that are coupled and solved 
simultaneously to simulate the effects of radiogenic heating and aqueous alteration in a 
porous, parent body interior. The aqueous alteration is mainly governed by the 
equations governing the temperature, the rate of mineralogical reaction, and the change 
in CO2 concentration, with the oxygen  each solved. The numerical scheme of the 
modified exhalation model can be described by equations 1-10 (below), while equations 
11-13 are the chemical equations used for each model adaptations. 
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Since the mineralogical reactions are dependent on both temperature and the 
availability of liquid water, the temperature evolution over time is the most important 
equation governing the progress of this simulation. Temperature evolution is governed 
by diffusion of heat in the presence of sources and sinks, which assuming spherical 
symmetry can be expressed by equation (1), where 𝜅, is the thermal diffusivity of the 
rock, 𝑟, is the radial distance from the center of the parent body, 𝜙 is the porosity of the 
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rock, C is the heat capacity of the rock, and	𝜐, is the advection coefficient. Rates of 
melting and freezing, 𝑅456789: and 𝑅>?55@89: respectively, refer to the phase changes of 
water and 𝑅J refers to the mineralogical reaction that will be described in more detail in 
the next subsection. All variables and constants in equation (1) are listed in table 1.  
The term that handles the effects of radiogenic heat and porosity is expressed by 
equation (2), where f is the porosity of the rock plus the ice fraction, Q is the heat 
produced per unit mass (W kg-1) and Cp is the heat capacity of the rock. The radiogenic 
heat is produced by Al26 decay, from Al-bearing phases that occur naturally in the rock. 
Therefore, the porespace has to be subtracted to account for the fact that the Al26 decay 
is not occurring in the void space or the ice. Until the core temperature of the parent 
body reaches 273 K, diffusion and radiogenic heating (the first two terms of the right-
hand side of Equation (1) are the only non-zero terms. The rationale behind this stems 
from the fact that liquid water is not available in the pores until ice in the pores starts to 
melt. The rate of ice melting (equation 3) informs the rate at which liquid water becomes 
available for mineralogical reaction and advection of isotopes distributed between the 
fluid and the rock (i.e. fluid-rock interaction). The rate of melting is equivalent to the rate 
of liquid volume change, NO
N7
  over time, t. 𝑅 is the ideal gas constant kmelting is a rate 
constant, Peq is that saturation vapor pressure, 𝑇 is the temperature at time t and 𝑉H2O is 
the molar volume of water vapor. 
When the excess liquid reaches the surface, it gradually refreezes because the 
surface is maintained at 185 K. That rate at which this occurs is described by the 
equation (4), where 𝑉68Z is the volume of liquid water in the pore space, 𝑘>?55@89: is a rate 
constant for water freezing, 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 is the complementary error function, T is temperature 
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of the rock and 𝑇>?55@89: is the temperature at which water freezes. 𝑇>?55@89: , set to 240 
K. The complementary error function is used to allow water to freeze gradually at 
temperatures approaching the freezing point of water. 
 
3.2. Mineralogical Reaction and Chemical Equations 
After the parent body has reached a core temperature of 273 K, the fluid 
becomes available and begins to react with the rock. The chemical reaction between 
fluid and rock can be described by any of the following chemical equations between 
pure substances: 
          Forsterite                    Magnesite   Talc  
  4Mg'SiO' + 5CO' + H'O → 	5MgCO + MgSiOs](OH)' (11) 
        Anhydrous Rock          Fluid         Carbonate   Phyllosilicate 
 
           Clinoenstatite                    Magnesite   Talc  
  4Mg'Si'O + CO' + H'O → 	MgCO + MgSiOs](OH)' (12) 
        Anhydrous Rock          Fluid         Carbonate   Phyllosilicate 
 
     Clinoenstatite         Forsterite                     Magnesite   Talc  (13) 
        Mg'Si'O + 2Mg'SiO + 3CO' + H'O → 	3MgCO + MgSiOs](OH)' 
        Anhydrous Rock              Fluid           Carbonate        Phyllosilicate 
 
The chemical equations are based on the assumption that the fluid is composed 
entirely of H2O and CO2, which is the result of melting ice and oxidation of organic 
matter already present in the parent body material. The mineralogical reaction governs 
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the rate of reaction between the fluid and the rock as well as the resulting loss of liquid 
water that is consumed by the reaction. 
 
3.3. Reaction Rate 
The mineralogical reactions used in the model are all exothermic and therefore 
increase the temperature of the body once the temperature of the parent body interior 
has exceeded the melting point of ice. The heat generated by the mineralogical reaction 
is expressed by equation (5), where 𝑅J is the rate of mineralogical reaction, ∆𝐻J is the 
enthalpy (or heat) of reaction and 𝐶 is the heat capacity of the rock. In practice, this 
means that anhydrous minerals volume fractions decrease with increased mineralogical 
reaction progress, while talc and magnesite volume fractions increase. The reaction rate 
𝑅J of the mineralogical reaction is described by equation (6). The reaction rate constant, 
𝑘J, is an arbitrary rate constant for the rate at which the mineralogical reaction 
progresses, -∆µT,* is the reaction affinity, 𝑅 is the ideal gas constant, ƒH2O is the fugacity 
of H2O, and ƒCO2 is the fugacity of CO2. The reaction affinity, -∆µT,* is related to the 
change in chemical potential of the mineralogical reaction described above and 
depends heavily on the concentration of CO2. In other words, it is crucial that the CO2 
concentration is high enough for the reaction to proceed to the right and for aqueous 
alteration to occur and model generates carbonates and phyllosilicates simultaneously. 
Since CO2 exhibits non-ideal behavior at the temperatures of interest, the change in 
CO2 concentration, 𝐶>
IjW is described by the equation (7). 𝐶>,8\5
IjW  is the concentration of 
CO2 in the ice and u is the fluid pore velocity. The first term on the right-hand side of 
equation (7), −∇l𝐶>
IjWum, describes the change in CO2 concentration due to fluid 
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advection, the motion of fluid through the pore space of the rock. The concentration of 
CO2 in the fluid is then used to calculate the fugacity of CO2. The CO2 mole fraction in 
the ice drives is the most important species in the mineralogical reaction because it 
drives the reaction forward (to the right), and the reverse reaction has been prevented 
from occurring programmatically. 
 
2.4 Volume Fraction of Minerals 
Volume fractions of each mineral, 𝑉8 are recalculated at each time step to reflect 
reaction progress governed by equation (6). The model-generated fractions represent 
the volume of the entire parent body rock taken up by a particular phase, the volume 
fraction of pore spaces is constant, although the volume of ice and liquid in the pores 
varies as the alteration proceeds. The volume fraction of each mineral is calculated 
using equation (8), where 𝑉8 is the volume fraction of each solid phase, 𝑉89878n6 is the 
initial volume fraction, 𝑉95o,8 is the volume of each phase in m3 per reaction, and 𝑉7r7 is 
the sum of the volumes of every solid phase. This calculation is performed at every time 
step until there is no liquid water available in the pore space. Similarly, oxygen isotope 
fractionation is governed by the reaction rate, to simulate the isotopic exchange 
occurring as a result of fluid-rock interaction. This allows for parent body oxygen isotope 
compositions and mineral compositions to be reproduced simultaneously in a way that 
can be readily compared to real oxygen isotope data and mineralogical composition 




2.5 Isotopic Fractionation 
The advection of heavy oxygen isotopes is not involved in heat calculations or 
the mineralogical reaction. As the fluid flows it interacts with the rock causing its isotopic 
signature to mix with that of the rock. This can be used as a proxy for the extent of fluid-
rock interaction and, in turn, can be used to compare the results of the model to 
observed isotopic abundances in CM meteorites. Equations (9a-b) describe the 
advection of heavy oxygen isotopes, where 𝐶>
sw,st is the concentration of heavy oxygen 
isotopes (either 18O or 17O) in the fluid, 𝐶>,8\5
sw,st is the concentration of heavy oxygen 
isotopes in the ice and 𝑅5u\vn9:5 is the rate at which the isotopes are exchanged 
between the water and rock. Fluid-rock interactions that occur during low temperature 
metamorphism can cause mass-dependent fractionation in oxygen isotope 
compositions in the order of >10 ‰ (e.g. Vacher et al., 2019). The rate of oxygen 
isotopic exchange is governed by equation (10), where 	𝑘5u\vn9:5 is the isotopic 
exchange rate constant for oxygen isotope fractionation, it is a multiplier that is used in 
calculating the isotopic exchange rate between the liquids and solids in the parent body. 
β is the ratio of oxygens per unit volume in fluid and rock, and α is the equilibrium 
isotope fractionation factor. The coefficients for the oxygen isotope fractionation 
equation of each mineral-water reaction is listed in Table 2. 𝐶} is the concentration of 
the heavy oxygen isotope (17O or 18O) in the solid and 𝐶> is the concentration of the 
heavy oxygen isotope in the fluid. The aqueous alteration model stops after <3 Mya of 
alteration or when the availability of porespace fluid is depleted, whichever happens 
first. It is at this point that the oxygen isotope compositions of the fluid and each mineral 
phase are recorded for comparison with real chondrite samples. 
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Equation (1) can be solved with equations (6), (7), (9a), and (9b) to so that the 
simulated chemical reactions involved in interstitial fluid flow can inform the rate at 
which a “front” of mineral altering fluid can move through the parent body pore spaces 
over time. The duration of alteration is constrained by the availability of fluid in the pores 
and the preset alteration time, which is set to reflect existing temporal constraints on CM 
chondrite alteration timescales from the literature (e.g. Krot et al., 2006). 
 
4. Parent Body Scenarios 
 
The model has been modified to simulated three different scenarios for the CM 
parent body protolith. Each model scenario presented here was simulated using the 
input parameters for the 9,000 m “small body” scenario described in Young (2001) as a 
benchmark, albeit with the average Acfer 094 whole rock oxygen isotope composition 
(Clayton and Mayeda, 1999) as the initial isotopic composition of the rock. The input 
parameters are consistent between parent body scenarios to more easily isolate 
changes in model-generated results caused by the initial mineralogy alone, rather than 
the numerics of the model itself. Parent bodies are referred to by their initial, pre-
alteration mineralogical composition. 
 
I. Benchmark Scenario: 100% Forsterite 
The 100% forsterite alteration model is based on previous modeling 
work developed by Young (1999, 2001) and is used as a benchmark to 
which all other scenarios can be compared. As the parent body rock 
interacts with the CO2-H2O fluid, the forsterite is altered to yield talc and 
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magnesite, which are used as analogs for all carbonates and 
phyllosilicates that typically occur in carbonaceous chondrites (Young et 
al., 1999). 
 
II. Scenario 2: Clinoenstatite 
The clinoenstatite parent body is a scenario in which the parent body is 
initially 100% pyroxene and is then altered much like the forsterite parent 
body. This scenario is an intermediate stage toward a parent body with an 
anhydrous mineral mixture of pyroxene and olivine. The clinoenstatite parent 
body is unique amongst the model scenarios in that it is not meant to mimic a 
hypothetical CM parent body, but is meant to simply determine the effects of 
changing the mineralogical reaction on the numerical model itself and identify 
any model instabilities or physically improbably outputs that may arise as a 
result. 
 
III. Scenario 3: Forsterite-Pyroxene Mixture Model 
In this scenario, the parent body is initially a mixture of anhydrous 
magnesium endmember phases and porespace water-ice. Heating from 26Al 
melts the water-ice and introduces trapped CO2 gas into the solution, which 
initiates a simplified aqueous alteration reaction that yields magnesite and 
talc. . The precursor mineral used to represent the anhydrous parent body 
before alteration proceeded was clinoenstatite (Mg2Si2O6), which is present in 
some components of carbonaceous chondrites. to create three unique parent 
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body scenarios designed to gain insight on the effects of pyroxene on the 
model-generated data. 
 
5. Benchmark and Scenarios for CM Parent Body Alteration 
 
The results of the benchmark model runs for each parent body scenario are 
listed in Table 3. The thermal, isotopic, and mineralogical differences between each 
run will be described and evaluated based on their similarities to CM chondrite 
mineralogical compositions, isotopic fractionation characteristics, as well as their 
adherence to temperature constraints established in the literature. Clear 
mineralogical distinctions can be made between the region of the parent body in 
which reaction is most intense, the parent body interior, and the icy surface. The 
alteration zone is where the most intense consumption of anhydrous silicates is 
concentrated and where the highest volume fraction of phyllosilicates and 
carbonates are found. Therefore, alteration zone, rather than the average modal 
mineralogy of the entire parent body is the focus of comparisons to between CM 
chondrite mineralogy and model-generated mineralogy results (Table 3; volume 
fractions). In each parent body, the alteration front, is located just beneath the 
surface of the body, underneath a barrier of refrozen fluid that takes up the pore 
spaces of the radial positions with temperatures less than 273 K. This physical 
barrier also acts to trap fluid migrating from the parent body interior and facilitates 
the mineralogical reaction in all parent body scenarios, the parent body is relatively 
unchanged at the surface due to lack of available liquid water, but is the most altered 





5.1 Benchmark Scenario: Forsterite Parent Body 
5.1.1 Benchmark Scenario: Temperature Profile 
 
The timing of the onset of alteration after accretion is influenced by the 
heat capacity of the parent body, which is influenced by the mineralogical 
composition of the parent body pre-alteration. The alteration initiates as soon as 
the temperature of the interior reaches 273.15 K, which is listed as tinitial in Table 
3 for each scenario. Alteration on the forsterite PB begins at 72,000 years after 
accretion and is set to end after 1Ma. Since the benchmark accretion time is set 
to 1.6 Ma after the first solids in the solar system (CAIs) formed, the benchmark 
parent body alteration ends 2.32 Ma after CAIs formed. Figure 1a shows the 
thermal evolution of the benchmark parent body, where the 453.15 K is marked 
as the minimum temperature at which Moapa Valley could have formed. The 
forsterite parent body temperature reaches the 433.15 K range at 3712.5 m from 
the core. This implies that in a small forsterite-dominated parent body, Moapa 
Valley would have formed deep in the parent body interior. Figure 1a shows that 
alteration zone of the forsterite PB is located 7650-8100 m from the core (grey 
vertical lines). The alteration zone, while somewhat close to the surface of the 
9000 m parent body, does not maintain a temperature consistent with chondrite 
formation. 
 




The model-generated oxygen isotopes are plotted in Figure 1b, with the 
COCM fractionation line and the initial compositions for both rock and ice plotted 
for reference. In the forsterite-bearing model runs (Figures 1b) anhydrous 
silicates tend to be the most 16O-rich phases in the parent body, followed by 
hydrous phases and carbonates. The anhydrous minerals in the forsterite parent 
body (Figure 1b) form a fractionation line with a slope of 1.00 (Table 3), while the 
alteration products both form a fractionation line of ~0.60. While CM carbonates 
can have isotopic fractionation slopes in a range of 0.6-0.70 (Fujiya, 2018), the 
hydroxyl bearing products of anhydrous silicates in the same oxygen isotope 
reservoir should theoretically have isotopic fractionation compositions that plot 
along the same fractionation line (i.e. the COCM fractionation line) if they are to 
adhere to the isotopic relationship between the CO and CM chondrite groups 
described in the literature (e.g. Clayton and Mayeda, 1984). The isotopic 
compositions carbonates and phyllosilicates also vary based on radial position in 
the parent body. The isotopic compositions of the surface minerals that were 
minimally altered are lighter than those that are in the alteration zone or in the 
parent body interior. Phyllosilicates and carbonates in the benchmark PB also 
have more variance in their δ18O compositions compared to those at the surface 
and the interior, resulting in multiple subparallel fractionation lines occurring in 
phyllosilicates with δ18O ~23 ‰ and carbonates δ18O > ~34 ‰. 
 
 




 The model-generated mineralogy results are shown in Table 3 as volume 
fractions of the total parent body rock volume. At the end of the 1 Ma alteration period, 
when the mineralogical reaction is a maximum of ~10% complete, 94.78 vol% of the 
alteration zone rock is still composed of olivine and 2.65 vol% carbonate has been 
produced. Only 2.58 vol% of the alteration zone rock is composed of phyllosilicates, 
which is inconsistent with what is observed in CM1 chondrites that are typically 
dominated by phyllosilicates and contain only ~1 vol% carbonates (e.g. Brearley and 
Jones, 1998).  
 
5.2. Scenario 2: Clinoenstatite Parent Body 
5.2.1 Scenario 2:Temperature Profile 
 
The peak core temperature generated in the parent body and the steepness of 
the thermal gradient with depth both increased with increased pyroxene content in the 
parent body protolith relative to the benchmark PB scenario. Figure 2a shows that the 
clinoenstatite scenario has an extremely high peak core temperature at 1400.90 K, 
which is high enough to melt chondritic material. While, a CM parent body made 
entirely of clinoenstatite would not be realistic because it does not match the petrology 
or the thermal history recorded in CM chondrites, the 100% clinoenstatite scenario 
demonstrates effects of clinoenstatite on the thermal profile and duration of alteration. 
The clinoenstatite parent body initiates alteration the earliest at 26,000 years 
after accretion, a full 46,000 years before the benchmark PB (see table 3). The 
reaction front in scenario 2 is extremely shallow compared to the other two parent 
body scenarios, 8662.50 m from the core (figure 2a). The clinoenstatite parent body 
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reaches the Moapa Valley formation temperature much closer to the surface (7,875 
meters from the core). However, the clinoenstatite parent body (figure 2a) also 
reaches temperatures that would dehydrate CM chondrite phyllosilicates 6,750 meters 
from the core. Moapa Valley, and the vast majority of CM chondrites do not have signs 
of phyllosilicate dehydration or significant heating (e.g. Rubin et al., 2007 Since all of 
three of the model were run for a maximum of 1 Ma of alteration, the clinoenstatite has 
the longest alteration time of all three parent body model runs.  
 
5.2.2. Scenario 2: Generated Oxygen Isotope Modeling 
 
The anhydrous silicates in the clinoenstatite PB have the heavier (more 18,17O-
rich) isotopic compositions compared to the benchmark model. Figure 2b shows the 
model-generated oxygen isotope compositions for the scenario 2 parent boy. 
Clinoenstatite’s (see figure 2b model anhydrous) high affinity for heavy oxygen isotopes 
relative to forsterite was derived from the theoretical isotope fractionation calculations, 
however, the model values do not reflect those of real pyroxene phenocrysts in Acfer 
094 chondrules and CM chondrites (Chaumard et al., 2018), which are among the 
lightest (16O-rich) components in the meteorite (Ushikubo et al., 2012). The most 
reasonable explanation for this discrepancy is that pyroxene phenocrysts in CM 
chondrites and Acfer 094 largely preserve their primary oxygen isotopic composition 
(Chaumaurd et al., 2018). Both the phyllosilicates and carbonates from the surface of 
the clinoenstatite PB are isotopically lighter than the benchmark PB. The interior 
alteration phases generated heavier oxygen isotopic compositions than the 
phyllosilicates and carbonates from the surface.. The large variance in isotopic 
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compositions between phases and the lack of alteration as evidenced by the low 
reaction extent (Table 3) of the clinoenstatite parent body indicate that the high 
temperature of the clinoenstatite parent body may have affect the model’s ability to 
predict fractionation. While the oxygen isotope calculations for all minerals are valid up 
to 1473.15 K (Zheng, 1993a; 1993b), the alteration model does not have a mechanism 
to simulate melting of the host rock and the subsequent mass dependent isotopic 
fractionation changes that would ensue. Therefore, the temperature of the clinoenstatite 
parent body must be lower than that of a forsterite parent body in order to simulate 
aqueous alteration and isotopic fractionation properly. 
 
5.2.3. Scenario 2: Generated Modal Mineralogy 
 
The alteration zone spans a much narrower segment of the parent body than the 
benchmark PB (compare figure 1b and figure 2b), as illustrated by the space between 
the grey solid line and grey dotted line being only 100s of meters. The peak reaction 
extent for the clinoenstatite PB is also extremely low compared to the benchmark 
PB(table 4). In the alteration zone, the reaction is only ~6% complete, compared to 10% 
for the benchmark and 15% for the forsterite-pyroxene parent body (Table 3; peak 
reaction extent). The low reaction extent of the clinoenstatite PB directly impacts volume 
fraction of alteration products (i.e. carbonates and phyllosilicates). In the alteration zone, 
the clinoenstatite parent body rock is still 95.86 vol% clinoenstatite after 1 Ma of 
alteration, with only 4.48 vol% phyllosilicates. Compared to the benchmark PB, the 
clinoenstatite PB has a higher anhydrous silicate volume fraction in the alteration zone. 
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The low reaction PB extent of the scenario 2 also results in a low volume fraction of 
carbonates that is actually consistent with CM chondrite carbonate content of ~1 vol%. 
 
5.3. Scenario 3: Forsterite-Pyroxene Parent Body 
5.3.1. Scenario3:Temperature Profile 
 
The forsterite-pyroxene model begins alteration earlier than the benchmark PB at 
67,000 years after accretion, which is most likely due to the decreased heat capacity of 
the olivine-pyroxene protolith relative to the pure forsterite. The temperature of the 
forsterite-pyroxene parent body (Figure 3a) reaches the CM1 chondrite temperature 
range (~433.15 K) 4162.5 m from the core. Figure 1b shows the that the alteration zone 
spans a wider range of PB radial positions than the pure benchmark and has slightly 
higher temperature conditions. 
 
5.3.2. Scenario 3: Generated Oxygen Isotope Modeling 
 
The isotopic fractionation in the forsterite-pyroxene parent body is shown in Figure 
3b. The model-generated oxygen isotopes for each mineral phase has form their own 
independent fractionation line, and there is considerable variance between isotopic 
compositions of the same mineral from different radial positions. The anhydrous 
silicates that have isotopically lighter (more δ16O-rich) compositions than the initial rock 
are considered to be artifacts of the model. It is merely an indication that the rate of 
isotopic exchange between the water and rock is profoundly affected by the addition of 
pyroxene, and the isotopic exchange, ice melting and water freezing constants 
(𝑘5u\vn9:5, 𝑘456789:, and 𝑘>?55@89:) must be adjusted to accommodate changes in the 
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initial parent body mineralogy. The slope of the model-generated oxygen isotopic 
fractionation lines of the anhydrous minerals and phyllosilicates are 0.68 and 0.62 
(Table 3), respectively. The anhydrous minerals nearly plot along the COCM 
fractionation lines, but they do not form a continuous fractionation line with the 
phyllosilicates. Model-generated isotopic compositions for phyllosilicates are isotopically 
lighter than those of the benchmark PB and forms one continuous fractionation line 
across radial positions. Model-generated oxygen isotopes for carbonates form their own 
fractionation line that has a slope of 0.60, which is the same as the oxygen isotopes 
generated for carbonates in the benchmark scenario. 
 
5.3.3. Scenario 3: Generated Modal Mineralogy 
 
Since overall temperature of the forsterite-pyroxene PB is higher than the 
benchmark parent body (table 4), it follows that the rate of reaction in the former is 
higher than the latter. The peak reaction extent of the forsterite-pyroxene parent body 
is the highest out of all three scenarios at 15% (Table 3). The modal mineralogy is 
dominated by forsterite, with only 4.54 vol% of the alteration zone composed of 
phyllosilicates. Clinoenstatite, which is commonly absent from CM1 and CM1/2 
chondrites, makes up 7.66 vol% of the alteration zone in the forsterite-pyroxene PB. 
Carbonate makes up 2.80 vol% of the alteration zone, which is nearly 3 times the bulk 
carbonate content reported in CM chondrite samples 
 
6. Feasibility of a “ Young Small Body” Scenario 
 
The benchmark scenarios were based on the “small body” planetesimal modeled 
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in Young (2001) as a parent body based on an CV chondrite-like anhydrous precursor 
made entirely of forsterite with an accretion age of 1.6 Ma after CAI formation. The 
results of the CM iteration of the small body show that adjustments beyond the isotopic 
composition of the anhydrous precursor must be made to combine the temperature 
conditions and liquid availability to produce a CM chondrite formation region in the 
parent body’s subsurface region. Specifically, the minimum temperatures required to 
form CM1 chondrites are such that a 9,000 meter parent body may expel the water too 
quickly for the water-rock reaction to occur and the temperature in the core may 
approach phyllosilicate dehydration temperatures. 
To some extent, parent body size is a control on the parent body’s temperature. 
To create a more intensely reactive alteration zone with a higher temperature in the 
subsurface region, it is reasonable to suggest that a CM parent body would have to be 
larger than 9,000 m. The initial ratio of the parent body is the most influential control on 
parent body temperature and as well as the timing of accretion. To prevent a larger 
parent body from reaching temperatures that would destroy the heat-sensitive minerals 
and primitive organics that characterize CM chondrites, it would be necessary to 
decrease the initial 26Al/27Al ratio which also increases the temporal gap between the 
formation of CAIs and the accretion of the CM parent body. The benchmark models all 
have alteration times of ~1.7 Ma after CAI formation. Coker and Cohen (2000) found 
that chondritic parent bodies likely accreted ~2 Ma after CAIs at the earliest, making 
alteration times < 2 Ma after CAIs an unlikely scenario for in situ parent body alteration 
(Jilly-Rehak et al., 2017), since it would have to be post accretionary. The small parent 
body with an early accretion age conceived of by Young (2001) may not be a prime 
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candidate for a CM chondrite parent body that has undergone post accretionary 
alteration. In order to specifically simulate a post-accretionary alteration scenario, the 
timeline must begin at an accretion age of >2 Ma, which requires that the CM parent 
body have an initial 26Al/27Al ratio of <~7.10 x 10-6. 
The alteration zone in the forsterite parent body is much closer to the surface 
than the 453.15 K isotherm. Since unheated CM chondrites likely formed where 
alteration temperatures were 373.15 K – > 453.15K, the parent body scenario has to 
accommodate a highly reactive zone that also maintains CM chondrite alteration 
temperatures for an extended period of time. Starting with a forsterite-pyroxene parent 
body precursor seems to have the effect of making the temperature gradient in the 
parent body steeper and increasing intensity of the mineralogical reaction in the 
alteration zone. However, the conditions of the small parent body did not produce the 
phyllosilicate-dominated mineralogy in the alteration zone in neither the benchmark nor 
the forsterite-enstatite PB. The radial positions at which the parent bodies reach 
sustained temperatures consistent with Moapa Valley or CM1 chondrite alteration are 
consistently deep in the parent body, which is inconsistent with the characterization of 
CM chondrites as regolith breccias that likely formed near the surface of their parent 
bodies (e.g. Zolensky et al., 1997; Brearley, 2006). It is consistent with asteroid 
alteration models that favor CM1 chondrites forming deeper in the parent body and 
therefore altered at higher temperatures (King et al., 2017) 
As precipitates of the alteration fluid, carbonates are useful indicators of fluid 
properties. The model-generated carbonate isotopes of the different parent body 
scenarios had formed  fractionation lines with unique slopes. Fujiya (2018) interpreted 
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oxygen isotope fractionation lines of carbonates as indicative of the temperature of the 
alteration environment in the CM chondrite parent bodies in a range of 0-150˚C. 
Consistent with the suggestion of Fujiya (2018), carbonates formed in parent bodies 
with higher peak temperatures did form fractionation lines with steeper slopes, however, 
it is unclear if the all model-generated isotopic compositions from the clinoenstatite 
parent body are artifacts of the model itself or due to the temperature dependence of 




Temperature and mineralogy are the major factors driving reaction progress in 
this model, as evidenced by the reaction progress in each of the benchmark runs listed 
in table 4. Since the parent body size and initial 26Al/27Al does not change between the 
benchmark scenarios, the increase in peak core temperature that occurs with the 
addition of pyroxene to the parent body precursor mineralogy can be attributed to the 
subsequent heat capacity changes associated with the mineralogical reaction. Since the 
main source of heat in the parent body is radioactive decay of 26Al by diffusion through 
the rock, the amount of energy it takes to increase the temperature of the rock is highly 
dependent on its mineralogical composition. The heat released by the enthalpy of 
reaction likely had a negligible effect on the temperature of the parent body directly, 
however, the enthalpy of the mineralogical reactions for the forsterite PB and the 
forsterite-pyroxene PB are of the same order of magnitude so it is unlikely that the 
enthalpy change alone could account for the higher temperatures in pyroxene-bearing 
parent body scenarios. 
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The overall volume fractions do not change drastically from parent body to parent 
body, but the volume fractions at the alteration fronts do change significantly with 
changes in pre-alteration mineralogy. Furthermore, the alteration zone shifted toward 
the surface with increasing clinoenstatite content of the parent body precursor. If CM1 
chondrites represent parent bodies or regions of a single parent body that have 
undergone alteration at elevated temperatures (120-180˚C), then the anhydrous 
precursor may have either had higher than estimated temperatures in the CM1 
formation zone due to even small amounts (~10 vol%) of enstatite, or CM1 chondrites 
may have formed deeper in the parent body than CM2 chondrites. If enstatite was a 
major constituent of the parent body precursor mineralogy, then the low pyroxene 
content of CM chondrites indicates that it was likely altered to form phyllosilicates and 
all that remain are olivine phenocrysts due to their sheer abundance and large grain 
sizes. This is consistent with the literature on CM chondrite alteration chemistry, which 
concludes that pyroxene was likely much heavier than olivine in the CM protolith 
(Rosenberg et al., 2001). 
In real CM chondrites, carbonates take up much less than the ~2.7-2.8 vol% 
generated by the forsterite and forsterite-pyroxene PBs and should be a minor 
constituent of in terms of bulk CM mineralogy. The mineralogical reaction used to 
simulate alteration in the forsterite-bearing PBs have a tendency to overestimate the 
volume fraction of carbonate in the alteration zone, even at low reaction extents of 10-
15%. The clinoenstatite PB is within the carbonate volume fraction range for CM 
chondrites, although the low volume fraction of the carbonates is due to the low reaction 
extent, rather than any similarities with the CM parent body protolith. The forsterite-
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pyroxene PB has the highest reaction extent of the three scenarios. Indicating that 
forsterite and pyroxene physio-chemical properties combined to encourage more 
intense alteration than forsterite or pyroxene alone. The stoichiometry of the forsterite-
pyroxene hydration reaction is such that 1 mole of clinoenstatite and 2 moles of 
forsterite are required to produce 1 mole of phyllosilicate, while the two monomineralic 
parent bodies require 4 moles anhydrous silicates to produce 1 mole of phyllosilicate. 
None of the benchmark scenarios produce enough phyllosilicates in the reaction zone 
to match even mildly altered CM chondrites, containing ~80 vol% phyllosilicates on 
average (Howard et al., 2011; King et al., 2017).  
The isotopic fractionation lines of model-generated hydrous and carbonate 
minerals have increased slopes with either increased clinoenstatite content in the 
protolith or increased temperature, while distance from the TFL remains consistent. The 
phyllosilicates that are have the most water-rock interaction in the alteration zone are 
isotopically heavier than those of the surface where water in the pores is mostly in the 
form of ice. The forsterite parent body generated separate fractionation slopes for 
forsterites and phyllosilicate fractionation lines, and they are not consistent with the 
fractionation line formed by the isotopes of CO and CM chondrites. The forsterite-
pyroxene model generates phyllosilicate isotopic compositions that are more 16O-rich 
than that of the forsterite model despite the fact that the reaction extent was higher, 
indicating that the forsterite-pyroxene model’s phyllosilicates should have incorporated 
more heavy isotopes from the altering fluid. This could be due to the numerics of the 
model, where the multipliers for the rates of phase changes of water and isotopic 
exchange had to be adjusted. Another explanation could be that the model was 
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incorrectly calculating the heavy isotope concentration in the fluid. A similar effect may 
be what caused instability in the model generated isotopes in the model-generated 
clinoenstatite PB isotopes. In the case of the forsterite-enstatite scenario, the 
phyllosilicate isotope compositions that are comparable to anhydrous silicates are 
considered to be artifacts of the modeling technique. 
It is unclear if some of the results from the forsterite-pyroxene parent body and 
clinoenstatite parent body can be interpreted as simulations of parent body alteration or 
artifacts of the numerical model itself. The sensitivity of the model to changes in 
mineralogical reaction conveys that it is best to customize input for each mineralogical 





Table 1. Description of variables, constants, and parameters used in equations and their units where applicable. 
  
Symbol Name Units Comment 
T	 Temperature of the rock K 
When T > 273 K, pore ice melts and 
facilitates mineralogical reactions 
t	 Time years 
Time is restricted to <5 Ma for 
consistency with proposed time scales 
for parent body alteration 
r	 Radius meters 
Distance from the center of the body, 
where the total radius is <80 km 
𝜿 Thermal diffusivity 
m²/s 
 
The rate at which heat dissipates from 
the rock as a function of temperature 
𝝊 Advection coefficient m/s 
A velocity field describing transport by 
the fluid 
𝝓 Porosity unitless 
The fraction of the parent body volume 
that consists of pore spaces 
Q	 Radiogenic Heat Production J/kg Heat generated by 26Al decay 
𝑪𝒑 Isobaric heat capacity 
J/kg • 
K 
The heat capacity of the rock at constant 
pressure 
𝑹𝒎𝒆𝒍𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈	 Rate of ice melting s-1  
𝑹𝒇𝒓𝒆𝒆𝒛𝒊𝒏𝒈	 Rate of water freezing s-1  
𝑹𝝃 Rate of mineralogical reaction s-1  
𝚫𝑯𝒎𝒆𝒍𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈 Enthalpy of ice melting J/kg  
𝚫𝑯𝒇𝒓𝒆𝒆𝒛𝒊𝒏𝒈 Enthalpy of water freezing J/kg  
𝚫𝑯𝝃 Enthalpy of the mineralogical reaction J/kg 




Table 2. Fractionation factor coefficients used to model oxygen isotope fractionation in the model. 
Fractionation Factor Coefficients for 103ln(α)phase-water 
103ln(α)phase-water = A/T2 + B/T + C 
Mineral A B C 
Forsterite* 3.55(±0.18) -9.72(±0.49) 2.64(±0.13) 
Enstatite* 3.97(±0.20) -8.25(±0.41) 2.37(±0.12) 
Acfer 094 Avg. Enstatite 4.01(±0.20) -9.35(±0.47) 2.82(±0.14) 
Mg,Fe-Serpentine** 3.99(±0.20) -8.12(±0.41) 2.35(±0.12) 
Talc** 4.20(±0.21) -7.04(±0.35 2.14(±0.11) 
MV Serpentine 3.95(±0.20) -9.52(±0.48) 2.89(±0.14) 
Magnesite*** 3.20 0.00 -2.00 
* Zheng (1993b) 
** Zheng (1993a) 




































 Forsterite PB 
Figure 1. a) Thermal evolution of the forsterite parent body. The x-axis is the radial distance from the core (9,000 m is the 
surface) and the y-axis is time since accretion. The black vertical line marks the minimum radius at which Moapa Valley 
chondrites can form based on thermal constraints only, and grey vertical lines are the boundaries of the alteration zone. The 
red dotted line marks the radius at which phyllosilicates in aqueously altered chondrites would be dehydrated. b) Forsterite 
parent body scenario model-generated oxygen isotope compositions of anhydrous (olivine and/or pyroxene), hydrous 
minerals (phyllosilicates) and carbonates. Yellow triangles are the initial compositions of the parent body rock and ice, and the 
green line is the COCM fractionation line. Model-generated oxygen isotope compositions that are lighter than their initial rock 





























Figure 2. a) Thermal evolution of the forsterite parent body. The x-axis is the radial distance from the core (9,000 m is 
the surface) and the y-axis is time since accretion. The black vertical line marks the minimum radius at which Moapa 
Valley chondrites can form based on thermal constraints only, and grey vertical lines are the boundaries of the 
alteration zone. The red dotted line marks the radius at which phyllosilicates in aqueously altered chondrites would be 
dehydrated.  b) Forsterite-Pyroxene parent body scenario model-generated oxygen isotope compositions of anhydrous 
(olivine and/or pyroxene), hydrous minerals (phyllosilicates) and carbonates. Yellow triangles are the initial 





Figure 3. a) Thermal evolution of the forsterite parent body. The x-axis is the radial distance from the core (9,000 m is the 
surface) and the y-axis is time since accretion. The black vertical line marks the minimum radius at which Moapa Valley 
chondrites can form based on thermal constraints only, and grey vertical lines are the boundaries of the alteration zone. The 
red dotted line marks the radius at which phyllosilicates in aqueously altered chondrites would be dehydrated. b) Forsterite-
Pyroxene parent body scenario model-generated oxygen isotope compositions of anhydrous (olivine and/or pyroxene), 
hydrous minerals (phyllosilicates) and carbonates. Yellow triangles are the initial compositions of the parent body rock and 
ice, and the green line is the COCM fractionation line. Model-generated oxygen isotope compositions that are lighter than 





























Table 3. Comparisons between parent body anhydrous precursor mineralogy scenarios. All runs start with the same 
initial conditions. The volume fractions are of each solid phase at the alteration front. Positions in the parent body 
interior are defined as radial distances from the parent body core. Δ17O represents the difference between the 
isotopic composition from that of the Terrestrial Fractionation line shared by the rocky planets of the solar system with 
a slope of 0.52 (Δ17O = δ17O – 0.52δ18O). 
Acfer 094 Parent Body Benchmark Runs 
    
 100% 
Forsterite 




Peak Reaction Extent 10.00% 15.43% 5.92% 
Peak Core Temp (K) 515.71 548.79 1400.90 
tinitial (years) 72000.00 67000.00 26000.00 
Alteration Front Position 
(meters) 7650.50 7762.5 8662.50 
Anhydrous Mineral 
Fractionation Slope 1.00 0.68 0.93 
δ18O Avg (‰) 2.49 0.82 3.81 
δ 17O Avg (‰) -2.99 -3.49 -1.66 
Δ17O Avg (‰) -4.29 -3.92 -3.64 
    
Serpentine Fractionation 
Slope 0.60 0.62 0.94 
δ18O Avg (‰) 14.83 12.67 4.44 
δ 17O Avg (‰) 3.42 2.29 -1.34 
Δ17O Avg (‰) -4.29 -4.30 -3.64 
    
Carbonate Mineral 
Fractionation Slope 0.58 0.60 0.94 
δ18O Avg (‰) 30.33 28.15 19.78 
δ 17O Avg (‰) 11.48 10.34 6.64 
Δ17O Avg (‰) -4.29 -4.30 -3.64 
    
Volume fraction Anhydrous 94.78% Fo: 84.98% | Cpx: 7.66% | Anhydrous: 92.65% 95.86% 
Volume fraction Hydrous 2.58% 4.54% 4.48% 









1.1. CM Chondrite Parent Bodies 
 Of the anhydrous silicates that survive intense alteration undergone by CM1 
chondrites, forsterite is the most common (Brearley, 2006; Howard et al., 2015; King et 
al. 2017). This would indicate that Mg-endmember olivine was the dominant silicate that 
was altered during a CM parent body (PB) alteration processes. Furthermore, highly 
altered C-chondrites have phyllosilicate compositions dominated by Mg-rich 
endmember phyllosilicates, and have less Fe-rich endmember phyllosilicates the more 
altered they are. This indicates that Mg-rich phyllosilicates are likely a product of the 
most intense water-rock interactions regardless of primary silicate mineralogy. 
The isotopic composition of CM chondrite parent bodies are poorly constrained, 
but studies of the sun’s photosphere and (e.g. McKeegan et al., 2011) have indicated 
that solar nebula solids were likely 16O-rich relative to solids that have undergone mass 
dependent fractionation such as remelting, aqueous alteration, or thermal 
metamorphism. Acfer 094, which has been linked to both CM and CO chondrites and 
has extremely primitive isotopic compositions (e.g. Newton et al., 1995; Ebel et al., 
2016). Oxygen isotopic analysis of carbonates thought to have precipitated directly from 
the primordial fluid and Acfer 094 matrix material have indicated that the isotopic 
composition of primordial water was likely rich in heavy oxygen isotopes (Sakamoto et 
al., 2007, Jilly-Rehak et al., 2016; Fujiya, 2018). Assuming the primordial fluid was 16O-
poor (rich in heavy oxygen isotopes) relative to the pre-altered PB, the unaltered 
silicates are predicted to be the most enriched in 16O, followed by hydrated silicates, 
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and lastly carbonates that precipitate directly out of the fluid (Clayton and Mayeda, 
1984). Clayton and Mayeda (1999) identified the linear isotopic fractionation trend 
between CO whole rock (WR), CM WR, and CM matrix, which forms a slope of ~0.70 
and will be referred to as the COCM line hereafter. Clayton and Mayeda also 
determined that CO WR and CM anhydrous silicates have comparable isotopic 
compositions, therefore we consider CO WR values to be a good estimation for both. 
Carbonates in CMs tend to plot below the COCM line, but are more 18O-rich than CM 
WR and matrix. 
 
1.2. Simulation of Moapa Valley’s Parent Body 
 To simulate a CM PB oxygen isotope compositions, initial oxygen isotope 
compositions for forsterite were derived from Acfer 094 and oxygen fractionation factors 
for hydrated minerals are calculated as a 50/50 mixture of talc and serpentine. Since the 
exact isotopic compositions of both the initial altering fluid and the anhydrous precursor 
to CM chondrites is unknown, these values are adjusted to obtain the closest possible 
match between Moapa Valley WR and model-generated isotopic compositions of 
phyllosilicates. Since phyllosilicates make up ~87 vol% of Moapa Valley (King et al., 
2017), we find it reasonable to assume that the model-generated oxygen isotopic 
compositions phyllosilicates, would be the best proxy for Moapa Valley WR in the 
context of these simulations, rather than anhydrous silicate isotopic ratios or an 
anhydrous-hydrous silicate mixture. Although anhydrous minerals have been not 
completely altered, they do show evidence of minor alteration in mild to moderately 
altered chondrules in CMs and would thus be expected to have some isotopic signature 
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from the altering fluid (e.g. Brearley, 2006; Singerling and Brearley, 2018). In the 
context of in situ PB alteration, these “heavy oxygen” forsterites would be simulations of 
forsterite crystals with rinds of alteration at what was presumably the fluid-mineral 
boundary (e.g. Rubin et al., 2007; Lee and Lindgren, 2016). 
 
1.3. CM Parent Body Modeling 
 Each model scenario will represent a different hypothetical parent body that is 
creating by choosing different input parameters. The initial parent body rock will be 
composed entirely of forsterite with an initial oxygen isotopic composition based on 
Acfer 094. Acfer 094 (C2-ungr) is a breccia that has isotopic similarities to CM 
chondrites, but petrographic similarities to CO chondrites and has been implicated as a 
possible CM3 chondrite and is therefore a compelling candidate to simulate the isotopic 
reservoir of an anhydrous CM PB (Newton et al., 1995). While CM chondrites contain 
abundant phyllosilicates and only minor abundances of anhydrous silicates and metal 
grains, Acfer 094 is only mildly altered and contains intact metal grains, anhydrous 
silicate fragments, and chondrules with intact porphyritic silicates. Acfer 094 also has a 
whole rock oxygen isotopic composition that plots along the COCM mixing line 
(Ushikubo et al., 2012; Sakamoto et al., 2007), indicating that Acfer 094, CO, and CM 
chondrites likely share an isotopic reservoir in the solar nebula. In this chapter and 
chapter IV, parent bodies will have isotopic compositions and fractionation factors 
based on Acfer 094 as a protolith and pre-accretionary oxygen isotopic reservoir 
Moving forward, this chapter will detail the scientific objectives and justifications 
behind each PB scenario and the results of simulations performed assuming an initially 
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monomineralic forsterite PB with uniform isotopic compositions for ice and anhydrous 
rock. Model results were compared to bulk modal mineralogy and oxygen isotope 
compositions of meteorite samples in an effort to explain relationships between PB 
depth, intensity of alteration, and initial isotopic composition on aqueously altered 
chondrites. Finally, the PB conditions explored here, their influence on oxygen isotope 
fractionation in the minerals, and their implications on CM PB hydrothermal systems will 




 The simulation utilized here is similar to the benchmark model described in 
Chapter 3 in that the PB is composed of 100% forsterite, but experiments were 
performed by running simulations with different isotopic compositions for the anhydrous 
PB rock. Input for each of the model scenarios is compiled in the Appendix. The initial 
mineralogical composition of all parent bodies in this chapter is 100 vol% forsterite, and 
modal mineralogy results will focus on the region of the PB interior with the highest 
reaction extent to assess the model’s fit to CM chondrite mineralogy. The location of the 
reaction zone is defined in each scenario by the region of maximum reaction extent and 
the model-generated oxygen isotope fractionation. 
 
2.1.  Scenario 1: Parent Body Based on Acfer 094 WR 
 The isotopic composition of primordial water for the Acfer 094-based PB was 
initialized using the average value obtained by Fujiya (2018) and the hypothetical CM3 
PB had an initial primordial water composition that was fitted to the COCM mixing line 
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using the linear equation: 
     δ 17O = 0.70 x δ18O – 4.2    (1) 
The isotopic composition of Acfer 094 WR from Ushikubo et al. (2012) was used 
for the initial composition of the anhydrous rock. The PB size, porosity, and accretion 
time (1.6 Ma after CAIs formed) from the “small body” scenario Young et al. (2001) was 
used for the initial PB conditions. This PB size was chosen based on the findings of 
Young, (2001), who determined that parent bodies with a radius of <25 km maintained a 
temperature profile that was consistent with C-chondrite alteration throughout the 
alteration process. For a full description of constants and initial conditions for each PB 
scenario see the Appendix. 
 
2.2.  Scenario 2: COCM Linear Fit Parent Body 
Since it has been established that primitive solar system solids are 16O-enriched, 
it follows that the potential CM PB would have been as 16O-rich than CM WR. The initial 
PB conditions were the same as Scenario 1 except for the initial isotopic compositions 
for the rock and ice. To simulate the primitive anhydrous precursor of CM chondrites, 
the oxygen isotopic composition of the average Acfer 094 chondrule from Sakamoto et 
al. (2007) was used as the initial isotopic composition of the rock, since chondrule 
silicates have the most 16O-rich compositions measured in Acfer 094. To mimic the 
isotopic fractionation of the CM matrix and (mostly phyllosilicate) WR, the PB size was 
increased from 9,000 m to 20,000 m using the same Acfer 094 chondrule composition 
as the initial isotopic value for the PB rock. The initial 26Al/27Al ratio of the 20,000 m PB 
was reduced from 1.0 x 10-5 to 7.0 x 10-6 in order to maintain a temperature conducive 
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to the production and preservation of phyllosilicates and carbonates from thermal 
metamorphism temperatures. An initial 26Al/27Al of 7.0 x 10-6 corresponds to an 
accretion time of ~2.0 Ma after the formation of CAIs. 
 
2.3.  Scenario 3: High Reactivity Parent Body 
 A major discrepancy between the PB simulations described above and the 
petrology of CM chondrites, is the scarcity of anhydrous silicates in the meteorites. To 
ameliorate this, the model was adjusted so that a) the reaction rate would be high 
enough to alter most of the forsterite and b) the temperature and isotopic composition 
ranges were still consistent with chondrites, while c) keeping the initial isotopic 
composition as the Acfer 094 Chondrule PB. In the Moapa Valley samples analyzed in 
Chapter 1, the existence of pseudochondrules and calcite deposited in cracks indicated 
that the flow in the PB system was active, however the larger calcite crystals deposited 
around some pseudochondrules and clasts indicates that the altering fluid may have 
moved slower in some areas than other. 
To allow for intense alteration and isotopic exchange as the alteration front 
passes, the parent the rate constant for ice melting, kmelting, was significantly reduced 
from 16 to 1.0x10-4 s-1 and ice fraction was increased from 20 vol% to 40 vol% 
(aqueously altered chondrites have been reported to have porosities of ~36%, which 
were likely filled with ice; Macke et al., 2011, Ebel et al., 2016) and the duration of 
alteration was extended to 2 Ma from 1Ma. The temperature profile was adjusted to 
accommodate a temperature profile that would provide a large subsurface region of 
active ice flow in the CM1 chondrite alteration temperature range (~433.15-623.15 K)  
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by increasing radius of the PB from 20 km to 22 km and delaying the accretion time until 




 Each PB scenario will be discussed here in terms of settings of alteration and the 
resulting oxygen isotopic fractionation. The validity of the results will also be compared 
to estimates of parent body size, accretion time, and physical properties from the 
literature as well as real isotopic ratios derived from C-chondrites and their components. 
The model-generated modal mineralogy in the alteration zone, model-generated oxygen 
isotopic composition and temperatures of scenarios 1, 2, and 3 will be discussed in the 
following sections. 
 
3.1.  Scenario 1: Acfer 094-like Parent Body 
3.1.1. Scenario 1: Oxygen Isotopes 
 
 Figure 1 shows the results of the forsterite PB model based on Acfer 094 
compared to real CO and CM (petrologic grades 1, 1/2, and 2) chondrite isotopic 
compositions from the literature. Model forsterite (anhydrous) oxygen isotopes plot just 
below the COCM mixing line. Oxygen isotopes generated for secondary minerals 
(hydrous minerals and carbonate) plot closes to the initial oxygen isotopic composition 
of ice, while forsterite plots closest to the initial oxygen isotopic composition of the rock. 
This is in good agreement with the isotopic exchange that is to be expected for isotopic 
compositions of minerals from the same oxygen isotope reservoir. While model-
generated anhydrous silicates form a single mixing line, model-generated isotopic 
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compositions of carbonates and phyllosilicate are bifurcated by radial position. 
However, model-generated forsterite oxygen isotopes significantly enriched in heavy 
oxygen isotopes, so much that they somewhat overlap with the CM WR and matrix 
values. This is caused by the initial isotopic composition of the PB being too 16O-poor, 
and the exchange rate being too high to simulate both CO anhydrous silicate 
compositions. 
 Phyllosilicates and carbonates from radii <7650 m from the core form a 
fractionation line with a slope of ~0.69, while those from radii ≥ 8100 m form a slope of 
~0.52. The reaction zone, where the most intense alteration occurs, produces an 
isotopic fractionation line with a slope of 0.82. While these slopes are consistent 
between the model reaction products, carbonates are enriched in heavier oxygen 
isotopes and plot closer to initial ice composition. 
The discontinuity between the fractionation lines is caused by the 450 meter-wide 
alteration front that starts at 7650 m and ends where the gradual refreezing of pore ice 
starts just below the surface of the 9000 m PB. The region downstream of the alteration 
front undergoes minimal water-rock interaction due to lack of available liquid water and 
therefore diverges from the slope of the more altered upstream and reaction zone 
phyllosilicates and carbonates. While the alteration front phyllosilicates and carbonates 
do share the slope of the COCM mixing line, all model alteration products plot 
significantly lower than the COCM line itself. Deviations from established fractionation 
for O-isotopes of CM chondrite components are also suspected to be caused by 
crystallographic coordination in phyllosilicate coordination sites (see chapter II).  
The more heavy-isotope enriched compositions measured from whole rock and 
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matrix CMs were the closest match to the model phyllosilicates from radii 112.5 – 
4612.5 m in the region upstream of the reaction zone, however model phyllosilicates 
systematically underestimate δ17O. This holds for model carbonates as compared to 
isotopic compositions from real CM carbonates oxygen isotope ratios, but to a lesser 
degree. The model also handles oxygen isotopic fractionation of hydrous phases by 
averaging the fractionation factors as if hydrous minerals are an even mixture of talc 
and serpentine, to simulate the phyllosilicate mixture that characterizes CM chondrite 
mineralogy. It does not simulate ferromagnesian serpentine phases that are more 
prevalent in the Moapa Valley matrix (Irving et al., 2006).  
 
3.1.2. Scenario 1: Temperature Profile 
 
The 9000 m parent body was used to generate oxygen isotopes for the Acfer 094 
whole rock and COCOM linear fit (scenarios 1 and 2). The temperature profile of the 
9000 meter parent body is shown in figure 2b, where the parent body region with 
sustained temperatures consistent with CM1 chondrite formation is marked in black, 
and the region of most intense water-rock reaction (the alteration zone) is bounded by 
grey lines. Scenario 1 assumes instantaneous accretion just ~1.65 Ma after CAIs, but its 
small size allows a temperature profile in which phyllosilicates, carbonates, and 
extraterrestrial organic material would be not be thermally destroyed (Tonui et al., 
2014). However, the range in the reaction zone, where the peak temperature is ~260 K 
significantly lower than the temperature estimates for CM1 chondrite alteration (> 
393.15 K is a conservative estimate; Bunch and Chang, 1980). Adhering to temperature 
estimate of 433.15 K (160˚C) for alteration of Moapa Valley (see chapter I), the region 
most consistent with CM1 formation in a 9000 m PB scenario would be nearly 5,000 
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The modal mineralogy is still forsterite-dominated at the end of 1 Ma after 
alteration, with less than 1 vol% of each secondary mineral produced. Figure 2c shows 
the volumetric modal mineralogy in the reaction zones (marked by grey lines in Fig. 2a) 
of the Acfer 094 WR, Acfer 094 Chondrule, and CO3.0 WR parent bodies discussed in 
sections 3.1.1 – 3.1.2 The mineralogical reaction in the scenario 1 parent body does not 
progress enough to produce phyllosilicate-dominated modal mineralogy in the alteration 
zone (figure 2b). 
 
 
3.2.  Scenario 2: COCM Linear Fit Parent Body 
3.2.1. Scenario 2: Oxygen Isotopes 
 
All things considered, initial oxygen isotopic composition used for scenario 2 has 
the closest isotopic fit to the COCM line. Figure3a shows the model-generated oxygen 
isotope results. Anhydrous silicate compositions are isotopically lighter than the real 
oxygen isotopic compositions of CM matrix, which is consistent with a body composed 
of extremely primitive solar system solids that has had no interaction with an isotopically 
heavy fluid or significant thermal metamorphism. The scenario 2 results show generated 
forsterite oxygen isotopic ratios that follow the COCM mixing line with depth, where 
forsterite enriched in heavy oxygen plots higher and to the right of isotopically light 
forsterite. This would be the expected outcome of all minerals produced by aqueous 
alteration in a closed system, and model phyllosilicates and carbonates do have heavier 
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δ18O compositions. However, the model phyllosilicates and carbonates have 
systematically light δ17O values relative to the COCM mixing line. 
The temperature profile generated by larger parent bodies is a major factor in the 
differences in degree of fractionation between regions of the PB interior in this model. 
Figure 3a shows the oxygen isotopes generated by scenario 2, in which the parent body 
has a 20,000 m radius. Larger parent bodies (> 9000 m radius) with higher core 
temperatures do not have distinct slopes for the oxygen isotopic fractionation lines of 
model-generated hydrated minerals and carbonates in the reaction zone versus the 
region “upstream” of the reaction front of the PB interior. Reducing the initial 26Al/27Al 
concentration to accommodate for the larger size of the parent body and heat capacity 
does not seem to significantly affect in water-rock isotopic exchange between the PB 
regions. 
Relative to scenario 1, oxygen isotopes of the hydrated minerals are less varied 
and plot along a more continuous slope (0.63, R = 0.989) in the 20,000 m PB (Compare 
Fig. 2a and 3a). The slope of the hydrated minerals and carbonates was adjusted by 
decreasing the initial volume fraction of ice and increasing vacant pore space. These 
adjustments increased the pore fluid velocity, limiting the amount of isotopic exchange 
possible over the duration of the 1 Ma alteration time.  
 Moapa Valley’s whole rock isotopic composition (Figure 3a, green circles) is 18O-
poor relative to the model-generated hydrous minerals, while model-generated 
serpentine (green diamonds) are 17O-poor relative to Moapa Valley WR. CM carbonates 
are also isotopically heavier than model-generated carbonate compositions. This does 
not necessarily exclude scenario 2 as a CM chondrite PB, but it does indicate that this 
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scenario generates results that have overestimate the rare isotope exchanges between 
the altering fluid and the rock. 
As in the model-generated oxygen isotopes for the scenario 1 PB secondary 
phases, the model-generated isotopic compositions of the alteration products in the 
scenario 2 have the same trifurcation caused by stark contrasts in reaction extent 
between the reaction front and the rest of the PB. One explanation for both the 
trifurcation and the divergence from the COCM mixing line is that the reaction extent is 
too low to sufficiently equilibrate the reaction products with the fluid, therefore causing 
discontinuities in isotopic composition between regions of the PB interior and the 
discrepancy between the model compositions and the ideal COCM mixing line. Another 
factor could be that the oxygen isotope model used mineral fractionation references for 
phyllosilicates and carbonates that were too dissimilar to the distinct phases 
encountered in carbonaceous chondrites. Isotopic compositions of matrix from 
Murchison from Clayton et al. (1999) exhibit isotopically heavy compositions relative to 
the COCM mixing line, plotting just above it for the most part (Figure 3a). Furthermore, 
there is no such abrupt shift in fractionation slope between CM and CO chondrite WR 
and separates, so it seems unlikely that they would have formed in a PB environment 
that produced stark contrasts in isotopic fractionation as the altering fluid was 
transported throughout the planetesimal’s interior. To fit the model-generate oxygen 
isotopes to the COCM line, we made some adjustments to the Acfer 094 chondrule PB 
isotopic composition. 
 




 The peak temperatures of the core and interior of such a parent body would also 
be high enough to dehydrate phyllosilicates and decompose carbonates, which is 
marked by the red dotted line in Figure 3b (Tonui et al., 2014 ). The narrow alteration 
zone boundaries (grey line) span the PB region 18,000 – 19,000 meters from the core, 
however, the temperature never exceeds ~ 300K in the alteration zone. Moreover, the 
ideal radial position in terms of temperature conditions for CM1 chondrite alteration is < 
16,000 meters from the core, which doesn’t quite align with the region in which the most 
extensive alteration is occurring. 
 
3.2.3.  Scenario 2: Modal Mineralogy 
 
The scenario 2 PB produced negligible quantities of alteration products and 
remained 99 vol% forsterite in the reaction zone after 1 Ma of alteration as shown in 
figure 3c. This can be explained by the high core temperature that forces the fluid to 
migrate toward the surface too quickly for an intense water-rock reaction occur. The 
mild alteration in this parent body also manifests in the oxygen isotopes shown in Fig. 
3a, where the upstream, downstream, and reaction zone phyllosilicates of the parent 
body fractionate along the same slope due to similar reaction extents. 
  
 
3.3. Scenario 3: Scenario 3 Parent Body 
3.3.1. Scenario 3: Oxygen Isotopes 
 
 Some regions of scenario 3 body produce a good isotopic match to CM chondrite 
whole rock, phyllosilicates, and matrix material (Fig. 4a). Specifically, the reaction zone 
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phyllosilicates 17,050-20,625 meters from the core (circled in gray in Fig. 4b) fractionate 
along the COCM line and are isotopically similar to that of Moapa Valley WR. The 17,18O 
ratios from three radial positions in the PB that are the closest isotopic match to Moapa 
Valley are listed in Table 1 and have an isotopic range of Δ17O = -2.453– -3.212 ‰, 
compared to Moapa Valley’s WR range of Δ17O = -2.341– -2.4816 ‰. This indicates 
that in the context of a monomineralic forsterite PB scenario, a water-rock isotopic 
exchange regime similar to that of Moapa Valley’s PB could have persisted ~2,000 
meters below the surface of a parent body with a 22 km radius. 
However, much of the model-generated forsterite oxygen isotopes are enriched 
in 17,18O relative to real anhydrous silicate components from CM and CO chondrites. 
Furthermore, the model-generated anhydrous silicates have isotopic ratios that are 
highly variable (Δ17O = -0.63- -5.17 ‰), which is a stark contrast to the consistently 
homogeneous isotopic ratios of anhydrous CM components and CO WR (Δ17O=~-4.00 
‰; Clayton and Mayeda, 1999, 1984). The lack of heavy oxygen isotope signatures in 
real CO chondrites indicates that real anhydrous silicate components of CO and CM 
chondrites do not engage in any significant isotopic exchange with the altering fluid, 
despite evidence of serpentinization in some seemingly unaltered chondrule 
phenocrysts in CM chondrites (Lee and Lindgren, 2016). The heavy oxygen isotopes 
generated for forsterite in this scenario are more of a prediction of how the isotopic 
composition of forsterite would change if it had undergone significant water-rock 
interaction without altering to serpentine than a simulation of how forsterite changes 




3.3.2. Scenario 3: Temperature Profile 
 
 The scenario 3 parent body is by far the coolest, with a peak core temperature of 
~ 440 K after 2 Ma of alteration. While CM1 chondrites could have formed in the almost 
anywhere in the core of the scenario 3 parent body based on the temperature profile 
alone (Fig. 5a), it is more likely that Moapa Valley was altered closer to the surface, 
where there would be more intense alteration reactions occurring (Young, 2001). 
Moreover, the reaction zone of the PB in this scenario does not reach the at least 
433.15 K (160˚C) estimated for Moapa Valley’s alteration temperature in Chapter 1. The 
reaction zone maintains a high enough temperature to alter CM2 chondrites, but is likely 
not hot enough to alter CM1 chondrites that formed at temperatures greater than the 
stability of tochilinite, which was estimated to be 120˚C by Zolensky et al. (1993).  
 
3.3.3. Scenario 3: Modal Mineralogy 
 
 The reaction zone of the this PB produced 40 vol% forsterite, 30 vol% 
phyllosilicate and 30 vol% carbonate (Fig. 5b). While most of the anhydrous precursor 
was altered in this scenario, 30 vol% phyllosilicate is still much lower than the ~80 vol% 
phyllosilicate mineralogy that is typical of the average CM chondrite(King et al., 2017; 
Howard et al., 2015). Excluding Fe-serpentines, Moapa Valley is still composed of 67 
vol% Mg-serpentine and only 0.9 vol% calcite (King et al., 2017). While oxidized 
hydrocarbons may have provided a source of bicarbonate from which calcite (CaCO3) 
can form in the CM parent body, using dissolved CO2 concentrations to drive the model 
mineralogical reaction forward results in an overproduction of carbonates as the 
mineralogical reaction proceeds. Despite the high reaction extent, the forsterite is still 
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more abundant than is typical of even CM2 chondrites (9~15-20 vol% anhydrous 














Figure 1. Oxygen isotope diagram for scenario 1 (forsterite PB based on Acfer 094) with the initial whole rock isotopic 
composition of Acfer 094 WR (r = 9000 m). Each data point for the model oxygen isotopes represents a different 


























Figure 2. Scenario 1 a) model-generated oxygen isotopes plotted with data from CM whole rock, matrix and 
CO whole rock are from Clayton and Mayeda (1984; 1999), Weisberg et al. (2009), Howard et al. (2011), and 
Sakamoto et al. (2007). Diamonds = Antarctic meteorites, circles = non-Antarctic meteorites. Green circles 
are Moapa Valley whole rock. b) is a plot of temperature (Kelvins) over time (72 kyrs-1 Ma post-accretion) 
and radius. The x-axis is radius in meters from the core. The black line represents the 433.15 K (160˚ C) 
minimum temperature indicated, the white lines are the bounds of the reaction zone. The forsterite parent 
body based on a Acfer 094 WR isotopic composition from Sakamoto et al. (2007) has a 9,000 meter radius 
and shows the temperature evolution over 1Ma of alteration. c) The model-generated modal mineralogy of 
the 9000m radius Acfer 094-like PB's alteration zone. The volume fractions of each mineral phase were 











































































Figure 3. a) Model-generated oxygen isotopes of scenario 2 (20 km radius Acfer 094 chondrule PB) plotted 
with oxygen isotopic compositions from the literature (see Figure 2 caption for references).TFL = terrestrial 
fractionation line. b) Shows the temperature over time in a 20 km radius PB for scenarios 2 and 3 (0.511-1 Ma 
after the formation of CAIs). The red dotted line indicates the minimum possible distance from the core where 
CM chondrites could form without phyllosilicate dehydration (dehydration temperature = ~673.15 K). The black 
line represents the 433.15 K (160˚ C) minimum temperature indicated, the white lines are the bounds of the 
reaction zone. c) The modal-mineralogy of the 20 km radius PB for scenarios 2 at the reaction zone (18250-


















































Figure 4. a) Model-generated oxygen isotopes of the scenario 3 (high reactivity PB, 22 km radius). CO WR 
isotopic composition is represented by the blue bar, CM WR and matrix are represented by the red bar. The 
model-generated serpentines are shown along with the talc-serpentine mixture. b) Model-generated oxygen 
isotopes from the reaction zone of the high reactivity PB with Moapa Valley WR composition for comparison. 
Diamonds = Serpentine, triangles = serpentine-talc mixture. The grey dotted ellipsoid emphasizes the model-











































Figure 5. The scenario 3 high reactivity, 22 km radius PB a) temperature (Kelvins) profile over a 
time period of 2 Ma. Grey lines mark the reaction zone and establish the boundary between 
upstream and downstream regions of the PB. Radii that are between the core and the reaction front 
are considered part of the upstream region, while radial positions where ice is below the surface 
are considered part of the downstream region. The x-axis is radius in meters from the core. The 
black line represents the 433.15 K (160˚ C) minimum temperature indicated, the white lines are the 
bounds of the reaction zone. b) Model-generated modal mineralogy of scenario 3 at the reaction 






Table 1. Model-generated data from the phyllosilicates that are the best isotopic match to Moapa Valley WR 




   High Reactivity PB Model-Generated CM1-like Data  
   Rock  Fluid  
Mineral Temperature (K) δ 
18O δ 17O Δ17O Δ 17O Position (m) 
Serpentine 244.35 5.5708 0.0965 -2.800 -0.598 20,075 
Serpentine 251.12 7.3597 1.3741 -2.453 -0.293 19,800 
Talc/Serpentine 237.69 6.4154 0.1237 -3.212 -0.295 20,350 
       
       
 Oxygen Isotope Ratios from Literature   
   Whole Rock    
Class Meteorite δ 18O δ 17O Δ17O Source Occurrence 
CM1 Moapa Valley 6.29 0.93 -2.341 Weisberg et al. (2009) Nevada 
CM1 Moapa Valley 6.08 0.68 -2.4816 Weisberg et al. (2009) Nevada 
CM1 EET 83334 5.9 0.79 -2.278 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM1 MET 01070 5.81 0.59 -2.4312 Howard et al. (2011) Antarctica 
CM1 SCO 06043 4.36 -0.16 -2.4272 Howard et al. (2011) Antarctica 
CM1 NWA 10853 13.54 5.29 -1.7508 Bouvier et al. (2017 Morocco 
CM1/2 ALH 83100 6.38 0.82 -2.4976 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM1/2 Y 82042 8.49 2.39 -2.0248 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM1/2 NWA 8534 12.41 4.4 -2.0532 Ruzika et al. (2017) Morocco 





4.1.  Oxygen Isotope Compositions and Fractionation 
 Aqueous alteration causes mass dependent fractionation to occur within 
aqueously altered minerals and calcite, which is a precipitate of the CO2-water ice melt 
fluid. The intensity of the alteration directly impacts the fractionation of the hydrous 
minerals in particular, which is also related to the radius within the PB. In each PB, the 
alteration front, which is the zone of the most intense alteration, is located just beneath 
the surface of the body, underneath a barrier of refrozen fluid that takes up the pore 
spaces of the radial positions with temperatures less than 273 K. This physical barrier 
also acts to trap fluid migrating from the PB interior and facilitates the mineralogical 
reaction and subsequent isotopic exchange. The alteration front causes a bifurcation in 
the model-generated oxygen fractionation of some minerals under certain conditions, 
whereby fractionation is affected by the position with respect to the alteration front. 
 With increase in PB size, major changes to oxygen isotope exchange rates and 
initial 27Al/26Al ratio had to be made. Namely the larger parent bodies simulated more 
reactive transport and more isotopic exchange relative to the smaller 9000 km PB 
scenario. While the isotopic exchange constant is merely a multiplier to account for 
discrepancies between the model and real oxygen isotopic compositions, it is indicative 
of how sensitive the isotopic exchange is to changes in hydrothermal systems. The 
model fractionation lines for the hydrous and carbonate minerals were most affected by 
temperature and PB size, while anhydrous minerals were most sensitive to the initial 




 4.2. Single-pass, Slow Flow Regime 
 The model that was most faithful to the real isotopic composition of Moapa 
Valley, was a 22km PB with a reaction zone that spans more than 3 km and has an 
alteration period of 2 Ma. The wide-spread, intense alteration regime simulated in the 
scenario 3 PB is consistent with the overall chemical homogenization evident in the 
elemental X-ray maps shown in Chapter 1 and the serpentine-dominated bulk 
mineralogy reported by King et al. (2017). Furthermore, the model-generated oxygen 
isotopes for serpentines from the reaction zone were the most isotopically similar to the 
Moapa Valley’s whole rock oxygen isotope composition, which is consistent with Young 
et al. (1999)’s assertion that the most highly altered chondrites were likely formed in 
highly reactive regions of their respective parent bodies and do not necessarily require 
planetesimal-scale convection to produce phyllosilicate-dominated lithologies.  
 
4.3.  Depth of Alteration 
 Given temperature constraints delineated in Chapter 1 and estimated in the 
literature, even CM1 chondrites are unlikely to have undergone alteration near the core 
of the PB. This is punctuated by the model results shown in Figures 3a and 3b, whereby 
model phyllosilicates deep in the PB interior form in zones where either temperature 
conditions would dehydrate phyllosilicates and destroy carbonates and hydrocarbons 
that are characteristic of CM chondrites, or produce isotopic compositions that are 
divergent from real hydrated mineral compositions in the CM matrix.  
The length of contact between the fluid and rock is also a determining factor in 
the final mineralogy and oxygen isotope fractionation as evidenced by the variations in 
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reaction extent at the on front boundary shown in figure 5a. This can be controlled by 
the ice content in the pores before alteration begins, as well as the abundance of 
radioactive 26Al. Larger parent bodies have the potential to have more 26Al, and the 22 
km radius of the high reactivity PB is consistent with the parent body size estimate by 
Jilly-Rehak et al. (2017) for planetesimals that accreted within ~2-3.5 Ma after CAIs 
formed. The produced mineralogical composition contains considerably more hydration 
products in the scenario 3 run in the reaction front zone than in the “upstream” region of 
the PB interior which includes the core, indicating that the CM1 chondrites likely formed 
within ~2000 m from the surface. 
 
 4.4. Moapa Valley’s Anhydrous Precursor 
 The mineralogy of Moapa Valley’s PB is difficult to constrain by conventional 
chemical and petrographic analyses, but on the basis of isotopic fractionation, the 
dominant silicate on the CM PB was likely forsterite or a silicate that fractionation 
oxygen in a similar way in a low temperature water-rock system. None of the forsterite 
PB scenarios produced reaction zones that overlapped with temperature profiles 
consistent with CM1 chondrite temperature ranges established by geothermometry (see 
chlorites in chapter 1; King et al., 2017), which indicates that either the calorimetric 
properties of forsterite alone would not allow it to retain enough heat for CM1 chlorites 
to eventually form, or that 26Al was more abundant in the CM PB than previously 
thought. The coupling of magnesite production and silicate hydration as one reaction 
causes the resulting volumetric modal mineralogy of carbonates to be vastly 
overestimated. However, the 9000 m parent body scenario did yield 1 vol% carbonates 
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in the reaction zone (Fig. 2c), which is consistent with the average modal abundance of 
calcite in CM chondrites, but the overall reaction extent in the model was too low to 
produce the ~80 vol% phyllosilicates measured in CM1 chondrite bulk mineralogy 




 CM chondrites have proven difficult to generalize due to the heterogeneities in 
chemistry and isotopic fractionation that can be difficult to explain. Some workers argue 
that these heterogeneities could be evidence that CMs were altered both in the nebula 
and in CM parent bodies (e.g. Krot et al., 2006; Fujiya, 2018; Browning et al., 1996). 
Here we have used a simplified numerical model to produce several parent body 
scenarios in which CM chondrites could have altered in situ, synthesizing estimates for 
accretion times, primordial oxygen isotope ratios, and temperature from the literature 
and an in-depth study of Moapa Valley petrology. The best isotopic fractionation 
simulation of Moapa Valley phyllosilicates and CM carbonates was produced by a 
parent body with a 22km radius that accreted ~3.0 Ma after CAIs formed and ceased 
alteration 2 Ma post-accretion. This is consistent with timescales of alteration 
established by Mn53-Cr53 radiometric dating and CM1 chondrite petrology that indicates 
a prolonged, in situ alteration event (Krot et al., 2006). Modal mineralogy of all model 
parent body scenarios were inconsistent with measured bulk mineralogy of CM 
chondrites reported by Howard et al. (2011) and King et al. (2017). Discrepancies 
between model-generated modal mineralogy and that of CM chondrites indicate that the 
mineralogical reaction may be improved by separating the silicate hydration reaction 
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from the carbonate precipitation reaction, where a catalyst or multiplier encourages the 
hydration reaction to proceed instead of dissolved CO2.  
The possible genetic relationship between CO chondrites, Acfer 094, and CM 
chondrites was also explored. The model-generated anhydrous minerals fractionated 
along the slope = 0.7 COCM line when an Acfer 094 chondrule phenocryst was used to 
set the isotopic composition of the initial rock. This is consistent with isotopic studies 
(Newton et al., 1995; McKeegan et al., 2011; Ushikubo et al., 2012) that have implicated 
Acfer 094 as both an extremely primitive chondrite and possibly related to CO and CM 
chondrites. However, the scenario 3 parent body generated isotopic ratios for 
anhydrous silicates that were too 17,18O-enriched to be comparable to CO chondrites or 
anhydrous CM separates. This can be interpreted to mean that anhydrous silicates in a 
COCM parent body are not likely to have experienced significant mass-dependent 
fractionation while on the parent body due to alteration.  
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 CM chondrites are rocks composed of a suite of primitive materials, 
meaning they have changed very little since they were incorporated on their larger 
parent bodies unless they were subsequently heated or terrestrially weathered (e.g. 
Brearely, 2006). CM chondrite chemistry and mineralogy indicate that primary silicates 
(i.e. olivine and pyroxene) were major contributors to the chemical system in which CM 
chondrites were formed. The Young et al. (1999) and (2001) models simplify the 
mineralogical make up of these parent bodies to be initially composed of endmember 
Mg-rich olivine as a proxy for all magnesian silicates. While forsterite does dominant the 
anhydrous silicate components of CM chondrites (e.g. Brearley and Jones, 1998), a 
more realistic representation of parent body anhydrous silicate mineralogy must include 
small amounts of pyroxene (Howard et al., 2011). Here two parent body scenarios in 
which the initial rock is 100% pyroxene were created to investigate how the change in 
mineralogical reaction from forsterite to pyroxene will propagate through the model and 
make a retroactive prediction of how pyroxene would have influenced alteration and 
isotopic exchange of a pre-alteration CM parent body. The initial conditions of the 
pyroxene model scenarios are predictions of how the parent body responds to 
clinoenstatite as it is being altered and how heat would build up and be distributed 
through such a medium. The results of these rather unrealistic parent body scenarios 
will inform more realistic parent body scenarios that are initially composed of both 
olivine and pyroxene. Given that forsterite and enstatite fractionate quite differently in 
aqueous systems, the clinoenstatite scenarios test how isotopic fractionation may be 
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affected over the course of the alteration process. 
 
1.1. Background on Pyroxene 
Pyroxene is a chain silicate, meaning Si tetrahedra are more polymerized than 
olivine, which is not polymerized at all. Since degree of polymerization is directly related 
to affinity for 18O, isotopic fractionation between the fluid and rock will be affected by the 
addition of pyroxene. Theoretically, enstatite will be expected to accept higher 
abundances of heavy oxygen isotopes from the altering fluid than a partially altered 
olivine (Zheng, 1993b). Mg-endmember enstatite also has a 1:1 Mg:Si ratio, which 
affects the availability of Si in the fluid and the rate at which phyllosilicates can be 
produced as the reaction proceeds. Pyroxene not only differs chemically and structurally 
from olivine, but has thermodynamic properties that have the potential to profoundly 
influence the thermal evolution of the parent body as heat accumulates from 26Al decay. 
The heat capacity of pyroxene is 82.0 J/mol•K compared to olivine’s heat capacity of 
147.0 J/mol•K (Robie et al., 1978), making pyroxene less resistant to changes in 
temperature as the heat of radioactive decay builds up in the parent body over time. 
 
2. Model Adaptations 
 
Given that the many components of CM chondrites would be destroyed at high heat 
and appear to have been subject to post-accretionary alteration, the top priorities in 
creating a faithful simulation of a CM parent body are intense water-rock reaction and 
maintaining temperatures below 673.15 K in the reaction zone. Therefore, the following 
pyroxene parent body model adaptations were created with lowering the peak core 
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temperature from the pyroxene benchmark run and increasing the peak reaction extent 
of the mineralogical reaction in the alteration zone. The first, a “cool” clinoenstatite 
parent body is a scenario in which the parent body is initial composed of 100% 
clinoenstatite and the initial isotopic composition of the rock and accretion age are the 
same as the 9,000 meter Acfer 094 chondrule forsterite parent body (Chapter IV). The 
second, is analogous to the 22,000 meter high reactivity forsterite parent body, and is 
exploring the potential to increase the rate of reaction in a parent body that is initially 
made up of clinoenstatite. Since Acfer 094 pyroxene was used as a basis to calculate 
fractionation factors, the pyroxene fractionation will differ somewhat from standard 
enstatite-water fractionation. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 explain how the model input was 
changed from the analogous forsterite-only adaptations described in Chapter IV 
 
2.1. Scenario 1: Cool Clinoenstatite Parent Body 
 The cool clinoenstatite parent body is analogous to the Acfer 094 chondrule 
forsterite parent body (see Chapter IV) with several critical differences, the most 
important being the 100% clinoenstatite protolith. The clinoenstatite benchmark model 
run revealed that clinoenstatite significantly increases the temperature of the parent 
body relative to forsterite, so the model input was adjusted accordingly. The 
temperature reduction from the clinoenstatite benchmark model run was achieved by 
reducing the initial 26Al/27Al ratio from 1.0 x 10-5 to 7.0 x 10-6  and reducing the radius of 
the parent body from 9,000 meters to 8,000 meters. The cool clinoenstatite parent body 
has an initial 26Al/27Al ratio which, assuming instantaneous accretion, correlates to an 
accretion age 2.01 Ma after CAIs formed. The if the fluid moves radially outward too 
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fast, it refreezes at the surface of the parent body without reacting and exchanging 
isotopes with the rock. The rate constants for phase changes of water were also 
reduced and the vacant pore space increased to allow the available liquid in the pores 
enough time for mineralogical reaction to proceed. The rate constant for water freezing 
was reduced to 9.8 x 10-18 from 16 s-1 and the rate constant for ice melting was reduced 
to 5 x 10-16 from 1 x 10-14 s-1. The void space in the pores was increased from 20 vol% 
to 33%. The initial isotopic composition of the rock is based on the average oxygen 
isotopic composition of the average Acfer 094 chondrule as measured by Ushikubo et 
al. (2012) and the initial composition of the ice is based on the measurements of 
carbonate isotopes by Fujiya (2018). 
 
2.2. Scenario 2: High Reactivity Parent Body 
The high reactivity parent body is analogous to the forsterite parent body scenario of 
the same name in that much of the parent body characteristics such as size (22,000 
meter radius) and accretion age (2.96 Ma after CAIs) are the same. The purpose of this 
scenario is to investigate how parameters that increase the reaction rate of a forsterite 
parent body will affect the reaction rate of a pyroxene parent body. The only changes 
made to the initial conditions for the high reactivity clinoenstatite parent body from its 
forsterite counterpart are the rate constants for the phase changes of water. The rate 
constant for ice melting was decreased from 1 x 10-14 to 9.5 x 10-17 s-1, while the rate 
constant for water freezing was increased from 1 x 10-16 to 5 x 10-16 s-1. The alteration 
ends ~5 Ma after CAIs formed (accretion age + alteration time interval), which is a 
reasonable time frame for alteration in a parent body setting (Jilly-Rehak et al., 2017). 
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The accretion age is “late” enough that the heat generated by radioactive decay can 
diffuse through the clinoenstatite parent body without building up and generating 
temperatures that can cause phyllosilicate dehydration, therefore the accretion age has 





Figure 1 shows the model generated results for scenario 1, and figure 2 show 
clinoenstatite scenarios have initial isotopic conditions based on the average for 
Acfer 094 chondrules for the rock. 
 
3.1. Scenario 1: Cool Clinoenstatite Parent Body 
3.1.1. Scenario 1:Oxygen Isotopes 
 
Figure 1a shows the isotopic composition of the pyroxene parent body with an initial 
parent body isotopically based on the average Acfer 094 chondrule. The model-
generated serpentine fractionation line overlaps with the COCM fractionation line and 
forms a slope of 0.63 (R2 = 0.984). Talc and carbonate both form fractionation lines with 
slopes ~0.55, but have isotopic values that vary greatly with radial position in the parent 
body (R2 = 0.98 for both talc and carbonate fractionation lines). Phyllosilicates and 
carbonates from the surface are isotopically light and plot below the isotopic 
fractionation lines of phases from the parent body interior. Alteration products from the 
alteration zone have isotopic compositions that are much heavier than hydrated and 
carbonate phases from the parent body interior and plot in the isotopic range for 
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carbonates from Murchison (CM2). The serpentine and talc isotopes from the parent 
body interior overlap the most with whole rock CM2 chondrite compositions. Model-
generated clinoenstatite forms a fractionation line just above the COCM fractionation 
line with a slope of 0.64 (R2 = 0.988), with the exception of clinoenstatite at the surface, 
which does not change significantly from the initial isotopic composition of the rock 
(δ18O = -4.76, δ17O = -7.65) and plots on the COCM fractionation line. For clinoenstatite 
isotopes, the radial position 17,325 meters from the core marks a transition between the 
parent body interior upstream of the alteration zone and the region surrounding the 
alteration zone itself. The region ≤ 17325 meters from the core has clinoenstatite that is 
δ17O-rich relative to the interior, while the alteration zone clinoenstatite overlaps with the 
COCM fractionation line and is relatively 17O poor. In a chondritic parent body 
undergoing alteration, a pyroxene grain may be altered to form serpentine before 
enough heavy oxygen from the fluid dissociates enough to produce such a heavy 
isotopic composition, especially if it has a small grain size. It is unclear if pyroxene 
grains actually altered to form serpentines with heavier isotopic compositions than 
serpentines from altered olivine grains. It has also proven difficult to determine the exact 
“parent minerals” of specific serpentine grains, which would be required to categorize 
serpentines to isotopic comparisons based on primary mineralogy. 
 
3.1.2. Scenario 1:Parent Body Temperature Profile 
 
Figure 2b shows the thermal evolution of the parent body over time and radial 
position in the cool clinoenstatite parent body. This parent body reaches its peak core 
temperature 545 kyrs into the alteration process and starts to cool down after 700 kyrs. 
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Throughout the progress of alteration, the core temperature remains consistently at the 
upper range of temperatures estimated for chondrites for ~500 kyrs (Elkins-Tanton et 
al., 2011). Were the reaction extent high enough to reflect the lack of primary minerals 
observed in their petrology, isotherms >433.15 (vertical black line; Figure 1b) and 
<673.15K (dotted red line) would be zones where CM1 chondrites could form, but even 
then, the temperature constraints make it unlikely that CM1s would form anywhere 
shallower than ~6000 m from the core in this scenario. 
 
3.2. Scenario 2: Pyroxene High Reactivity 
3.2.1. Scenario 2: Oxygen Isotopes 
 
 Figure 2a shows the oxygen isotopes for the 8,000 meter clinoenstatite parent 
body. Most of the model-generated isotopes plot below the COCM fractionation line with 
the exception of isotopes generated from the alteration zone. Isotopic exchange 
between phyllosilicates and water was low, with many isotopes generated for talc and 
serpentine intersecting the isotopic range for CO chondrites (blue bar). Serpentine 
isotopes form a fractionation line that intersects the COCM mixing line, but with a slope 
of 0.75 (R2 = 0.96). Talc and clinoenstatite overlap although clinoenstatite isotopes 
generated from the PB surface were isotopically lighter than any of the model-generated 
talc isotopes and their fractionation lines had different slopes (~0.70 for talc and 0.75 for 
clinoenstatite; R2 = 0.94 and 0.96, respectively). The model generated isotopic 
compositions comparable to Murchison carbonates only at the most altered region of 
the parent body. The bulk of model-generated carbonates plotted just below the isotopic 
range for CM chondrites (red bar) along a slope of 0.59 (R2 = 0.94). The reaction extent 
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of the pyroxene high reactivity scenario is not sufficient to exchange enough heavy 
isotopes with water to enrich the majority of the model phyllosilicates and carbonates 
and to plot in the isotopic range for CM chondrites or Murchison carbonates. The model-
generated talc fractionation line forms a slope of 0.70, matching the COCM fractionation 
line, but only talc from 19,800 m from the core directly overlaps with CM chondrite 
isotopes.  
 
3.2.2 Scenario 2: Parent Body Temperature Profile 
 
 Figure 2b shows the thermal profile of the pyroxene high reactivity scenario over 
an alteration interval of 2 Ma. The peak core temperature is 625.15 K, just below the 
temperature at which CM chondrite would be considered heated. The thermal gradient 
between the surface and core in the pyroxene parent body scenario compared to the 
forsterite scenario. The forsterite parent body has a peak core temperature of 444.43 K 
after 11 kyrs of despite the fact that the two scenarios have parent bodies of the same 
size and accretion age. At 15,400 meters from the core, CM chondrite alteration 
temperatures of ~433.15 K are maintained consistently for most of the alteration event. 
The 433.15 isotherm is closer to the surface than the forsterite high reactivity parent 
body, it does not overlap with the alteration zone located ~20,0000-21,000 meters from 
the core. Furthermore, reaction extent in the alteration zone is extremely low, resulting 
in a maximum of <1 vol% phyllosilicates and carbonates generated at the region of with 






4.1. Pyroxene Reaction Rates 
The mineralogical reaction in this model is primarily driven forward by the 
concentration of CO2 in the fluid and the temperature. As the alteration simulations 
proceeds, its pyroxene hydration reaction clearly produces lower volumes of 
phyllosilicates than the forsterite reaction. However, the actual relative reaction rates 
during the alteration process between olivine and pyroxenes are currently up for debate. 
Lee and Lindgren (2016) proposed that Mg-rich olivine and Mg-rich pyroxene altered at 
about the same rates in the CM chondrite system. If the alteration in the pyroxene high 
reactivity scenario reacted at the same rate as forsterite, then the parent body would 
also benefit from higher temperatures and potentially encouraging more phyllosilicate 
formation within the same alteration time interval. While grain size is beyond the scope 
of this model, small pyroxene grains that would likely be part of the matrix of a mostly 
forsterite-pyroxene protolith would alter faster when in contact with fluid than larger 
grains under comparable conditions. 
 
4.2. Thermal Diffusion vs Thermal Advection 
 Advection of heat via the altering fluid itself is not considered here. The rock in 
the interior would lose heat as the fluid moves outward, how far it travels is up for 
debate. Some workers Bland et al. (2006) and Coker et al. (2006) postulate that the 
fluid may not be able to travel at all due to low permeability, while others observe 
evidence of at least thin-section scale fluid movement. If the calcite veins in Moapa 
Valley (CM1) were in fact deposited during alteration, then they are apparent evidence 
of fluid movement via fractures in the CM parent body rock regardless of the matrix 
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grain sizes. Fluid movement would distribute the temperature more evenly, and if it is 
through fractures through a single pass, it can achieve this without convection. A larger 
parent body or earlier accretion time can then be considered, with any excess peak core 
heat possibly distributed by fluid. With surface ice “capping” the movement of the fluid 
directly to the surface of the parent body, heat from thermal advection and refreezing 
could combine to make a pocket of higher temperatures closer to the surface and 
alteration zone region where CM chondrites are most likely to be altered. 
 
5.  Conclusions 
 
 While pyroxene is makes up a small fraction of CM chondrite bulk mineralogy, 
and is often absent from the most altered petrologic grades, it has profound effects on 
where in the parent body CM chondrites can actually form. While pyroxene parent 
bodies have regions closer to the surface that consistently maintain CM chondrite 
alteration temperatures, pyroxene is extremely resistant to alteration in every simulation. 
The 2 Ma alteration interval meant to encourage high reaction rates only produced peak 
reaction extent of ~11% in the reaction zone. 
 The thermal gradient generated by the model is extremely sensitive to changes 
in heat capacity and thus, any change in parent body rock that significantly changes the 
heat capacity of the rock. Pyroxene parent body scenarios had peak core temperatures 
hundreds of Kelvin higher than comparable forsterite parent bodies. This has important 
implications for CM chondrite formation because parent body scenarios with accretion 
ages >2.01 Ma that were made entirely of forsterite did not have regions of ~393.15- 
>453.15 K that would be within CM chondrite alteration temperature range near the 
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parent body surface or reaction zones. This indicates that the presence pyroxene in the 
CM protolith could have contributed to elevated alteration temperatures near the parent 
body surface that may not have been possible in a parent body system without 
pyroxene. 
Pyroxene has a higher affinity to heavy oxygen than forsterite, which makes model-
generated pyroxene extremely heavy compared to anhydrous silicates in chondrites, 
which are isotopically light (e.g. Clayton and Mayeda, 1984). Determining if altered 
pyroxene grains actually have heavier isotopic compositions than altered olivine grains 
in CM chondrite samples would first require a reliable method of determining primary 
minerals from serpentines that may or may not retain chemical signatures of their host 
rock after alteration. The main difference between the isotopes generated from the 
highly reactive pyroxene scenario and the cool clinoenstatite parent body scenario was 
that the cool clinoenstatite parent body had more continuous fractionation lines between 
carbonates and phyllosilicates, while isotopic compositions of phases varied widely in 
the cool pyroxene parent body depending on what radial position the isotopes were 
generated from. The model-generated phyllosilicates and carbonates produced by the 
high reactivity parent body also produced fractionation lines with higher slopes than that 























Figure 1. a)Three isotope plot of model-generated isotopic compositions from scenario 1 (Acfer 094 Chondrule-based 
parent body) rock superimposed upon isotopic composition ranges measured from CO chondrite WR (blue bar) and 
CM chondrite WR (red bar), carbonates from Murchison (red x’s), and the COCM fractionation line for reference. 
Diamonds = Serpentine, triangles = serpentine-talc mixture b) Temperature profile of the high reactivity 22 km parent 
body model scenario. The y-axis is time and the x-axis is radial position from the core, where the highest radius 
represents the parent body surface. Warmer colors indicate higher temperatures. The black line indicates the radius 
at which CM chondrites would likely form due to consistent temperatures ~433.15 K (~160˚C) during alteration, the 
grey lines demarcate the alteration zone, and the red dotted line indicates the maximum radius at which CM chondrite 
























Figure 2. a) Oxygen isotopic compositions generated for scenario 2 (high reactivity parent body) superimposed upon 
isotopic composition ranges measured from CO chondrite WR (blue bar) and CM chondrite WR (red bar), carbonates 
from Murchison (red x’s), and the COCM fractionation line for reference. Diamonds = Serpentine, triangles = 
serpentine-talc mixture. b) Temperature evolution of scenario 2. The y-axis is time and the x-axis is radial position 
from the core, where the highest radius represents the parent body surface. Warmer colors indicate higher 
temperatures. The black line indicates the radius at which CM chondrites would likely form due to consistent 
temperatures ~433.15 K (~160˚C) during alteration, the grey lines demarcate the alteration zone, and the red dotted 










 The alteration that occurred on CM parent bodies involved a complex exchange 
of ions resulting in a multitude of replacement reactions. The focus of the forsterite-
pyroxene parent body experiments is the replacement of primary anhydrous silicate by 
phyllosilicates that characterize the CM chondrite group. CM chondrites can contain up 
to a few vol% pyroxene in their bulk mineralogy (Howard et al., 2009; Howard et al., 
2011), while CM1 chondrites often do not contain detectable amounts of pyroxene (King 
et al., 2017). The amount of pyroxene in the parent body (PB) protolith beyond the fact 
that it was likely present as a primary mineral, is poorly constrained. To gain insight on 
the amount of pyroxene the pre-alteration PB could have had and the effects of small 
amounts of pyroxene on the thermal profile of a mostly forsterite PB, the forsterite-
pyroxene PB model was adapted for several different initial PB rock compositions. The 
forsterite-pyroxene PB model adaptation was also adjusted to generate oxygen isotopes 
comparable to isotopic compositions of CM chondrites.  
 
1.1. CM Chondrite Alteration System 
 The best approximation of a PB system that would cultivate conditions for CM 
chondrite alteration will have to be reined in by constraints on the thermochemical 
system and the resulting oxygen isotopic compositions and mineralogy. Here we review 
the boundary conditions that will inform the range of model parameters that can be 
chosen for the initial PB protolith as well as the range of oxygen isotopic and 
mineralogical compositions that will aid in determining whether the simulated alteration 
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system is on target. The constraints have been selected based on what has been 
reported in the literature and the findings of Chapters I-V. 
 
1.2. Temperature Constraints 
Generally, CM chondrites were aqueously altered under temperature conditions 
low enough to preserve organics, carbonates, and phyllosilicates (Brearley, 2006), but 
the differences between petrologic grades in the CM group can be attributed to different 
temperature ranges during the alteration process (e.g. Zolensky, 1997; Rubin et al., 
2007). Table 1 lists the temperature ranges that C-chondrites have been constrained to, 
with ~872 K being the approximate upper limit for chondrites due to the susceptibility to 
heat of components such as primitive organics, carbonates, and phyllosilicates (e.g. 
Tonui et al., 2014). The ideal temperature range for the CM1 chondrite formation region 
of the PB interior is 393.15 - 453.15 K, as defined by the literature (Zolensky et al., 
1993; Brearley, 2006; Howard et al., 2011) and the findings of chapter I. CM1 
chondrites have a higher minimum alteration temperature than CM2 chondrites, which 
could be because they were altered deeper in the PB than CM2 chondrites (e.g. 
Zolensky et al., 1993; King et al., 2017; Fujiya, 2018). 
 
1.3. Oxygen Isotope Constraints 
While it is unclear whether chondrites in the same group have indeed come from 
the same PB, it is likely CM chondrites were formed by similar processes in the same 
chemical and isotopic reservoir due to their isotopic relationship illustrated by the COCM 
mixing line (e.g. Clayton and Mayeda, 1984). The priority for a satisfactory CM PB 
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scenario is to generate phyllosilicate oxygen isotope compositions that are consistent 
with the COCM mixing line (slope = ~0.70). Model-generated oxygen isotope ratios for 
both serpentine and a talc/serpentine (hydrous silicate) mixture will be reported, with 
standard talc fractionation factors from Zheng (1993) and serpentine fractionation 
factors were calculated in chapter II. For the purposes of the numerical model 
(described in detail in chapter III), oxygen isotopic compositions of all petrologic grades 
of the CM chondrite group will be discussed together. The reasoning behind this being 
that CM1 whole rock (WR), CM2 WR, and CM2 matrix compositions all have similar 
oxygen isotope compositions regardless of degree of alteration or phyllosilicate fraction 
(Howard et al., 2011). Figure 1 shows the WR oxygen isotopic compositions of CM 
chondrites of varying petrologic grades. While they all plot along the COCM mixing line, 
lower petrologic grades and CM matrix oxygen isotope ratios are not necessarily 
enriched in heavy oxygen relative CMs with higher petrologic grades. Based on the 
findings of Chapter II, the relationship oxygen isotope composition and CM chondrite 
alteration is considered to be influenced by Al3+ substitutions for Si4+, poor crystallinity, 
and decreasing modal abundances of cronstedtite in the most highly altered (petrologic 
type 1) chondrites. Carbonates in CM chondrites usually have oxygen isotopic 
compositions that form fractionation lines with slopes in the range of 0.60-0.70 
depending on the temperature conditions in which they formed (Fujiya, 2018 and 
references therein). 
 
1.4. Ideal Modal Mineralogy 
The alteration zone should produce model-generated mineralogy that is primarily 
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composed of phyllosilicates (approximated to talc in the model mineralogical reaction). 
CM1 chondrites have an average bulk modal mineralogy of ~80 vol% phyllosilicates, ~1 
vol% calcite, and ~5 vol% olivine and <1 vol% pyroxene (King et al., 2017; Howard et 
al., 2015). Most CM1 chondrites contain little to no pyroxene, but this does not exclude 
the possibility that the host rock contained pyroxene and merely indicates that all CM1 
pyroxene grains were likely entirely altered to phyllosilicates during the alteration 
process or exists in abundances of <1 wt.% (Howard et al, 2009; Howard et al., 2015; 
King et al., 2017). Pyroxene was not detected in Moapa Valley in this work (see chapter 
I), and it has not been reported in the literature (Irving et al., 2009; King et al., 2017; 
Bates et al., 2020). The CM PB scenario would ideally produce model-generated modal 
mineralogy from the alteration zone that will have little to no pyroxene left when the 
alteration ceases. 
 
2. Research Design 
 
The scenarios described below were designed to a) determine the optimal 
volume fraction of pyroxene for the PB protolith and b) to construct a PB simulation that 
can generate oxygen isotopes from the most intensely altered region that are consistent 
those of real CM chondrites. Scenarios 1 and 2 will address the former, and scenario 3 
is designed to be the latter. The ideal initial volumetric abundance of pyroxene would 
have the effect of raising the temperature of the alteration zone to a range consistent 
with CM1 chondrite alteration, without significantly inhibiting reaction progress and, 
consequentially, phyllosilicate yield. Most of the pyroxene must be altered to match the 
bulk modal mineralogy of CM1 chondrites (King et al., 2017; Howard et al., 2015) 
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considering its resistance to alteration in this model, it must make up only a small 
fraction of the PB rock. Accordingly, all of the forsterite-pyroxene PB scenarios will have 
initial rock compositions that are predominantly forsterite. Since the CM1 chondrite 
alteration zone is expected to be deeper in the simulated PB interior, and the 
dehydration reaction is not permitted by the model mineralogical reaction (the reaction 
is prevented from reversing), the model PB’s peak temperature will not exceed the 
threshold for phyllosilicate dehydration nor maximum limit for chondrites even at the 
core. 
 
2.1. Scenario 1: Ol-px Mixture 1 
 In this PB scenario, the initial composition of the rock is 10 vol% clinoenstatite 
and 90 vol% forsterite and the initial temperature of the entire PB rock is 200 K. The 
small volume fraction of pyroxene was chosen for the initial composition of the rock 
because pyroxene is much less common in CM and Acfer 094 chondrules than olivine. 
The accretion age of this PB is 3.12 Ma after CAIs and the alteration time interval is 1 
Ma. As discussed in detail in Chapter V, the rate constants for the phase changes of 
water and isotopic exchange were adjusted to accommodate pyroxene the changes in 
temperature and pore fluid availability caused by the change in mineralogical 
composition of the PB rock from forsterite. Porosity was also reduced to 0.13 to prevent 
fluid from migrating to the surface and refreezing without interacting with the rock. The 
rest of the model parameters are based on the COCM fit forsterite PB (22,000 meter 
radius) scenario that was described in Chapter IV. The same parameters were used for 
both mixture 1 and 2 to isolate variabilities in the model-generated results that could be 
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caused by small changes in initial composition only and to develop a minimum 
“threshold” for initial pyroxene abundance.  
 
2.2. Scenario 2: Ol-px Mixture 2 
 In this scenario, the PB rock is initially composed of 5 vol% clinoenstatite and 95 
vol% forsterite. All of the model parameters besides the initial mineralogical composition 
of the PB are identical to that of scenario 2. 
 
2.3. Scenario 3: CM Parent Body Fit 
 Model parameters are adjusted to a) fit into the CM PB timeline from accretion to 
alteration b) overlap the most altered part of the PB interior with temperatures that are 
consistent with CM chondrite formation and c) generate serpentine that is isotopically 
similar to CM chondrites. The model-generated serpentine isotopes that are the closest 
match to Moapa Valley specifically will be also be discussed in more detail. 
 The input parameters for the CM PB fit scenario were adjusted to increase the 
peak core temperature so that temperatures consistent with CM1 chondrite 
temperatures would persist throughout the alteration event. To that end, the accretion 
time was set to 2.36 Ma after CAIs, the initial temperature was set to 210 K, the PB 
radius was set to 22,000 m, and initial pyroxene makes up 15 vol% of the PB rock. To 
allow enough time for the mineralogical reaction to occur, the alteration time interval 
was set to 2 Ma, thus the end of alteration occurs 4.36 Ma after CAIs. The porosity was 
set to 15 vol%, while initial ice fraction was set to 33 vol% in an effort to increase the 







3.1. Scenario 1: Ol-px Mixture 1 (90 vol% forsterite, 10 vol% clinoenstatite) 
3.1.1. Oxygen Isotopes 
 
 The simulated isotopic exchange in scenario 1 generated two separated 
populations of isotopic ratios in all phases. Figure 2a shows that in scenario 1, model-
generated oxygen isotopes for hydrous phases (50% talc-50% serpentine) and some 
model-generated serpentines plot in the CO chondrite (blue bar) δ18O range. These 
isotopically light hydrous phases and serpentines were generated from the radial 
positions 18,975 meters from the core to the surface of the PB. Isotopic exchange 
between fluid and rock is inhibited due to lack of available liquid water in the pores and 
therefore the talc and serpentine remain relatively 16O-rich relative to oxygen isotopes 
generated for phyllosilicates at radial positions < 18,975 m from the core. Isotopes 
generated from PB regions that overlap with the alteration zone and from deeper in the 
interior (15,400 m – 18,700 m) from the core are in the δ18O range for CM chondrites 
(all petrologic grades), although they are less enriched in 17O. Model-generated hydrous 
silicates form a slope of 0.67 (R2 = 0.99), while serpentine isotopes form a slope of 0.72 
(R2 = 0.85). The serpentines from the alteration zone and upstream of the alteration 
zone form a slightly steeper slope than those generated downstream of the alteration 
zone and the surface.  
 Model-generated anhydrous silicate oxygen isotopes are also affected by the 
region in which they are generate, although they all plot above the COCM line with a 
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slope of 0.66 (R2 = 1.00). Carbonates oxygen isotopes have the largest divide between 
isotopes generated from the interior of the PB and the surface. They roughly plot along 
a slope of 0.57 (R2 = 0.84), although the carbonate isotopes closer to the surface are 
significantly 17O poor relative to carbonate isotopes from the alteration zone and 
upstream of the alteration front. 
 
3.1.2. Parent Body Temperature Profile 
 
 The temperature profile for scenario 1 shown in figure 2b would not be 
compatible with temperature constraints for CM chondrites altered at elevated 
temperatures. The peak core temperature is 343.46 K, which is not high enough for 
CM1 chondrite formation. The most conservative estimate for CM1 chondrite alteration 
would be at least 393.15 K (Zolensky, 1997; King et al. 2017). The alteration zone is 
located between 15,125 meters – 20,900 meters from the core, where the temperature 
range is ~230-260 K. A CM chondrite PB of this size and initial composition would either 
need to have an earlier accretion age, or another heat source to generate temperatures 
consistent with CM1 chondrite formation in the alteration zone. 
 
3.1.3. Volumetric Modal Mineralogy 
 
 Peak reaction progress in scenario 1 is only 6% due to low temperatures in the 
alteration zone and the resistance of pyroxene to alteration. Figure 2c shows the modal 
mineralogy of the alteration zone after 1 Ma of alteration. The composition of the post 
alteration rock is mostly anhydrous silicates, 89 vol% is forsterite and 9 vol% is 
pyroxenes. Phyllosilicates make up 1.24 vol% of the alteration zone, while carbonates 
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make up 0.07 vol%. The reaction extent can be improved by increasing the temperature 
and/or reducing the amount of clinoenstatite in the initial composition of the PB rock. 
 
3.2. Scenario 2: Ol-px Mixture 2 (95 vol% forsterite, 5 vol% clinoenstatite) 
3.2.1. Oxygen Isotopes 
 
 Figure 3a shows the oxygen isotopes generated by scenario 2. Model-generated 
oxygen isotopes are similar to those of scenario 1, albeit with oxygen isotopes 
generated for anhydrous and hydrous silicates forming fractionation lines with slightly 
steeper slopes than those generated for scenario1. Oxygen isotopic compositions 
generated for hydrous silicates form a slope of 0.66 (R2 = 0.99) and, like scenario 1, 
have lighter compositions generated for hydrous silicates near the surface than the PB 
interior and alteration zone. The fractionation line formed by model-generated 
serpentine isotopes nearly plots along the COCM line in the δ18O chondrite range, with 
a steeper slope of 0.73 (R2=0.97). The oxygen isotopes generated for carbonates in 
scenario 1 form a slightly steeper fractionation line than those generated for scenario 2, 
which have a slope of 0.54 (R2 = 0.84). 
 
3.2.2. Parent Body Temperature Profile 
 
 Figure 3b shows the thermal profile of the PB in scenario 2. The PB temperature 
profile is largely the same as that of scenario 1, indicating that a change in ±5 vol% 
pyroxene is below the threshold at which initial pyroxene content can influence the 
temperature profile. The alteration zone, however, covers a wider range of temperatures 
owing to the fact that it spans a wider range of radial positions (15,125 meters -21,175 
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meters from the core). This is consistent with the observations from Ch III, whereby 
increased clinoenstatite content causes narrower alteration zones and vice versa. 
 
3.2.3. Volumetric Modal Mineralogy 
 
 The volumetric modal mineralogy of the alteration zone in scenario 2 is shown in 
Figure 3c. The reaction progress in the alteration zone is slightly higher than scenario 1, 
at 6.23 %, which can likely be attributed to the higher initial forsterite volume fraction 
relative to scenario 1. While the reaction progressed more in this scenario, the volume 
fractions generated for phyllosilicates and carbonates are the same as scenario 1 and 
the anhydrous silicates still make up 98 vol% of the alteration zone. 
 
3.3. Scenario 3: CM Parent Body Fit (85 vol% forsterite, 15 vol% clinoenstatite) 
3.3.1. Oxygen Isotopes 
 
 The oxygen isotopic ratios generated by scenario 3 were the closest match to 
real CM chondrite oxygen isotopic compositions in terms of the slope of the mixing line 
for phyllosilicate phases and the range of δ18O values. Figure 4a shows model oxygen 
isotopes generated from the PB in scenario 3. The oxygen isotopes generated from 
radial positions < 16,250 m for each phase form relatively consistent fractionation lines, 
with the exception of the oxygen isotopes generated from the surface region 
downstream of the alteration front. Oxygen isotope compositions of hydrous silicates 
that are outliers are generated from the PB regions with the highest reaction progress 
and the lowest reaction progress. Model-generated serpentine and hydrous phases 
(talc/serpentine) oxygen isotopes form fractionation lines with a slope of 0.70 that 
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overlaps with the COCM line. The population of oxygen isotopes generated for 
serpentine, however, have more outliers than those of hydrous phases (compare R2 = 
0.96 for the fractionation line formed by serpentine isotopes and R2 = 0.99 for both 
hydrous phases). Serpentine oxygen isotopes generated from radial positions 15,750-
17,000 meters from the core form a steeper fractionation line with a slope of 0.80. The 
oxygen isotope composition generated for the serpentine that plots in the Murchison 
carbonate δ17,18O range (δ18O = 28.15 ‰, δ17O = 13.5 ‰) was from the radial position 
that is between the boundary between the radial positions where pores contain mostly 
ice and pores that have fluid available (19,500 meters from the core). Oxygen isotopes 
generated for carbonates form a fractionation line with a slope of 0.59 (R2=0.97). The 
carbonate oxygen isotopes generated from the interior and the alteration zone (15,250 – 
18,250 meters from the core) are the most consistent with the isotopic compositions of 
carbonates from Murchison (CM2). The outliers, like the isotopically heavy outliers 
generated for serpentine, are from the surface (19,500-20,000 meters from the core) of 
the PB. Very little water-rock interaction leads to a heavy oxygen enriched fluid in 
regions where there is barely fluid available and carbonates are precipitates of the fluid 
and therefore more closely “record” oxygen isotopic reservoir of the altering fluid than 
another phase in the model alteration reaction. Oxygen isotopes generated for 
carbonates from deep in the PB interior (<15,250 meters from the core) are isotopically 
light relative to real CM carbonates and overlap with the δ18O composition of the model-
generated hydrous phases. The model-generated oxygen isotopes of carbonates do not 




 The most likely region of the PB for CM1 chondrite alteration is within the 
reaction zone (16,000-19,000 m from the core), where the reaction progress is 99% 
complete. Figure 4b shows the oxygen isotopes generated for hydrous phases and 
serpentine from the alteration zone, where Moapa Valley and the two closest model 
generated oxygen isotope ratios are circled in grey. The model-generated serpentines 
and hydrous phases that plot closest to Moapa Valley WR composition were generated 
from 18,500 and 18750 meters from the PB core, respectively. SCO 06043 (CM1) and 
LEW 87016 (CM2) also plot close to Moapa Valley, however SCO 06043 has signs of 
significant Antarctic weathering which may render its δ18O ratio lighter than its original 
composition (Bland, 2006). While it is possible that the oxygen isotopes could have 
reached equilibrium with the fluid before the minerals reached chemical equilibrium, the 
phyllosilicate composition could also be more Fe-rich than Moapa Valley and the fluid 
could therefore exchange more δ18O with the rock in LEW 87016. 
 
3.3.2 Parent Body Temperature Profile 
 
The earlier accretion age and higher initial temperature of the scenario 3 PB has 
increased the overall temperature relative to scenarios 1 and 2, and the increased initial 
pyroxene content of the PB rock has maintained the CM1 chondrite alteration 
temperature range relatively close to the surface as shown in figure 4c. The 20,000 
meter PB created for scenario 3 reaches a peak core temperature of 649.15 K, just shy 
of the 673.15 K phyllosilicate dehydration temperature estimated by Tonui et al. (2014). 
The temperature range is optimal for CM1 chondrites at radial positions ≤ 13,500 
meters from the core, although it is possible for CM1 chondrites to form in depths as 
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shallow as 16,000 meters from the core, where the temperatures of ~393.15 K can be 
sustained for half of the 2 Ma alteration interval (Figure 4c). If Moapa Valley formed at 
temperatures higher than 453.15 K in a hypothetical scenario 3-like PB, then it would 
form deep in the interior; <14,750 meters from the core. The alteration zone spans the 
PB region 16,000 – 19,000 meters from the core, where the temperature range at the 
end of alteration is 243.60 -354.11 K but reaches ~393.15K between 223,000 yrs and 1 
Myrs of alteration. Over the course of the alteration time interval, temperatures 17,000-
19,000 meters from the core are consistent with CM2 chondrite alteration. In the PB 
region where Moapa Valley-like oxygen isotopes were generated, the temperature at 
the end of alteration is just 261.15 K, however the temperatures does reach ~360 K in 
the first 600,000 years of alteration. Nonetheless, 360 K is still ~33 K lower than the 
minimum temperature constraints estimated for CM1 chondrites (393.15 K; King et al., 
2017).  
 
3.3.3. Volumetric Modal Mineralogy 
 
 Figure 4d shows the volumetric modal mineralogy of the alteration zone in the 
scenario 3 PB after 2 Ma of alteration. The alteration zone rock is composed of 66.45 
vol% anhydrous silicate and 20.75 vol% phyllosilicate. Of the anhydrous silicates, 3.80 
vol% is composed of enstatite. The rock is also composed of 12.80 vol% carbonates, 
consistent with the simulation’s previous overestimation of carbonate volume fractions 







 The modified exhalation model, while not able to exactly reproduce the modal 
mineralogy of a CM chondrite, is a powerful tool for synthesizing temporal, isotopic, 
chemical, and thermal constraints developed for CM chondrite parent bodies over the 
years. In particular, simulating chemical, thermal, and isotopic evolution over the course 
of the alteration timeline presents a unique opportunity to test how specific parameters 
developed from laboratory experiments, isotope geochemistry, geothermometry, and 
meteorite petrology fit together to reconstruct a plausible replica of a CM PB system. 
 
4.1. Oxygen Isotopes of CM1 Chondrites 
 Only the oxygen isotopes in scenario 3 will be compared to real oxygen isotopic 
compositions of chondrites because it is designed to simulate a CM PB as closely as 
possible. Table 2 lists the oxygen isotopic compositions of generated for phyllosilicates 
generated by scenario 3 and WR compositions of real CM chondrites for comparison. 
Figure 5 shows the oxygen isotopic data for CM and CO WR compositions plotted with 
model-generated oxygen isotopes for phyllosilicates in the alteration zone of the 
scenario 3 PB. Moapa Valley (CM1), MET 01070 (CM1), EET 83334 (CM1), ALH 83100 
(CM1/2), Asuka 881955 (CM2), and Asuka 881594 (CM2) all have WR isotopic 
compositions closest to those generated for phyllosilicates from radial positions 18500-
18750 meters from the core where temperatures ranged between 239.65 – 348.15 K 
from onset to end of the alteration simulation. Both MET 01070 and ALH 83100 were 
classified by Howard et al. (2015) as a CM1.2 chondrites and were composed of 7.70 
±0.31 vol% and 8.70 ±0.35 vol% olivine, respectively. Moapa Valley was classified as a 
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CM1.1. on the same PSF scale and has a bulk modal abundance of only 4.1 ±0.21 vol% 
olivine owing to its exceptionally high degree of alteration even among other CM1 
chondrites (King et al., 2017). The varying petrologic grades of the CMs that “match” the 
model-generated oxygen isotopes may have formed at similar temperatures and/or 
depths of the PB but underwent alteration at shorter intervals for higher petrologic 
grades (i.e. CM2 and CM1/2) and longer intervals for CM1 chondrites. The CM1 
chondrites that were altered over extended periods of time would undergo chemical 
changes that would theoretically reduce the 18O affinity of the rock in aqueous systems 
and may even have reached equilibrium between the solid and liquid oxygen isotope 
reservoirs before alteration ceased (see chapter 2). Aqueous alteration also changes 
the porosity and permeability of the host rock and distance from the fractures or pores 
containing altering fluid may be heterogeneous within the PB (Alexander et al., 2013). 
 Many CM2 chondrites have bulk oxygen isotope compositions that are heavier 
than those of CM1 chondrites (King et al., 2017; Howard et al., 2011). Model-generated 
oxygen isotopes hydrous silicates from the radial positions between >16,000 meters 
and 17750-18250 meters from the core are most consistent with the δ18O range for 
many CM2 chondrites and Murchison matrix oxygen isotopes (Figure 5). Temperatures 
generated in this region of the PB do not exceed 354.15 K, which would keep water-
rock exchange high (> 10 ‰ δ18O exchanged) for as long as liquid water is available. 
While there is no reason to assume that the previously mentioned physical changes 
caused by alteration cannot influence CM2 chondrite oxygen isotopic compositions, it is 
also possible that the isotopically heavy population of CM2 and CM1/2 WR 
compositions (Cimarron (CM2), MAC 88100 (CM2), NWA 10834 (CM1/2), and NWA 
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8534 (CM1/2)) could represent a subset of CM chondrites that contain a higher modal 
abundance of phases that had high 18O affinities (e.g. cronstedtite or saponite) and/or 
were well crystallized relative to those on the isotopically light end of the oxygen isotopic 
range for the CM group. The model-generated oxygen isotopes for hydrous phases 
represents an equal mixture of talc and serpentine fractionation factors in an aqueous 
system, with talc having a much higher affinity (I(18O) = 0.8579) for heavy oxygen than 
serpentine (I(18O) = 0.7545; see Chapter II). The fact that the talc/serpentine mixture of 
hydrous phases generates oxygen isotopes closest to some CM2 chondrites, could be 
the result of the dependence of oxygen isotope fractionation on both temperature and 
mineral chemistry in the aqueous system of the PB. 
 
4.2. Timescale of a CM Parent Body 
The accretion age (2.36 Ma after CAIs) of scenario 3 would be considered an 
early accretion age, consistent with estimates of chondritic PB accretion 1-3 Ma after 
CAIs (Krot et al., 2006; Elkins-Tanton et al., 2011; Cohen and Coker, 2000). Early 
accretion of the CM PB allows sufficient heat to build up from 26Al decay for a vigorous 
hydration reaction to persist for an extended period of time before the available fluid 
refreezes. However, it would also call into question CO chondrite chondrules that have 
formed >3 Ma after CAIs based on short-lived radionuclide chronologies (Kunihiro et al., 
2004; Kurahashi et al., 2008). The PB in scenario 3 would have accreted too early for 
late accretion ages for CM parent bodies > ~3 Ma after CAIs formed (Fujiya et al., 2012; 
Jilly-Rehak et al., 2017; Kita and Ushikubo et al., 2012). Planetesimal accretion 
occurred after chondrule formation, therefore the isotopic the CM chondrite group either 
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formed on parent bodies that accreted at different times, or CM chondrites were larger 
than the scenario 3 PB (>20km) and had later accretion times. Alteration is predicted to 
begin shortly after accretion of a CM PB, however the duration of the alteration is 
unclear. Scenario 3 had an alteration time of 2 Ma, which is consistent with the ~3-4 Ma 
after CAI timescale for alteration in the literature (e.g. Brearley, 2006). A timescale of 
CM PB alteration >5 Ma after the formation of CAIs would effectively rule out any pre-
accretionary alteration models, however the evidence of asteroidal alteration in Moapa 
Valley discussed in detail in Chapter I is assumed to apply to the PB scenario as well. 
 
4.3. CM Parent Body Protolith 
The distribution of anhydrous phases in the CM protolith is dependent on 
whether or not the protolith was a breccia before alteration. The alteration process, 
especially on that involves fluid flow, can disaggregate chondritic components resulting 
in a brecciated texture regardless of the original texture. This is pertinent to the 
influence of pyroxene on the PB temperature profile, which may be dependent on local 
modal abundances of pyroxene-rich chondritic components. The vast majority of CO 
chondrite and Acfer 094 chondrules contain at least some pyroxene (Ebel et al., 2016; 
Newton et al., 1995), while CM1 chondrites do not typically contain more than a few 
vol% of pyroxene if at all (King et al., 2017). As detailed in the results of forsterite-
enstatite PB scenarios, pyroxene is required to maintain elevated alteration 
temperatures associated with CM1 chondrites near the PB surface. If the CM1 chondrite 
alteration zone of PB had as much as 15 vol% pyroxene in the CM1 formation region, 
then the reaction rate for pyroxene hydration had to be either faster than previously 
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estimated, or the length of the alteration event had to be long enough for almost all of it 
to be altered to phyllosilicates. 
Reaction rates for the mineralogical reactions that occur during aqueous 
alteration in CM parent bodies are poorly constrained (e.g. Young, 1999; Palguta et al., 
2010), therefore more comprehensive systems of chemical reactions are likely required 
to simulate the degree of alteration seen in highly altered chondrites like CM1 
chondrites and CI chondrites. An alternative to approximating reaction rates using those 
reported in the literature is to simply assign reaction rate as a floating parameter to 
focus on degree of alteration and temperature of the PB for parent body-meteorite 
oxygen isotopic “matchmaking” purposes.  
 
4.4. Porosity and Permeability 
 The high reactivity PB scenarios simulated here and in chapter IV were designed 
to increase reaction progress in the alteration zone area by increasing surface area for 
alteration and increase fluid transport to the surface soon after accretion. One of the 
ways this was achieved was by increasing porosity to as much as 60 vol% (void space 
+ ice fraction), while porosity of CM chondrites has been found to be a maximum of 
36.7% (Macke et al., 2010) and the whether or not those pore spaces are actually 
connected is a matter of debate. Specifically, some workers (e.g. Bland et al., 2009; 
Howard et al., 2011) have called into question the feasibility of fluid flow on a 
planetesimal scale given the low permeability of CM chondrite matrix (Bland et al., 
2009) and the compaction that may reduce pore size afterward (Alexander et al., 2013). 
While permeability was not considered and porosity remained constant in the modified 
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exhalation model used in this work, new observations from the surface of Bennu 
indicate that the assumption of large-scale fluid flow on a CM l may not be a far-fetched 
assumption. 
Centimeter scale carbonate-filled veins were observed in boulders on the surface 
of Bennu (Kaplan et al., 2020), which was interpreted as evidence of fluid flow in 
Bennu’s PB. The evidence for fluid flow through fractures is bolstered by the carbonate 
veins observed in Moapa Valley in this work (see chapter I) and Irving et al. (2009) as 
well as those observed in other CM chondrites (e.g. Bunch and Chang, 1980; Barber, 
1981). An isotope study of vein carbonates in LON 94101 (CM2) determined that the 
carbonates were precipitated from a hotter or more highly altered region of the PB 
relative to carbonate grains in the surrounding matrix, thus indicating that fluid and heat 
may have indeed been transferred via fractures in CM parent bodies. Furthermore, 
studies of the thermal properties of CM chondrites have shown that that thermal 
expansion and heat capacity varies even at ~200-235K (Opeil et al., 2020) due to the 
high phyllosilicate abundance has the potential to cause cracks to form as the rock 
expands and contracts. The fracture networks in CM PB may have also formed as a 
result of low intensity impacts (Lindgren et al., 2015). The evidence of fracture networks 
does not prove that planetesimal scale fluid flow occurred, but provides an alternative to 
restricted, localized water-rock interaction through small, nm-sized pores that may or 
may not be connected enough to explain the high level of thin section-scale alteration 






 Using the modified exhalation model, the CM PB alteration system was simulated 
in a 20 km PB (scenario 3) with an early accretion age of 2.36 Ma after CAIs, with an 
alteration event ending ~4.36 Ma after CAIs. The scenario with the best isotopic and 
thermal profile match to a CM PB had a protolith composed of 15 vol% pyroxene and 85 
vol% olivine. Enstatite affects the thermal profile of the PB over time and creates a 
steeper gradient and higher temperatures at shallower depths of the PB interior than 
forsterite alone. This indicates that initial enstatite content is an important component of 
pre-alteration PB temperature over the course of the alteration event. CM1 chondrite 
temperatures are only reached deep in the PB interior, which implies that they are either 
not regolith breccias or that the subsurface temperatures were higher in CM1 parent 
bodies than produced in the simulated PB in this work. Fluid-filled fractures may have 
been carriers of altering fluid and heat to the region in which CM chondrites formed 
(Lindgren et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2013), raising the temperatures higher than that of the 
model scenarios. If CM chondrite modal carbonate abundances are in fact 
representative of their abundances in the PB, then the modified exhalation model 
consistently overestimates PB abundances of carbonates in PB scenarios that have 
high reaction progress. 
 Oxygen isotopic ratios generated by the model that were closest to the real 
oxygen isotopic composition of Moapa Valley (CM1) were from the PB region 18500-
18750 m from the core of a PB with a 20,000 meter radius. Model-generated oxygen 
isotopes for carbonates in scenario 3 formed a slope = ~0.60 fractionation which is 
associated with alteration temperatures ~150˚C in CM chondrites (Guo and Eiler, 2007; 
Alexander et al., 2015; Fujiya, 2018). The temperature profile in this region of the PB 
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was not hot enough for CM1 chondrite alteration temperatures and the mineralogy 
generated by the model did not match the high volume fraction of phyllosilicates in 
Moapa Valley. However, Moapa Valley and other highly altered CM1 chondrites may 
only represent the most altered part of a larger region of high water-rock interaction that 
may vary in degree of alteration. If the CM1 chondrite group is representative of an 
entire PB region 1250-1500 meters below the surface, then there were other factors 
such as early accretion age, grain size, thermal expansion fluctuations, and thermal 
advection from deeper in the PB that raised the temperatures to the range estimated for 




Table 1. Temperature constraints on CM chondrite alteration and secondary heating. Minimum temperature for CMs 
from Brearley (2006), CM2 alteration temperature constraints from Howard et al. (2011), CM1 minimum is from 
Zolensky et al. (1997), and phyllosilicate dehydration temperature is from Tonui et al. (2014). The minimum for 

































 Temperature (K) Temperature (˚C) 
Minimum for CMs ~274.15(?) - 372.15 1-99 
CM2 <373.15-423.15 <100-150 
CM1 >393.15 >120 
Moapa Valley >433.15 >160 
Phyllosilicate Dehydration/Carbonate 
Decomposition 623.15-873.15 350-600 
Moapa Valley 
Figure 1. Oxygen isotope diagram of CM chondrite whole rock (WR), Murchison matrix, CM carbonates, and Moapa 
Valley WR. CM chondrites and their components form the CO-CM mixing line along with CO chondrite WR oxgen 




































Figure 2. Results of scenario 1 (90% forsterite–10% enstatite parent body) showing model-generated a) oxygen 
isotopes at the end of alteration, b) the thermal profile over time and radial position, and c) volumetric modal 
mineralogy in the alteration zone at the end of alteration. TFL = terrestrial fractionation line. CO-CM mixing line 










Figure 3. Results of scenario 2 (95% forsterite–5% enstatite parent body) showing model-generated a) oxygen isotopes 
at the end of alteration, b) the thermal profile over time and radial position, and c) volumetric modal mineralogy in the 
alteration zone. TFL = terrestrial fractionation line. CO-CM mixing line denotes the isotopic relationship between CO WR 






























































Figure 4. Results of scenario 3 (85% forsterite–15% enstatite parent body) showing model-generated a) oxygen isotopes 
at the end of alteration, b) the oxygen isotopes at the alteration zone, c) the thermal profile over time and radial position, 
and d) volumetric modal mineralogy in the alteration zone. TFL = terrestrial fractionation line. CO-CM mixing line 





Table 2. Model-generated oxygen isotopes that are closest to Moapa Valley and oxygen isotope ratios of CM1, 
CM1/2, and CM2 chondrites from the literature. 
 
  
    CM PB Fit Model-Generated CM1-like Data  
   Rock  Fluid  





17O (‰) Δ 
17O 
(‰) Position (m) 
Serpentine 261.05 6.44 1.14 -2.21 0.087 18,500 
Hydrous (Talc/Serpentine) 252.12 6.81 0.74 -2.80 0.24 18,750 
       
       
 Oxygen Isotope Ratios from Literature   
   Whole Rock    





17O (‰) Source Occurrence 
CM1 Moapa Valley 6.29 0.93 -2.341 Weisberg et al. (2009) Nevada 
CM1 Moapa Valley 6.08 0.68 -2.4816 Weisberg et al. (2009) Nevada 
CM1 EET 83334 5.90 0.79 -2.278 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM1 MET 01070 5.81 0.59 -2.4312 Howard et al. (2011) Antarctica 
CM1 SCO 06043 4.36 -0.16 -2.4272 Howard et al. (2011) Antarctica 
CM1 NWA 10853 13.54 5.29 -1.7508 Bouvier et al. (2017 Morocco 
CM1/2 ALH 83100 6.38 0.82 -2.4976 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM1/2 Y 82042 8.49 2.39 -2.0248 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM1/2 NWA 8534 12.41 4.40 -2.0532 Ruzika et al. (2017) Morocco 
CM1/2 NWA 10834 10.8 3.29 -2.326 Bouvier et al. (2017) Morocco 
CM2 Murchison  7.30 1.20 -2.60 Clayton & Mayeda (1984) Australia 
CM2 Asuka 881594  5.81 0.53 -2.49 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM2 Asuka 881655  7.05 1.30 -2.37 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM2 Asuka 881955  6.09 0.59 -2.58 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM2 Banten  7.06 0.70 -2.97 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Indonesia 
CM2 Cimarron  11.55 3.10 -2.91 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Kansas 
CM2 C. Bokkeveld  10.01 2.76 -2.45 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) South Africa 
CM2 LEW 87016  4.45 -0.64 -2.95 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM2 LEW 88001) 8.33 1.43 -2.9016 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM2 LEW 90500  7.50 1.42 -2.48 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM2 LEW 87022  4.85 0.32 -2.20 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM2 LEW 88148  4.58 0.23 -2.15 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM2 MAC 88100  11.91 4.06 -2.13 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM2 MAC 88101  5.46 0.60 -2.24 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 
CM2 MAC 88176  8.88 2.59 -2.03 Clayton & Mayeda (1999) Antarctica 













Figure 5. Oxygen isotope compositions generated by scenario 3 (15% enstatite, 85% forsterite) compared to CM 
chondrite WR and matrix compositions from the literature. Green circles are Moapa Valley WR, red and blue solid 









 The modified exhalation model described in this work is a tool that can be 
adapted to a plethora of scenarios and can be used as a foundation for future studies of 
parent body-chondrite relationships. The parent body (PB) or parent bodies of CM 
chondrites were composed of a suite of mostly silicate minerals (e.g. Brearley and 
Jones, 1998; Bunch and Chang, 1980; Barber, 1981; Howard et al., 2015; King et al., 
2017) that were altered in a complex alteration system that involved replacement 
reactions with more than just Mg endmember silicate phases. While fayalite (Fe2SiO4) is 
relatively uncommon in CM2 chondrite mineralogy (Brearley and Jones, 1998; Zolensky 
et al., 1997; ) The effects of Fe-endmember silicates on the thermal gradient, reaction 
progress, and isotopic exchange of CM chondrite parent body rock can also be explored 
by adapting the exhalation model to simulate cronstedtite formation. 
Moreover, the isotopic disequilibrium between CM chondrite components 
revealed by isotopic measurements of secondary minerals (e.g. Krot et al., 2006; de 
Leuw et al., 2009; Fujiya et al., 2018) suggests that some reactions occurred at specific 
stages of the progressive alteration process. While cations such as Mg2+, Fe2+, and Si4+ 
exchanged between the fluid and water, carbonates (e.g. calcite, dolomite, aragonite, 
etc.) precipitated directly out of the fluid at certain points in the process (e.g. Brearley, 
2006). In the modified exhalation model (see Chapter III), the calcite precipitation and 
anhydrous silicate hydration reactions occur simultaneously at each time step, causing 
increases the volume fraction of phyllosilicates and carbonates with increases in 
reaction progress. Since carbonates make only a small fraction of CM chondrite bulk 
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mineralogy, increasing the reactivity of the simulated parent body tends to generate an 
unrealistic modal abundance of carbonate. The modal mineralogy generated by the 
exhalation model can therefore be improved by restricting when carbonates can form 





2.1. Fe-Endmember Parent Body Protolith 
 Ferroan olivine occurs as chondrule phenocrysts in CO chondrites (Weisberg et 
al., 2006), CM chondrites (Rubin et al., 2007; Hanowski and Brearley, 2001), and Acfer 
094 (Newton et al., 1995; Greshake, 1997). Despite the rarity of FeO-rich olivine in 
CO3.0 chondrites (Weisberg et al., 2006) and Acfer 094 (Greshake, 1997), it is an 
important contributor of Fe2+ ions to the altering fluid (Browning and Bourcier, 1998). 
Fe2+ ion enrichment in the fluid, in addition to low temperatures (Zolensky et al., 1997) 
and neutral to alkaline pH conditions (e.g. Rosenberg et al, 2001; Vacher et al., 2019), 
during the onset of alteration is essential for the stability of secondary minerals (Howard 
et al., 2011; Velbel et al., 2015). Compared to forsterite, fayalite (Fe2SiO4) has a higher 
specific heat capacity than forsterite (Robie et al., 1978), and has a slightly higher 
calculated 18O affinity (Zheng, 1993b). Ferroan olivine is also more susceptible to 
alteration (e.g. Rubin et al., 2007) than forsterite, however the fidelity to which this will 
be reflected in the model results depends on if the vulnerability to alteration is due to 
chemistry or crystal structure. If it is due to the former, then the model results will show 




2.2. Secondary Minerals 
Fe-phyllosilicates are most abundant in mildly altered CM chondrites in the form 
of cronstedtite ((Fe2+,Fe3+,Mg)3(Si,Fe3+,Al)2O5(OH)4), which is in solid solution with 
greenalite ((Fe2+)3Si2O5(OH)4) and chrysotile ((Mg)3Si2O5(OH)4) . Cronstedtite in 
meteorites usually differs from standard endmember Fe mineralogy in that many 
crystals found in CM2 chondrites do not have endmember chemistry, while crystallinity 
is better than that of Mg-serpentine pseudomorphs (Howard et al., 2011), stacking in 
matrix cronstedtite crystals is not uncommon (Bunch and Chang, 1980). Cronstedtite 
occurs as intergrowths with tochilinite (Fe(OH)2 • (Fe,Ni)S ) in the matrix, fine-grained 
rims, and chondrules of CM chondrites (Fuchs et al., 1973, Tomeoka and Buseck, 1985; 
Howard et al., 2015; Howard et al., 2011), and is associated with less intense degrees 
of alteration (Rubin et al., 2007) at temperatures <120˚C (Zolensky et al., 1997). The 
results of chapter II indicate that cronstedtite will have an increased 18O affinity relative 
to talc and Mg-rich serpentine and the exchange is higher at low temperatures. 
Carbonates grains in CM chondrites are generally compose of calcite (CaCO3), 
however complex carbonates containing Ca, Fe, Mn, and Mg have can occur as grains 
and as rims on other carbonate grains (Rubin et al., 2007). Siderite (FeCO3) is one 
possible complex carbonate phase that can be found in the most extensively altered CM 
chondrites (Zolensky et al., 1997). The siderite is used as a proxy for carbonates in the 
Fe-endmember model for mass balance purposes and for establishing a benchmark 





 The calcite restriction model and Fe-endmember model are adaptations of the 
modified exhalation model and therefore inherit same assumptions on which it relies 
(see Chapter III). The assumptions that no longer apply for the calcite-restriction model 
are that the hydration and precipitation reactions occur at the same time and that the 
hydration reaction is driven by the concentration of CO2 throughout the progress of 
alteration. The mineralogical reaction in the Fe-endmember still relies on the 
assumption that the carbonate precipitation reaction is occurring simultaneously, but the 
mineralogical reaction will not assume Mg-endmember phases are the only chemical 
species involved in the reaction. Furthermore, the hydration reaction does not include a 
pyroxene Fe-endmember since FeO-rich pyroxene is rare in CM chondrites (Brearley 
and Jones, 1998) and Acfer 094 (Newton et al., 1995; Greshake, 1997). 
 
3. Relevant Mineralogical Reactions 
 
 In keeping with the modified exhalation model, Young et al. (1999), and Young 
(2001), the model adaptations will have reaction progress driven by mineralogical 
reactions. The calcite restriction model necessitates a fundamental change in the way 
reactions are handled so that the model can swap between reactions depending on fluid 
availability at each radial position of the parent body. The Fe-endmember scenario is an 
adaptation of the modified exhalation model to accommodate a scenario in which a 
parent body is made up of 100% fayalite and alters to form cronstedtite. 
 
2Mg2SiO4 + Mg2Si2O6 + 4H2O(l) → Mg3Si4O10(OH)2 + 3Mg(OH)   (1) 
2Mg2SiO4 + Mg2Si2O6 + 3CO2(aq) + H2O(l) → Mg3Si4O10(OH)2 + 3Mg(CO3) (2) 
2Mg2SiO4 + Mg2Si2O6 + 4H2O(l) → 2Mg3Si2O5(OH)4 + Mg(OH)   (3) 
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2Fe2SiO4 + CO2 + 2H2O(l) → 2Fe3Si2O5(OH)4 + FeCO3    (4) 
3Fe2SiO4 +SiO2(aq) + 4H2O(l) → 2Fe3Si2O5(OH)4     (5) 
 
3.1. Carbonate Precipitation 
 A preliminary attempt to separate the hydration reaction from the carbonate 
precipitation reaction was unsuccessful due to the slow rate of the hydration reaction 
relative to the alteration time interval. To prevent carbonates from precipitating too early 
in the alteration timeline, anhydrous silicates were initially hydrated by a pure water fluid 
to yield talc and brucite as given by Equation (1). Then, when ice fraction of pore 
spaces fell below an arbitrary threshold, icemaxcarb, Equation (2) takes over and the 
hydration reaction occurs simultaneously with carbonate precipitation as in Chapter VI. 
The hydration reaction can be accelerated somewhat by increasing the reaction rate 
constant 𝑘J, however, the Equation (1) did not yield talc and brucite under the 
temperature conditions and time constraints appropriate for a CM chondrite parent body 
(see Chapter VI for details). Talc was chosen a proxy for all Mg-rich phyllosilicates for 
Equation (2) to establish a benchmark as close as possible to the benchmark scenario 
in Chapter III. Brucite was included as a product of the hydration reaction for mass 
balance purposes. A more successful attempt at a two-step mineralogical reaction may 
require alternative pathways for the initial hydration reaction.  
One alternative pathway is given by Equation (3), which produces Mg-serpentine 
and brucite instead of talc and the reaction rate can be set to a floating parameter to 
force the reaction forward. In a case where the reaction rate won’t necessarily be 
attached to the reaction itself, Equation (3) is a better alternative to Equation(1) in terms 
since serpentine group minerals dominate CM chondrite mineralogy (Brearley and 
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Jones, 1998; Rubin et al., 2007; Howard et al., 2011; King et al., 2017). The main 
challenge that presents itself when separating the carbonate precipitation reaction from 
the mineralogical reaction is the absence of CO2 to drive the reaction forward. As 
discussed in chapter III, the fugacity of CO2, fCO2 is the main driver of reaction rate and 
can be adjusted by changing the initial CO2 concentration of the fluid. The lack of CO2 in 
equations (1) and (3) makes takes away an adjustable parameter that influences the 
rate of reaction and intensity of reaction in the parent body, hence the need for a 
reaction rate as a separate function of temperature and liquid water availability. The 
hydration reaction can then be used to calculate the in the pores fraction of H2O by 
subtracting the volume of water consumed to produce phyllosilicates. 
 
3.2. Fayalite Hydration and Siderite Precipitation 
 The adaptation to a Fe-endmember silicate hydration reaction constitutes a 
drastic change in the thermodynamic properties of the rock as well as mineralogical 
reaction and isotopic exchange rates between rock and water. The modified exhalation 
model has proven to be sensitive to major changes in thermodynamic properties (see 
chapters III and V), which are strongly dependent on mineralogy (e.g. Lindgren et al., 
2014). It is therefore recommended that a benchmark be established with a 
mineralogical reaction that is similar to the benchmark model adaptation that was used 
here (see chapter III). The benchmark Fe-endmember parent body scenario would have 
the mineralogical reaction given by equation (4) with the same parameters as the 100% 
forsterite benchmark parent body. The next step is to adjust the parameters as needed 
so that the isotopic exchange and rate constants for phase changes of water do not 
cause instability in the model-generated oxygen isotopic compositions of the fluid or 
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temperatures that are too high, as was necessary for the clinoenstatite parent body 
adaptation described in detail in chapter V. 
 
4. Expected Results 
 
 The modified exhalation model was not applied to the Fe endmember adaptation 
nor was the calcite restriction model successfully implemented, however endeavor of 
adaption the model to different initial mineralogy has revealed some predictable trends. 
Here expected results for model-generated oxygen isotopic compositions, thermal 
profile and modal mineralogy will be discussed for a parent body with the parameters 
set for the forsterite benchmark in chapter III (accretion time 1.6 Ma after CAIs, 9000 m 
radius). 
 
4.1. Fe-endmember Adaptation 
4.1.1. Oxygen Isotopes 
 
 The model-generated oxygen isotopes of the cronstedtite can be informed by the 
oxygen isotope fractionation modeling runs in for standard endmember cronstedtite in 
chapter II. The cronstedtite 18O affinity was much higher than talc, standard serpentine 
(Zheng, 1993a), and CM1 chondrite serpentines (see Chapter II). When the model 
generates oxygen isotopes for a phase with such a high affinity for heavy water, it will 
likely produce oxygen isotopic compositions that are much closer to the initial isotopic 
composition of the ice, than the anhydrous and phyllosilicate phases. Zheng (1999) 
calculated a siderite a higher 18O affinity relative to calcite, therefore siderite oxygen 
isotopes generated by the Fe-endmember scenario will be isotopically heavier than 
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 Before the hydration reaction begins, the heat of radioactive 26Al-decay must 
build up over time to raise the temperature of the rock >273.15 K. How much the energy 
it takes to increase the temperature by one degree is dependent on the temperature 
and the mineralogy of the protolith. The specific heat capacity of fayalite is 132.9 
J/mol•K at standard temperature and pressure, while the specific heat capacity of 
forsterite is 117.90 J/mol•K. The temperature would likely take more time to increase as 
the 26Al decays and thus a larger parent body and/or younger accretion age would be 
needed relative to a forsterite parent body to produce temperature consistent with CM1 
chondrite alteration. 
 
4.1.3. Modal Mineralogy 
 
 FeO-rich olivine is vulnerable to aqueous alteration relative to forsterite (Brearley, 
2006) because Fe2+ is more readily exported to the fluid than Mg2+ (Velbel et al., 2015). 
Since the exhalation model produces modal abundances of minerals according to 
stoichiometry, examining the chemical equations for the hydration reaction is a helpful 
step in predicting to how much phyllosilicate will be produced at each time step that T > 
272.13 K. Equation (5), which is meant to be critical to a calcite restriction model, will 
likely be hindered by the same reaction progress issues that were discussed in previous 
sections. It also requires 3 moles of Fe2SiO4 for every 2 moles of cronstedtite, whereas 
equation (4) has a 1:1 ratio of fayalite to cronstedtite per reaction. Equation (4) also has 
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CO2 on the left side of the reaction, allowing for the option of increasing initial CO2 
concentration in the fluid to help drive the reaction forward. Equation (4) may not be the 
most realistic mineralogical reaction to choose for a CM chondrite parent body, but it is 
certainly the most straightforward reaction to use for the purposes of simulating FeO-
rich olivine hydration. If equation (4) is used as the hydration-carbonate precipitation 
reaction, it is likely that the production of phyllosilicates will be higher than if equation (5) 
is used in a calcite restriction model. 
 
4.2. Calcite Restriction Model 
4.2.1. Temperature 
 
 The main source of heat in the modified exhalation model is 26Al, with the effects 
modified by parent body radius. If the initial (26Al/27Al) ratio (and therefore accretion 
time) and the radius of the parent bodies are the same, the calcite restriction model will 
likely have a similar temperature profile to forsterite-pyroxene parent body adaptations 
described in chapter VI. 
 
4.2.2. Modal Mineralogy 
 
 In order to produce enough phyllosilicates to be consistent with CM1 chondrites, 
the calcite restriction model may have to handle reaction rates independently from the 
hydration reaction instead of using the thermochemical equation to recalculate the 
reaction rate at each temperature. Absent these fundamental changes to the numerics 
of the exhalation model itself, the expected result for the modal mineralogy of 




5. Closing Remarks 
Any further adaptations of the modified exhalation model will require careful 
consideration of the model’s sensitivity to changes in thermodynamic and mineralogical 
parameters. The most numerically stable approach to additional changes to the 
mineralogical reaction is often the best on. Here the recommended pathway for 
restricting carbonates to the end of the alteration process is not only to separate the 
carbonate precipitation reaction from the hydration reaction, but to separate the 
calculation of reaction rate from the chemical potential of the hydration reaction entirely 
and instead opt for a separate floating parameter that dictates reaction rate at each time 
step. The advantage of this approach lies in being able to circumvent the slow reaction 
rate of anhydrous silicate hydration reactions at low temperatures. The model can then 
proceed to generate more phyllosilicates during the simulated alteration process without 
generating extraneous carbonate. Ideally, this two-step chemical reaction can generate 
modal mineralogy of the parent body alteration zone that is more comparable to the 
modal mineralogy seen in areal CM chondrite samples. 
 The role of Fe-member silicates as anhydrous precursor phases for CM 
chondrites has been established in the literature in terms of CM2 chondrite alteration 
chemistry (Browning and Bourcier, 1998) and stability of sulfide and tochilinite (Lauretta 
et al., 2000; Berger et al., 2015). A thermodynamic model of a parent body scenario in 
which its composition is 100% Fe-endmember anhydrous silicates presents the 
opportunity to explore how Fe-rich silicate mineralogy affects the thermal profile and 
where CM1 and CM2 chondrites can form within the parent body. The modified 
exhalation model can be adapted to an Fe-endmember silicate parent body scenario by 
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a) changing the coupled hydration-precipitation reaction to start with FeO-rich olivine 
and produce cronstedtite and siderite and comparing the results to the forsterite 
benchmark scenario (chapter IV) or by b) taking a similar approach to the calcite 
restriction model and separating the hydration reaction from the siderite precipitation 
reaction (equation (5)). The former compromises realism for consistency with the 
forsterite benchmark and numerical stability (the CO2-driven mineralogical reaction has 
already proven to successfully generate alteration products), while the latter is a better 
approach if the objective is to use the model as a tool to generate modal mineralogy 





Oxygen Isotope Fractionation Coefficients for Meteoritic Minerals (5% Uncertainty) 
1000ln(α)phase-water = A/T2 + B/T + C 
      
Mineral (Avg 
EPMA Analysis #) A B C I-18O A B C 
Serpentine (MV Srp-
00) 3.95 -9.52 2.89 0.7545 0.20 -0.48 0.14 
Enstatite (Acfer 094 
En-00) 4.01 -9.35 2.82 0.7678 0.20 -0.47 0.14 
Serpentine (DOM 
14239 Srp-00) 3.95 -9.52 2.89 0.7543 0.20 -0.48 0.14 





Appendix II: Input Parameters 
 
Benchmark Parameters   
185 Initial Temperature  
1 finish time in Ma  
9000 Radius of body in meters  
0.1 Porosity, phi   
5.00E-13 kexchange(isotope exchange rate, sec-1) 
16 kmelting (ice melting rate constant, sec-1) 
1.00E-14 
kfreezing (water freezing fraction at T below effective freezing 
temperature) 
240 Tfrz (effective freezing temperature for liquid water) 
1 kxi (arbitrary scale factor to enhance mineral reaction rate) 
1 time step in years  
1.6 Ma after CAIs (26Al/27Al)0 = 1.00e-5 
0.001 X_CO2 initial, mole fraction 
0.2 X_CO2 ice, mole fraction  
35 delta 17O of ice relative to smow 
55 delta 18O of ice relative to smow 
-3.91 delta 17O of forsterite solid relative to smow 
1.17 delta 18O of forsterite solid relative to smow 
9000 maximum radial extent of ice, meters 
0.2 volume fraction of rock that starts out as ice 







Scenario 1 Input Parameters 
9000 model     
1.85E+02 initial temperature of object    
1.00E+00 finish time in Ma : 1 million years     
9.00E+03 radius of body in meters    
0.1 porosity    
5.00E-13 isotope exchange rate, sec-1    
16 ice melting rate constant, sec-1    
1.00E-14 water freezing fraction at T below effective freezing temperature    
2.40E+02 effective freezing temperature for liquid water    
1.00E+00 arbitrary scale factor to enhance mineral reaction rate    
1.00E+00 time step in years    
1.6  Ma after CAIs (initial (26Al/27Al) = 1.00E5)    
1.00E-03 xco2 initial, mole fraction    
2.00E-01 xco2 ice, mole fraction    
3.50E+01 delta 17O of ice relative to smow    
5.50E+01 delta 18O of ice relative to smow    
-3.91E+00 delta 17O of forsterite solid relative to smow    
1.17E+00 delta 18O of forsterite solid relative to smow    
9.00E+03 maximum radial extent of ice, meters   
0.2 volume fraction of rock that starts out as ice    
6.30E+04 mineralogical reaction activation energy  
0 volume fraction that starts out as pyroxene    
1.00E+00 volume fraction that starts out as olivine    
 
Scenario 2 Input Parameters 
 
2.00E+02 initial temperature of object   
1.00E+00 finish time in Ma : 1 million years    
2.00E+04 radius of body in meters   
0.2 porosity   
5.00E-13 isotope exchange rate, sec-1   
16 ice melting rate constant, sec-1   
1.00E-14 water freezing fraction at T below effective freezing temperature   
2.40E+02 effective freezing temperature for liquid water   
1.00E+00 arbitrary scale factor to enhance mineral reaction rate   
1.00E+00 time step in years   
2.02  Ma after CAIs initial (26Al/27Al)0 = 7.00E-6   
1.00E-03 xco2 initial, mole fraction   
2.00E-01 xco2 ice, mole fraction   
3.43E+01 delta 17O of ice relative to smow   
5.50E+01 delta 18O of ice relative to smow   
-7.65E+00 delta 17O of forsterite solid relative to smow   
-4.76E+00 delta 18O of forsterite solid relative to smow   
2.00E+04 maximum radial extent of ice, meters  
0.1 volume fraction of rock that starts out as ice   




0 volume fraction that starts out as pyroxene   
1.00E+00 volume fraction that starts out as olivine   
 
Scenario 3 Input Parameters 
 
200.00 initial temperature of object 
2.00      finish time in Ma : 1 million years  
22000.00     radius of body in meters 
0.2 porosity 
1.15E-13 isotope exchange rate, sec-1 
1.0E-14 ice melting rate constant, sec-1 
1.0E-16 water freezing fraction at T below effective freezing temperature 
242.00 effective freezing temperature for liquid water 
200.00 arbitrary scale factor to enhance mineral reaction rate 
1.00 time step in years 
2.96 Ma after CAIs initial (26Al/27Al) = 2.78E-6 
0.0100 xco2 initial, mole fraction 
0.2290 xco2 ice, mole fraction 
32.30 delta 17O of ice relative to smow 
51.80 delta 18O of ice relative to smow 
-7.6500 delta 17O of forsterite solid relative to smow 
-4.760 delta 18O of forsterite solid relative to smow 
220000.00 maximum radial extent of ice, meters 
0.4 volume fraction of rock that starts out as ice 
6.3E04 mineralogical reaction activation energy, 6.3e04 J/m from G. Fisher's work 
0 volume fraction that starts out as pyroxene 






Scenario 1: 90 vol% Olivine 10 vol% Pyroxene Input Parameters 
 
200.00 Initial Temperature 
1.0D0      finish time in Ma 
22000.00     Radius of body in meters 
0.130  Porosity, phi 
8.0E-13 kexchange(isotope exchange rate, sec-1) 
9.5E-17 kmelting (ice melting rate constant, sec-1) 
5.0E-16 kfreezing (water freezing fraction at T below effective freezing temperature) 
250.0E0 Tfrz (effective freezing temperature for liquid water) 
100.0E0 kxi (arbitrary scale factor to enhance mineral reaction rate) 
1.00 time step in years 
2.37E-6 Ma after CAIs (26Al/27Al)0 = 3.12e-6 
0.01E0 X_CO2 initial, mole fraction 
0.2290 X_CO2 ice, mole fraction 
35.00 delta 17O of ice relative to smow 
55.00 delta 18O of ice relative to smow 
-7.650 delta 17O of forsterite solid relative to smow 
-4.760 delta 18O of forsterite solid relative to smow 
22000.00 maximum radial extent of ice, meters 
0.4 volume fraction of rock that starts out as ice 
6.3E04 mineralogical reaction activation energy, J/m* 
0.1 volume fraction that starts out as pyroxene 
0.9 volume fraction that starts out as olivine 
 *From G. Fisher (1978) 
 
Scenario 2: 95 vol% Olivine 5 vol% Pyroxene Input Parameters 
 
200.00 Initial Temperature 
1.0D0      finish time in Ma 
22000.00     Radius of body in meters 
0.130  Porosity, phi 
8.0E-13 kexchange(isotope exchange rate, sec-1) 
9.5E-17 kmelting (ice melting rate constant, sec-1) 
5.0E-16 kfreezing (water freezing fraction at T below effective freezing temperature) 
250.0E0 Tfrz (effective freezing temperature for liquid water) 
100.0E0 kxi (arbitrary scale factor to enhance mineral reaction rate) 
1.00 time step in years 
2.37E-6 Ma after CAIs (26Al/27Al)0 = 3.12e-6 
0.01E0 X_CO2 initial, mole fraction 
0.2290 X_CO2 ice, mole fraction 
35.00 delta 17O of ice relative to smow 
55.00 delta 18O of ice relative to smow 
-7.650 delta 17O of forsterite solid relative to smow 
-4.760 delta 18O of forsterite solid relative to smow 
22000.00 maximum radial extent of ice, meters 
0.4 volume fraction of rock that starts out as ice 
6.3E04 mineralogical reaction activation energy, J/m* 
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0.05 volume fraction that starts out as pyroxene 
0.95 volume fraction that starts out as olivine 
 *From G. Fisher (1978) 
 
Scenario 3: COCM Fit Parent Body Input Parameters 
 
210.00 Initial Temperature 
2.00      finish time in Ma 
20000.00     Radius of body in meters 
0.15 Porosity, phi 
1.0E-13 kexchange(isotope exchange rate, sec-1) 
6.0E-14 kmelting (ice melting rate constant, sec-1) 
1.0E-19 kfreezing (water freezing fraction at T below effective freezing temperature) 
240.00 Tfrz (effective freezing temperature for liquid water) 
100.00 kxi (arbitrary scale factor to enhance mineral reaction rate) 
1.00 time step in years 
2.37 Ma after CAIs (26Al/27Al)0 = 5.00E06 
0.0100 X_CO2 initial, mole fraction 
0.2290 X_CO2 ice, mole fraction 
34.00 delta 17O of ice relative to smow 
55.00 delta 18O of ice relative to smow 
-7.6500 delta 17O of forsterite solid relative to smow 
-4.760 delta 18O of forsterite solid relative to smow 
20000.00 maximum radial extent of ice, meters 
0.336 volume fraction of rock that starts out as ice 
6.3E04 mineralogical reaction activation energy, J/m* 
0.150 volume fraction that starts out as pyroxene 
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